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ABSTRACT 

Few studies of a polysynthetic language have been carried out within a 
lexical phonology framework. In this thesis it is shown that in Oneida, a 
Northern Iroquoian language, a subset of phonological rules takes place in 
the lexicon which is organized into four levels. Evidence that certain 
phonological rules must precede morphological rules is presented. Since 
there are recursive word-formation rules in Oneida, a loop is required 
between two lexical levels. 

Previous generative phonological analyses of Oneida epenthesis are 
critically discussed, and it is shown that a lexical phonological analysis 
accounts for the stem joiner and e-epenthesis rules in a more economical 
and explanatory fashion. It is argued that stem joiner insert ion app 1 ies as 
a single rule within the lexicon at Levels One and Two, while e-epenthesis 
applies as a single rule within the lexicon at all levels, and also as a 
postlexical rule. 

The study reaches conclusions regarding some differences between English 
and Oneida. In Oneida, inflection takes place at all lexical levels and may 
precede derivation. Word-formation rules generally apply in an ordered 
fashion within the lexicon. The Oneida data reveals that both cyclic and 
non-cyclic phonological rules take place in the lexicon. The word level is 
only partially non-cyclic in Oneida. Lastly, at the subword level 
resyllabification does not disrupt existing metrical structure, but at the 
word level it may erase and rebuild metrical structure when it applies 
after stress assignment to associate extrametrical material to the 
syllable tie'r. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1.0 Objectives or study 

The purpose of this study is to examine some aspects of Oneida phonology 
and morphology ma lexical phonology framework, m order to determme 
whether the data from Oneida, a polysynthetic language, supports the 
claims of this theory. The study, in other words, 1s to determine whether 
a lex1cal phonology analys1s as opposed to a generative analys1s accounts 
f'or the facts 1n a simpler, more economical and elegant fashion. 

1.1 organ1zat100 or study 

In Chapter One, a brief overview of Oneida and related languages is given. 
Next, a distinctive feature matrix is provided for the phonemic inventory. 
This is followed by a discussion of 11nguistic studies pertaining to Oneida 
and a 11st of abbrev1at1ons used 1n the morpheme segmentat1ons 1n th1s 
thesis. The last section of Chapter One is a brief description of lexical 
phonology. 

In Chapter Two, a structural sketch of Oneida is given 1n order to provide 
necessary background 1nformat1on, which includes a discussion of form 
classes, inflectional and derivational processes and the main word 
formation rules. 

In Chapter Three the maJor phonological processes of Oneida are presented. 
These are analyzed in terms of lexical phonology in Chapter Five. 

In Chapter Four, a critique of ear11er generat1ve analyses of the accent 
rules 1n Oneida 1s g1ven. 
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In Chapter Five, a treatment of the major phonological and morphological 
rules of Oneida, 1nc1ud1ng the accent rules, 1s presented 1n a lex1cal 
phonology framework 

1.2 one1da 

Oneida 1s a Northern Iroquoian language which is related to Seneca, 
Cayuga, Onondaga, Mohawk and Tuscarora, and to the Southern Iroquoian 
language, Cherokee. Other Iroquoian languages which have become extinct 
include Nottoway, Laurent1an, Huron-Wyandot, Petun, Neutral, Wenro, Er1e, 
and Andaste or Susquehanna. 

It is assumed that Southern and Northern Iroquoian split between 3,500 to 
4,000 years ago (Lounsbury 1978). The sub-branches w1th1n Northern 
Iroquoian are Nottoway-Tuscarora; Huron-Wyandot, Petun, Neutral; 
Laurentian (although there is not much evidence for this language); and 
finally, the Five Nations languages (Oneida, Mohawk, Seneca, Onondaga and 
Cayuga) and Susquehannock. Oneida is most closely related to Mohawk, 
then to Onondaga, then Seneca, and most distantly to Cayuga. The 
homeland of the Proto-Iroquoian speakers may have been central New York 
State and north central Pennsylvania, with migrations first to the south, 
then to the north and th~ west <Lounsbury 1978). 

Originally, the Oneida lived south of Oneida Lake in New York State, but the 
American Revolution, land speculation, and the enactment of treaties 
prec1p1tated the m1grat1on of One1da people to W1scons1n tn 1838, and to 
Ontario 1n 1839. Today, there are approximately 200 speakers of Oneida 
living at Oneida Settlement, Ontario, and approximate 1y 50 speakers living 
at Green Bay, Wisconsin, as well as a few speakers in Oneida and Syracuse, 
·New York; and 1n Detro1t, M1chtgan (M1thun 1979; Lounsbury 1978). 1 
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1.J The Phonem1c inventory 

A distinctive feature matrix for Oneida phonemes is given below, based on 
the matrix for Mohawk presented 1n Michelson ( 1983): 

sonorant 
vocalic 

t s k y w n ? h e v a o u 
- + + + + + + + + + + + + 

- + - - - + + + + + + 

consonan ta 1 + + + - - + + - - - -

· corona 1 + + - + + - - - - - -

anterior + + - - - + + - - - - - -

high + + + - - - - + - - - - + 

low - - - - - - - + + - - - + 

nasal - - + - - + - - + 

continuant - - - + + + - - + + + + + + + 

round - - - - + - - - - - - - - + + 

strtdent - + - - - - - - - - - - -

There is a penultimate stress rule in Oneida, but a number of phonological 
rules apply which result in words often having other than penultimate 
surface stress. A stressed vowel in an open syllable is lengthened; there 
are no underlying long vowels. When a ?C or b. plus sonorant cluster occur 
after a stressed vowel, the 1 or hare deleted and the vowel is lengthened 
and receives falling tone. 

J .4 Ltngu1st1c stud1es 

The foundation for Oneida studies, and Iroquoian studies in general, is 
Floyd Lounsbury·s grammar Oneida Verb Morphology <Lounsbury 1953). 
Much tnsightful work on lroquotan morpho_logy was carr1ed out by Wallace 
Chafe ( 1967; 1970) in his studies of Seneca and Onondaga. The single most 
important work on Oneida phonology has been done by Karin Michelson in 
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her Ph.D. dissertation on accent rules in five Iroquoian languages 
(Michelson 1983). Th1s work, and a number of papers by 
M1che1son ( 1981, 1985) provide descr1ptions of phonolog1cal processes 
w1thin a generative model. 

1.s Abbrev1at100s 

The following abbreviations are used 1n the morpheme segmentations in 
this thests. 

aorist aor 
causative caus 
cislocative c1s 
coincident coin 
cont i nuative cont 
contrastive contr 
dative dat 
diminutive dim 
distributive dist 
dua11c d 
exclusive exc1 
f em1nine indef 1n1te fi 
feminine zoic z 
first person 1 
former/remote past past 
ful 1 reflexive ref 
future fut 
inchoative inch 
lnclustve inc1 
1ndef inite indef 
instrumental inst 
iterative iter 
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masculine m 
nom1na11zer nom 
noun suffix nsf 
objective pronominal prefix O 
particle prt 
part 1 t 1ve part 
perf ect1ve perf 
plural p 
progressive prog 
punctual pnc 
purpos1ve purp 
second person 2 
semireflexive srf 
ser1al ser 
stem joiner 301n 
subjective pronominal prefix S 
transitive pronominal prefix S:O 
translocative trans 
undoer un 

1.6 Lexical Phonology 

1.6. 1 The Lex1ca1 Phonology (LP) Mode 1 

Mohanan ( 1982: 10) bases his model on Allen ( 1978) and Aronoff ( 1976). 
The lex1con 1s organ1zed tn ordered levels (called strata by Mohanan) at 
which word-formation rules apply. (Mohanan assumes a morpheme based 
morphology rather than word based.) A subset of phonological rules 
(lexical rules) takes place in the lexicon. Phonological rules apply in word 
formation after each morpholog1cal operat1on, and the output of 
phonological rules 1s the input to morphological operations. Lexical rules 
are therefore cyclic because-they only apply once morphological 
information becomes available (Mohanan 1982: 30, 37-38). 
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Each morphological and phonological operation is specified for 1ts domain 
of appl1cation, wh1ch may be a s1ngle level or a set of continuous levels. 
Thts allows a phono1og1ca1 rule to have multiple levels as 1ts doma1n, but 
only if the levels are contiguous, 1.e. 1f a rule has Levels II and IV as its 
domain, 1t must also apply to Level Ill. As we will see in Chapter Five, 

· E-epenthes1s 1n One1da app11es at Levels One through Four, while Stem 
Joiner Insertion appJies at Levels One and Two. 

Mohanan also argues for a device called a "loop" which allows two adjacent 
levels to be inputs to each other. For example, ex-frogman, which has a 
Level 11 pref1x attached to a Level 111 compound, shows that there must be 
a loop from Level 111 to Level 11 (Mohanan 1982). (Note that Selkirk 1982 
considered and rejected the use of such a device, which considerably 
weakens a theory of level ordering.) We shall see ev1dence in Chapter F1ve 
for a loop in Oneida. In Oneida, a compound may be nom1na11zed, and the -
nominal1zed compound may then be recompounded. Since compounding 
takes place at Level Two, and nominalization takes place at Level Three, a 
loop between levels 1s required. 

After all morphological and phonological operations have taken place at a 
level, the morphological brackets are erased before the next level is 
reached. Thus the morpholog1cal structure at a previous level 1s not 
ava1lable for reference by processes at the next level. (Note that the SPE 
approach erased brackets at the end of each cycle.) Under this view, ff 
cycle brackets would not be erased until the next level is reached, and 
word brackets would not be erased unt11 the last level, so that under the 
Strict Cycle Condition, a lexical rule would not apply to a non-derived 
form, although a postlexical rule could do so (Mohanan 1982: 8). We shall 
see in Chapter Five that Bracket Erasure must be the last rule of a level in 
One1da. At Level Three, certa1n phonolog1cal rules refer to both 
prepronom1nal prefix and stem brackets, so that bracketing must be 
retained until after the phonological rules have applied. 
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The output of the lexicon is a "lexical representation" to which all 
morphological and some phonolog1cal rules have applied. The lexical 
representation is inserted into syntactic structures via a lexical insertion 
rule. After lexical insertion, pause boundaries are assigned to break 
strings into phonological phrases, followed by other phonological rules 
(postlexical rules). After postlexical rules apply, a phonetic 
representation is reached (Mohanan 1982: 1-15). 

As noted, lexical rules are cyclic rules and refer to morphological 
information. The cyclic domains are the syntactic categories N, v, AdJ, 
Adv. Since morphological brackets are erased at the end of each level, 
postlexical rules will be non-cyc11c and will not have access to word 
internal structure. The Strict Cycle Condition accounts for apparent 
exceptions to cyclic rules (by d1sallow1ng cycl1c rules to apply to 
non-derived forms), so that such apparent exceptions are always the 
non-derived and listed forms. Other differences between lexical and 
postlexical rules are that only lexical rules interact with word formation 
rules, and only lexical rules have exceptions (Mohanan 1982: 75-76). 

Inflection is a problematic issue in all theories based on the level ordering 
hypothesis. Under Allen's approach, if inflection precedes compounding, 
then compounds can only be inflected by a base rule. Under Mohanan·s 
approach if inflection follows compounding and there is no loop between 
the Inflection and Compound levels, then compounds with inflected 
constituents cannot be accounted for, e.g. parks commissioner (Mohanan 
1982: 45). Furthermore, under Mohanan·s approach, syntactic rules cannot 
refer to word internal structure since there are no brackets available in 
tlie output of the lexicon. In this case, how are inflectional markers which 
depend on syntactic position attached (e.g. case and agreement markers)? 

It seems probable that a synthesis of different viewpoints on where 
inflection takes place may be more explanatory. Perhaps there are 
different types of inflection (along lines suggested in Chomsky 1965). 
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Inherent 1nflect1on would take place 1n the lex1con, and non-1nherent 
inflection would take place after the syntax. K1parsky < 1982) suggests a 
model 1n which+ boundary inflection takes place at Level I, and# boundary 
inflection takes place at Level 111 in English. It could also be argued that 
inflection which depends on the syntax takes place in the postlexical 
phonology. In Chapter Five, we will see that 1n Oneida inflectional 
affixation takes place at every level in the lexicon. 

1.6.2 The Link Between Levels 

Kiparsky (ms.) argues that lex1cal entries are entered into the phonology 
before the morphology at each level , i.e. that the 11nk between levels is 
through the phonology. His evidence concerns loose compounds in Welsh. 
Strict compound1ng and vowel mutat1on occur at Level I 1n the Welsh 
lexicon. The word cyn-aeaf "autumn" 1s a strict compound, formed from 
cyn "preceding" and gaeaf "winter". lnf lection and vowel mutation take 
place at Level 11. The word cadeirian "chairs" is the inflected form of 
cadair "cha1r". Loose compounding and penultimate stress occur at Level 
111. The word saHh-waith "seven times" is a loose compound. Loose 
compounds get penultimate stress on each constituent, but strict 
compounds and inflected words do not. Therefore penultimate stress must 
be assigned before loose compounding but after str1ct compounding and 
inflection. If the link was from Level 11 phonology to Level 111 morphology, 
compounding would precede stress assignment, and a loose compound 
would have only one penultimate stress. Penultimate stress assignment 
must take place in Level Ill phonology, not 1n Level II phonology, Le. at the 
loose compound level, because otherwise since lexical rules reapply after 
each word-formation rule at a level, a word 
with two inflectional affixes would have two penultimate stresses, e.g. 

/ / /_ r: lltlh "th1ng", pethau "th1ngs", oetheuau "various things" (*pethttuau). 

There is no reason why metrical structure could not be changed on the next 
cycle, so this argument given by Kiparsky is weak, especially so since 
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vowel mutation 1s allowed to reapply on the next cycle to reduce vowels in 
the non-final syllable of a word. It 1s not clear in this case why metr1cal 
rules should not also reapply. As we shall see in Chapter Five, there are 
only two phonological rules in Oneida (Syllabification and 
Tautosyllabification) which must precede word-formation rules. In fact, 
there is ev1dence 1n One1da that at the word level, word-format1on rules 
precede a set of non-cyclic phonolog1cal rules. The Oneida data therefore 
does not greatly support Kiparsky's argument that the 1 ink is through the 
phonology. 

Since in this analysis, non-derived lexical entries are the input to Level I 
phonology rather than Level I morphology, the Strict Cycle Condition is 
violated. Later 1t will be seen that phonological rules are allowed to apply 
on the ,0' cycle to obta1n a der1ved envtronment to allow cycl 1c rules to 
apply. 

1.6.3 Elsewhere condition 

The blocking effect in morphology discussed by Halle ( 1973) and Aronoff 
( 1976) is a result of the Elsewhere Condition (Kiparsky 1982). The 
Elsewhere Condition can be paraphrased as follows (Kiparsky 1982: 9): 

A special rule, and a general rule in the same component, apply 
disjunctively to a form iff: 
1) the structural description of the special rule can be found as 

the structural descr1pt1on of the general rule 

ii) the result of applying the special rule to a form is d1st1nct 
from the result of applying the general rule to a form 

In that case, the special rule app11es ftrst, and 1f 1t takes effect, 
the general rule is not applled. Otherwise, rules apply 
conjunctively. 
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The Elsewhere Condition allows ~but not *oxens s1nce the spec1f1c 
rule of +en aff1xation precedes the general rule of #z affixation. Special 
rule appl1cation blocks general rule application, and so frees the general 
rule to apply to more forms, predicting that 1f a new form is introduced 
into a language, the general rule would apply to it, since no special rule 
exists in the lexicon. 

1.6.4 Lexical Rules and conditions 

Kiparsky innovates LP by arguing that morpheme structure constraints are 
lexical rules (Kiparsky 1982: 85-95). Lexical rules apply on the% cycle as 
redundancy rules to fill in unspecified features. For example, in the 
underlying representation for enemy, the first vowel is unspecified for 
length, so Trisyllabic Shortening specifies the vowel as [-long], wh11e in 
the underlying representation for nightingale. the first vowel is specified 
as[+ long] so Trisyllabic Shortening is blocked by the Elsewhere Condition. 
In _short, lexical rules cannot underlying features in non-derived forms, but 
can apply to add underly1ng features 1n non-derived forms or to change 
features in derived forms. This analysis allows a rule to apply on the i 
cycle in violation of the Str ict Cycle Condition, since morpheme structure 
constraints are ordered with phonological rules and can apply at different 
levels in the lexicon. However, under the Elsewhere Cond1t1on, lexical 
rules cannot change feature values on the(/ cycle. As Kiparsky states, 
cyclic phonology is structure preserving, 1.e. cyclic rules retain underlying 
segments and do not introduce new segments which are not underlying. 
This predicts that the Trisyllab1c Shortening rule is a cyclic rule, but that 
the Flapping rule is a non-cyclic rule in English. 

A lexical rule may change features on the~ cycle if a previous lexical rule 
has app11ed. Such a previous rule cannot change features, 1.e. 1t is allowed 
to build but not to change structure. For example, metrical rules may feed 
lexical rules on the~ cycle. The lexical rule may then erase previous 
features so that even specifying a feature in the underlying 
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representation will not prevent a rule from changing the feature, but only 
prevents a lexical rule from changing a feature on the i cycle before other 
rules apply (Ktparsky 1982: 95-137). 

In a later version of LP (K1parsky 1983), Kiparsky views phonological rules 
as applying freely in the lexicon and syntax, subject to a set of principles 
or constratnts. He states that the point in the grammar at which a rule 
applies is determinable by the language learner, because rules whlch apply 
at the lexical and postlexical levels are constrained by different 
pr1nc1ples. These principles are the (mod1f1ed) Strict Cycle Condition and 
Structure Preservation, along with marking conditions. 

Marking conditions govern lex1cal feature specifications, and apply to 
non-derived and dertved lexical entries, including the output of word level 
rules, under Structure Preservation. These are cond1t1ons on what feature 
values may be marked 1n the lexicon, and they prevent non-dist1nct1ve 
feature values from being specified in lexical entries, as well as prevent 
universal redundancy rules from applying 1n the lexicon. Under this view 
universal redundancy rules, e.g. the rule which speciftes obstruents as 
[-voice], are always post lexical rules. The outcome of Structure 
Preservation is that any rule which marks non-phonemic features is a 
postlex1cal rule, while all lexical rules are structure preserving. 

In th1s later version, Kiparsky ( 1983) reformulates the Strict Cycle 
Condition so that a lexical rule is barred from changing the features of the 
underlying representation until the word level when the representation 1s 
a non-derived form. In this formulation, Ktparsky distinguishes between 
word level rules which apply at the last level in the lexicon, and 
postlexical rules which apply outside the lexicon. This new version 
prevents the non-feature changing appl1cat1on of a rule from creating a 
derived input for a lexical rule, so now metrical rules are prevented from 
applying to feed lexical rules on the 1 st cycle. 
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In Chapter Five, we will present evidence that in Oneida, there are three 
rules, Syllabification, Ambisyllabification and Tautosyllabification, which 
can apply to non-derived forms. Syllabification and Ambisyllabification 
are non-structure changing rules, while Tautosyllabification is a structure 
changing rule. 2 The fact that Tautosyl labification is a structure changing 
rule which applies within the lexicon is not problematic because since it 
is a non-cyclic rule, it is not subject to the Strict Cycle Condition. 

The accent rules in Oneida are structure changing rules since they supply 
non-phonemic features such as stress and vowe 1 length, and thus should 
not be allowed to apply in the lexicon under Structure Preservation. 
However, since the accent rules apply only at the word level, they are 
allowed to apply in the lexicon under the revised Strict Cycle Condition. 

LP provides an explanation for why lexical rules have certain 
characteristics. Such rules apply cyclically because they intervene 
between word-formation rules in the lexicon. They apply only to derived 
inputs because they are blocked from applying to non-derived inputs which 
are specified for phonemic features (under the Elsewhere Condition). They 
preserve underlying structure, i.e. do not add non-phonemic features to 
lexical entries. 

1.6.5 eye l ic Rules 

Halle and Mohanan ( 1985) argue that there are four levels in the English 
lexicon. They further ·argue that Level l is a cyclic level, but that Level 2 
is non-cyclic, and thus that all morphological operations precede all 
phonological operations at Level 2. At Level 1, in contrast, the 
phonological rules apply first, followed by the morphological rules, and 
the output is then again fed through the phono 1 og i ea 1 ru 1 es. Ha 11 e and 
Mohanan claim that there are apparent violations of the Strict Cycle 
Condition at Level 2, and therefore revise this condition so that only 
lexjcal rules which apply at a cyclic level are barred from changing 
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structure 1n non-der1ved environments. The authors make a distinction 
between structure bu1ld1ng rules wh1ch are allowed to v1olate the Str1ct 
Cycle Condition, and structure changing rules which must obey the Strict 
Cycle Condition. 

In Chapter Five we present ev1dence that not all lex1cal rules are cyclic. 
For example, we will show that several Level Four (word level) 
phonological rules in Oneida (Noun Glide Deletion, Prothesis, Initial 
h-Deletion, Glide Voca11zation) must apply after all morphological rules 

· have appl1ed. Another rule, Tautosyllab1f1cat1on, app11es only to an 
underlying representation on the% cycle, and does not reapply later in the 
lexicon. 

t .6.6 summary 

The points of convergence among proponents. of LP are many. The lexicon 
is assumed to be ordered into levels, and consequently word-formation and 
phonological rules 1nteract. Since some rules are restricted to apply at 
specific levels, there is an ensuing difference in what constituent 
structure information phonological rules can refer t o. There is a division 
between phonological rules which take place within the lexicon - lexical 
rules, and phonological rules which take place outside the lexicon after 
lexical insertion - postlexical rules. Rules which are found in the lexical 
component w111 have access to different information than rules which are 
found in the syntactic component, and thus lexical rules will behave 
d1fferently than postlexical rules. Lastly, there 1s a distinction between 
lexical rules which must abide by the Strict Cycle Condition - structure 
changing rules, and lexical rules for which this condition does not hold -
structure bu1 lding rules. The former type change underlying features, and 
include ass1m11at1on, d1ss1m11at1on, delet1on, epenthes1s and 
neutralization rules. The latter type add (non-underlying) features and 
include syllabification and stress rules. In this thesis it is argued that 
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the Strict Cycle Condition applies to all cyclic rules at all lexical levels, 
but not to non-cyclic rules within the lexicon or in the postlexical 
component. 

The points of divergence among scholars involve the issue of whether all 
lexical rules are cyclic and concomitant with this, whether all levels are 
cyc11c. In addition, the quest1on of what constitutes an underlying 
representation remains open. Kiparsky ( 1982) allows .6 feature 
specifications, while Mohanan and Halle ( 1985), and Mohanan ( 1981) give 
fully specified feature matrices in underlying representations. The 
formulation of the Strict Cycle Condition varies, with Kiparsky having it 
apply to lexical rules at all levels, and Mohanan and Halle having it apply 
only at cyclic levels. 

LP in its various versions still requires extrinsic rule ordering, 
information about morphological structure for phonological rules to 
reference (in the form of brackets and 1 eve ls), and abstract underlying 
representations. 

Nevertheless it provides a principled explanation for why phonological 
rules interact with morphological rules, why there is a difference in rule 
types, why the same phonological rule (e.g. Nasal Assimilation in English) 
reacts differently to different constituent structure, and it makes some 
empirically testable claims about language learning. It further places 
some limits on abstractness in its formulation of conditions such as the 
Strict Cycle Condit ion and Structure Preservation. 

To go beyond description to explanation a theory must countenance a 
quantity of different data. To this end, some phonological and 
morphologi~al processes in Oneida, an Iroquoian language, will be 
examined in a LP framework in Chapter Five. This language is an 
interesting test for this theory since it is a po lysynthet ic type in which 
most phonological processes (traditionally called morphophonemic rules) 
have morphological environments. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1 Chafe ( 1962) gives an estimate of 1000 - 2000 speakers of Oneida, over 
20 years of age in Ontario, and over 50 years of age in Wisconsin and New 
York State. 

2syllabif1cat1on applies as a structure changing rule after Bracket Erasure 
at Level Four. This 1s permitted under the Str1ct Cycle Condition since 
syllabtf1catton appltes to a form wh1ch lacks internal brackets, Le. which 
is essentially a non-derived form. See Chapter Five (5.9.7) for further 
d 1 scuss ion. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

2.0 structural Sketch 

In th1s chapter an overview of Oneida morphology is presented. Chapter 
Three will review the major phonological rules of Oneida. For further 
details the reader is ref erred to Chafe ( 1967; 1970) and Lounsbury ( 1953). 

- Lexical items in Oneida are formed by the aff1xat1on of bound morphemes 
to roots or stems. Aff1xat1on involves both prefixation and suffixation, 
and derivational and inflectional morphemes have a number of allomorphs 
whose d1str1but1on is accounted for by morphophonem1c rules. The . 
syntactic categories in Oneida are Noun, Verb, Pronoun and Particle. Nouns 
require a pronominal prefix which indicates feminine gender and singular 
number. Plural number is indicated by a plural suffix. Nouns must also 
take a noun suff1x. Verbs require a pronominal prefix wh1ch indicates the 
number, gender and person of the agent, patient or both, and also take an 
aspect suffix. Verbs are optionally further inflected for mode, case, or 
categories such as negation, quantification, repetition and location. 
Pronouns are marked for categor1es such as person, number and gender. 
Particles are uninflected. 

Oneida has two compounding processes. One type of compounding is less 
product1ve: 1t 1nvolves compound1ng either a noun root and verb root or two 
verb roots to derive a verb to wh1ch derivational and inflectional affixes 
are attached. The other type of compounding is highly product1ve, and is 
typically called noun incorporation. It involves compounding a noun root 
w1th a verb to form a verb to which aff1xes are added. Noun 1ncorporat1on 
is found among all the Iroquoian languages, although it is less product1ve 
in Cherokee, which only incorporates nouns which refer to body parts, 
personal clothing, or noun roots wh1ch act as noun classifiers (Lounsbury 
1953; 1978). 
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The inflectional affixes are the prepronominal, pronominal, and reflexive 
pref 1xes and the case, purposive, aspect, and post aspect suff 1xes. The 
derivat1onal affixes are the nominalizer, inchoative, causative, undoer, 
distributive, and progressive suffixes. 

The order of morphemes 1n a fully expanded verb is reflexive pref 1x, noun 
root, verb root, derivational (verb root) suffixes, case suffixes, and aspect 
suffixes. A word in Oneida has three levels of internal structure, so that 
we distinguish between a verb root, base and stem. The justification for 
the three levels 1s based on the fact that root level aff 1xes must occur 
inside base leve 1 aff 1xes, and base affixes inside stem affixes. 
Add1tionally, certain affixes such as the dative may occur more than once 
in a word, but in each case takes different allomorphs. To account for this 
we assume that the different allomorphs are added at d1fferent levels. A 
verb root is a nonderived lexical entry which may take a pronominal prefix 
and aspect suffix. A verb base is a verb root with one layer of derivational 
and inflectional affixes. As we shall see in Chapter Five, these affixes are 
added at Leve 1 One to the root to derive the base. The order of morphemes 
in a verb base is semireflexive + noun root + verb root + verb root + root 
suffix+ case suffix. The root suffixes include the distributive, 
inchoative, causative and undoer while the case suffixes include the 
1nstrumental and dative. (Lounsbury ( 1953) includes the purpos1ve suff1x 
in the verb base. ) A verb with two layers of inflectional affixation is 
considered a verb stem. In Chapter Five, it is shown that affixes added at 
Level Two serve to derive the stem from the base. The order of 
morphemes 1n a verb stem 1s: noun+ verb base+ case suffix. The case 
suffixes include the distributive, dative and purposive. ( Lounsbury ( 1953) 
refers to a derived and inflected verb with aspect suffixes as a verb 
stem.) 

The affixes which may be added to a verb stem are the reflexive or 
semireflexive, pronominal and prepronominal prefixes, and the 
nominalizer, perfective and progressive suffixes. Word level affixes 
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include the noun and aspect suffixes, and the post-aspect suffixes. In 
Chapter Five, we will look in detail at the layers of affixation wh1ch are 
found in a verb. 

Pronominal prefix and aspect suffix allomorphs are conditioned by the 
initial or f1nal segment of the noun or verb base. Traditionally verb stems 
have been classified according to the initial segment as consonant stem, 
1-stem, a-stem, o/u-stem and e/v-stem verbs.1 

2.1 Form Classes 

2.1 .1 Nouns 

A noun ob11gator11y takes a pronominal prefix and a noun suffix. The noun 
suffixes are either -1?. -e? . .:.al, :i, or-?. These suffixes simply mark 
the stem as a noun, and it is not possible to predict which suffix w111 
occur with a stem. The zoic subjective pronominal prefix ka-/w- or the 
zotc object1ve pronom1nal pref1x yo- occur w1th nouns (see 2.6). The zo1c 
objective prefix is statistically more frequent than _the zo1c subjective 
prefix. It is difficult to predict which prefix will be added to a noun. In 
general, the zoic objective is used with terms referring to body parts, 
animals, foods and natural objects. The zo1c subjective 1s used with 
terms referring to tools and man-made objects, and rarely w1th food 
terms. 

Examples of s1mple nouns w1th the subjective and object1ve pref1xes and 
noun suffixes are given:2 

1. atskGsh l i? 
w-atskush li-? 
zS-F I SHH00K-nsf 

fishhook 



2. otstbts 1 i? 
yo-1tstotsl-1? 
zO-BUNDLE-nsf 

,,,, 
3. awvh1hte? 

w-awvh1ht-e? 
zS-STRAWBERRY-nsf 

/. 4. onehsu 
yo-nehsu-~ 
zO-HELL-nsf 

5. k~khwa? 
ka-khw-a? 
zS-FOOD-nsf 

2.1.2 Verbs 
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bundle 

strawberry 

hell 

food 

A verb inflects with a pronominal pref1x and an aspect suffix. The 
following paradigm shows a consonant stem verb -11stalho- "to iron" with 
subjective pronominal prefix and serial aspect suffix: 

klistalhos I'm ironing ( 1 S) 

s11st~lhos You're ironing (2S) 

. ,,,, 
kal1stalhos She/it is ironing (zS) 

/ 
ye11stalhos She/someone is ironing (fiS) 

talista'lhos· He's ironing (mS) 

yaknilistalhos He/She and I are ironing ( 1 excl d S) 



/ 
tnilistalhos 

snilistalhos 

ni 1 i stalhos 

kni 1 ist~lhos 

yakwalistalhos 

/ 
twa11stalhos 

swalistalhos 

/ 
kut 11 ista lhos 

/ 
latilistalhos 
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You and I are ironing ( 1 incl d S) 

You two are ironing (2 d S) 

They two (men) are ironing (m d S) 

They two (women) are ironing (z d S) 

They and I are ironing ( 1 excl p S) 

You (several) and I are ironing ( 1 incl p S) 

You (several) are ironing (2 p S) 

They (women) are ironing (z p S) 

They (men) are ironing (m p S) 

2.2 lnflect1ona1 categories 

2.2.1 Inflectional (Prepronomjna]) Prefixes 

Prepronominal prefixes are inflectional pref1xes which may precede the 
pronominal prefix, and which indicate mode, location, negation, repetition 
or quantification. The prepronominal prefixes include the cislocative, 
iterative, dualic, negative, translocative, partitive, coincident, and 
contrastive (see Lounsbury 1953 for further details). 

There are three modal prefixes (the term "mode" is used following Chafe 
1967). The future mode prefix occurs with a punctual aspect or 
imperative suffix and indicates future activity, e.g.: 



A 
1. vhsatv:na:te? 

y:-hs-atvna ?t-? 
.M-2S-SAVE-pnc 
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You save till tomorrow 
(old word) 

The indefinite mode prefix occurs with a punctual aspect suffix to 
1nd1cate act1v1ty which might or ought to take place, and is used when the 
verb is in an embedded sentence. It occurs with the imperative suffix only 
if the contrastive prefix cooccurs. An example is: 

A 
2. ayutv:na:te? 

.a-yu-atvna?t-? 

.1ru1tl-fiS-SAVE-pnc 

She saves t 111 tomorrow 

The aorist mode pref 1x occurs w1th the punctual aspect or imperative 
suffix and indicates activity which has taken place in the immediate past, 
or which the speaker considers a factual event, or the beginning of an 
activity. An example 1s: 

/' 3. wa?katv:na:te? 1·11 save 1t 
wa?-k-atvna?t-? 
aru:-1 S-SAVE-pnc 

2.2.2 Pronominal Prefixes 

Pronominal prefixes mark the person, number and gender of the agent 
(subjective pref1x), pat1ent (objective pref1x), or agent and pat1ent 
combined (transitive prefix). The person category includes t st, 2nd, 3rd 
and inclusive and exclusive person 1n the 1 st person. The number category 
includes singular, dual and plural number. The gender category (in the 3rd 
person) 1ncludes masculine, f em1n1ne-1ndef1n1te, f em1nine-zo1c and neuter 
gender. The f eminine-indef in1te prefix is used to ref er to any female, 
young or older lady, or for indefinite or general reference to persons. The 
f eminine-zoic pref ix is used to ref er to any female, woman of child 
bearing age, or to animals. 
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There are 58 pronominal prefixes. From this set, transitive verbs select 
prefixes wh1ch mark the agent and patient; intrans1t1ve event verbs select 
prefixes which mark the agent and a neuter patient; and 1ntrans1tive 
stat1ve verbs select prefixes which mark the patient and a neuter agent. 
It can be seen that Oneida may have the residue of an ergat 1ve system 
since the subject of an event verb is morphologically distinct from the 
subject of a stative verb which itself is morphologically equivalent to the 
object of a transitive verb. 

There are only 15 subjective prefixes, and 11 objective prefixes since 
certain distinctions concerning number, person and gender are not 
lexically maintained throughout the set. For example, there is no 
distinction between inclusive and exclusive person w1th objective 
pronominal prefixes. W1th obJect1ve prefixes, there ts no d1st1nct1on 
between dual and plural number in the 3rd person. 

The subjective pronominal prefixes are given below. A paradigm for a 
consonant stem verb was provided in 2. 1.2, the reader 1s ref erred to 
Lounsbury ( t 953) for complete paradigm charts. 

1 singular k-

2 singular hs-

3 f eminine-zotc singular ka-/w-

3 feminine-indefinite singular ye-/yak-/yu-/yv-

3 mascu11ne singular 

1 dual exclusive 

1 dual inclusive 

hla-

yakni-

tni-



2 dual 

3 feminine-zoic dual 

3 masculine dual 

l plural exclusive 

1 plural inclusive 

2 plural 

3 f eminine-zoic plural 

3 masculine plural 

2.2.3 Aspect Suffixes 
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sni-

kni-

hni-

yakwa-

twa-

swa-

kut 1-/ku-/kun-

h lati-/h lu-/h lvn-

There are three aspect suffixes: the serial, the perfective and the punctual 
which follow the verb and case suffixes. The punctual aspect suffix 
occurs w1th mode prefixes and indicates action which takes place at a 
specific po1nt in time. There is also an imperattve suffix whtch can occur 
with any of the modal prefixes, except that the indefinite prefix only 
occurs w1th an imperative suffix when the contrastive prefix a1so occurs 
to indicate a contrary-to-fact meaning (see Lounsbury 1953; Michelson 
1983 for further detatls). 

Chafe ( 1980) argues that there are two types of verbs in Iroquoian: 
consequent i a 1 and nonconsequent i a 1. A consequential verb with the serial 
aspect suffix has e1ther a generic mean1ng, "He plants", or a progressive 
meaning, "He is planting". With the perfective aspect it is interpreted as 
"He has planted". A nonconsequential verb with the serial aspect has a 
generic meaning, "He sings". With the perfective aspect it is interpreted 
as progresstve, "He ts s1ngtng", but not a perfective, "He has sung". 
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2.2.4 case, Distr1butive and Purposive Suffixes 

Case suff1xes and the distributive suffix may follow the verb root or base, 
but not a verb stem. The case suffixes include two instrumental suffixes 
and the dative suffix. The instrumental suffixes indicate that the verb 
descr1bes the th1ng requ1red or used for the act1on, and the dat1ve suffix 
indicates that the action is performed for the benefit of someone. The 
distributive suffix indicates that either the pat 1ent, beneficiary, location, 
instruments used or the action itself is pluralized. The distr1butive suffix 
may attach directly to the verb root, in wh1ch 1nstance 1t seems to be 
derivational; or 1t may follow any of the case suffixes, in which instance 
it seems to be inflectional (Lounsbury 1953). Some examples include: 

A 1. tesheyalho:tv? You occupy her 
te-she-yalho?t-~-? 
du-2: f 1-0CCUPY-.Q,fil-perf 

A 
2. wa?katewyv:tu? I put 1t away, stored it 

wa?-k-at-wyv?t-.u-? 
aor- 1 S-srf-F I X-w..s.t-pnc 

3. shakoyvtho?se'nyuhe? He plants for various people 
shako-yvtho-?se-nyu-h? 
m:3d/p-PLANT-~-Qifil-ser 

The purposive suffix may follow the case suffixes. It occurs only w1th 
event, not stative, verbs and indicates that the agent intends to carry out 
the act 1 on. It does not cooccur with the future or imperative morphemes 
but may occur with the past morphemes (Lounsbury 1953). An example is: 

4 wahahlyohkawin~hsa? 
wa?-hla-ahlyohkawine-~-? 
aor-mS-F I SH-Q..U.02-pnc 

He is going fishing (with round 
balls) 
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2.2.s Post Aspect Suffixes: Past, Cont inuat ive and Progressive 

The past suff1xes that may follow the perfective or serial aspect suffix 
are never followed by any aspect suffix, and never occur with a verb which 
contains a modal prefix. There are two subcategories of the past suffix: 
the former past suffix may be added to verbs 1n either the serial or 
perfective aspect, and the remote past suffix to a verb in the perfective 
aspect. 

A verb wh1ch 1s marked for perf ecttve aspect may take a progressive 
sufflx, followed by any of the aspect suffixes. The progressive is a 
der1vat1onal affix which may change the meaning of the root. Examples 
include: 

1. tewakatawvlyvh~ti? I'm on a journey 
te-wak-at-awvlye-v-hatye-? 
du-10-srf-MOVE AROUND-perf-QCQ..g_-perf 

/ cf. tehotawvlye He has travelled 
te-h 1 o-at-awv lye-~ 
du-mO-srf -MO VE AROUND- perf 

2. kawhyvhatat i? 1 ong river 
ka-whyvh-a-t-~-hatye-? 
zS-RI VER-join-ST AND-perf-QCQ..g_-perf 

A continuative suffix may be affixed to a verb which is marked for 
perfective aspect, or serial aspect, or both perfective and serial aspect. 
It is always followed by the punctual aspect suffix or the imperative 
suffix. An example 1s: 

A 
3. sehya:lak 

hs-ehyah 1-ha-k-15 
25-REMEMBER-purp-cont-1 mp 

Remember! 
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/\ cf. sehy a: 1 ahse? 
hs-ehyahl-ha-hs? 
2S-REMEMBER-purp-ser 

2.J oerivauonal categories 

2.3. J Ref lexjve Prefixes 

You remember 

Either the full reflex1ve or semireflexive prefix may follow the 
pronom1nal pref tx. The semi reflexive pref ix -at- has various functions 
which include marking reflexive action, detrans1tiv1zing a verb, 
specializing the meaning of the verb root, or making an active verb into a 
passive verb. The full reflexive prefix -atat- marks reciprocal action 
when used w1th a dual or plural pronominal prefix. A reflexive pref1x can 
occur with a nominalized verb, and with a noun-verb compound. Some 
verbs subcategorize for the sem1reflex1ve prefix, in which case it affects 
the meaning of the verb, for example, khw-un1 is the stem which means 
"cook" wh1le at-khw-un1 (with a reflexive pref1x) is the stem which means 
"eat". <The semireflexive can in these cases be added by a ·once only' word 
formation rule. The root with an included sem1reflexive is then entered in 
the lexicon.) 

Examples of verbs conta1n1ng the sem1reflexive prefix are given: 

1. tehanitskw~khwa? He jumps 
te-hla-.an-ttskw-a-khw-ha? 
du-mS-.fil:f_-SEAT-join-RAISE, LIFT, PICK UP-ser 

/ 2. ukwatkalya?kshe? I got paid 
wa?-wakw-at.-kal-ya?k-?s-h? 
aor-10-srf-C0ST-BREAK-dat-ser 

/ 
3. yutekhu:nihe? She eats 

yu-at-khw-un1-h?' 
f i S-.fil:f_-F00D-MAKE-ser 
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cf. yakokhuni She cooks 
yako-khw-un1-0' 
fz:f i-FOOD-MAKE-perf 

Examples of verbs containing the full reflexive pref 1x are given: 

/ 4. wa?utathwa?estv? She'll put bandages on herself 
wa?-yu-filfil_-hwa?est-v-? 
aor-fiS-[tl-TO BANDAGE-dat-pnc 

A 5. vhsatatehya:lake? You remember yourself 
v-hs-filfil_-ehyahl-ha?-k-? 
fut-2S-[tl-REMEMBER-ser-cont-pnc 

(In (5) the conttnuative is added to a serial stem, then the punctual is 
added by a later rule. The cont1nuat1ve is always followed by the punctual 
or imperat 1ve suffix.) 

2.3.2 lnchoative, causative and Undoer Suffixes 

A verb base may be derived f rorn a verb root by the addition of a 
derivational (root) suffix. The tnchoative suffix specifies that a change of 
state is concomitant with the action. The causative suffix specifies that 
the action is initiated by some catalyst, and derives a transitive verb from 
an intransitive verb. The undoer suffix specifies that the semantic 
reading of the verb is the opposite of the lexical read1ng (Lounsbury 1953). 
Examples of root suffixes are given: 

1. wa?tyeyest~hsi? 
wa?-t-ye-yest-a-~-? 
aor-du-fiS-MIX-join-!.[t-pnc 

She sorted 
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2. sakehya: lane? I remember 
s-a-k-ehyahl-al-n? 
iter-aor-1 S-REMEMBER-~-pnc 

2.4 Mato word-Format100 Processes 

2.4.1 Nominalization 

Syntactic nouns differ from morphological nouns since they are derived 
from verbs by zero modification and take the pronom1nal prefixes and 
aspect sufflxes which occur with verbs. Example ( 1) shows a noun derived 
from a verb w1th the serial aspect suffix, while (2) shows a noun derived 
from a verb with the perfective aspect suffix: 

/ 1. yutolye?takhwa? a lung 
yu-atolye-?t-a-hkw-ha? 
f iS-BREATHE-instr-join-instr-ser 

(Example ( 1) contains two instrumental affixes which are traditionally 
termed 'instrumental I' and 'instrumental II'.) 

2. yokwa: lute? 
yo-kwalut-? 
zO-HAVE A BULGE IN IT -perf 

a lump 

In general w1th syntactic nouns the fem1n1ne 1ndef1n1te subjective pref1x 
occurs more frequently than the feminine zo1c subjective prefix, e.g. 

/' 3. yekalhatho:tha? a plow 
ye-kalhatho-?t-ha? 
f 1S-PLOW, TURN OVER-instr-ser 
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Occasionally another prefix may occur, as the next example shows: 

/ 
4. twa?kvha? Chippewa 

twa-?kv-ha? 
inc p 5-HAVE AS SIBLING-ser 

Nouns may also be der1ved from verbs by adding a nominalizer suffix 
followed by a noun suffix, e.g.: 

5. kahyatuhs 11? 
ka-hyatu-tlfil-1? 
zS-WR I TE-nom-nsf 

/ 
cf. khya:tuhe? 

k-hyatu-h? 
1 S-WRITE-ser 

paper 

I wr1te 

6. atehlakhUhsla? a feast for the dead 
w-at-h la-khw-u-hfil-a? 
zS-srf-?-FOOD-GIVE-D.QII1-nsf 

The 1nstrumental suffix may also act as a nom1na11zer, e.g.: 

/. 7. oh lyohkwa? something round 
yo-ah lyo-hkw-a? 
zO-MAKE A CIRCLE-.ins.tr-nsf 

As we shall see in 2.4.2, a noun may be compounded with a verb to derive a 
verb. The noun which is compounded may be either a simple noun root, a 
semantically empty noun root which is subcategorized for by certain verb 
roots, or a nomina11zed verb with verb suffixes. For example: 
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8. wa?kanitsyato:late? 
wa?-k-an-1tsy-atolat-? 
aor-1S-srf-FISH-HUNT-pnc 

cf. kVtsi? 
ka-ttsy-? 
zS-F I SH-nsf 

/. kato:lats 
k-atolat-s 
l S-HUNT -ser -

I fished 

fish 

I hunt 

Some verbs which are morphologically noun-verb compounds are syntactic 
nouns: 

/ 
9. kats1hkote? 

ka-tsihkw-ot-? 
zS-KNUCKLE-SET UP-perf 

/ 
cf. otsihkwa? 

yo- tsihkw-a? 
z0-KNUCKLE-nsf 

10. kanvstbhale? 
ka-nvst-ohal-? 
zS-C0RN-IMPALE UPRIGHT-perf 

A 
11 . yenvstohale:tha? 

ye-nvst-ohale-?t-ha? 
f j S-C0RN-WASH-1 nstr-ser 

/ 
cf. o:nvste? 

yo-nvst-? 
z0-C0RN-nsf 

bannock 

knuckles 

cornbread 

corn washing basket 

corn 
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A nominalized verb may in turn be compounded, e.g.: 

/. 12. wa?khyatuhslo:loke? I'll cover it with paper 
wa?-k-hyatu-hs 1-o lok-? 
aor-1 S-WRITE-nom-COVER-pnc 

In ( 12) the verb -hyatu- "write" ts nomtnalized by the nominal1zer -hsl. 
The derived noun -hyatuhs 1- "paper" is then compounded with the verb 
-olok- "cover" to derive a compound verb -hyatuhslolok- "cover it with 
paper". The verb is then inflected for person, mode and aspect categories. 

2.4.2 Noun I ncoroorat1on 

Earlter analyses of noun 1ncorporat1on have viewed it as a syntactic 
process. Postal ( 1979) claimed that sentences w1th incorporated nouns -
are derived from sentences with nonincorporated nouns. Woodbury ( 1975) 
does not agree that such sentences are transformationally related, 
because she argues that sentences w1th incorporated nouns have an extra 
predicate in their semantic structure. 

It wi11 be argued in this thesis, following Mithun ( 1984) that noun 
incorporation is a lexical, not a syntactic process. M1thun ( 1984) points 
out that noun incorporation is acquired late, usually after six years of age. 
Younger speakers who are bilingual in Eng11sh and an Iroquoian language 
use incorporation less often than older speakers. Fluent speakers use 
incorporation frequently, so perhaps 1t 1s the control of this 
word-formation process more than any other aspect of the grammar which 
accounts for the judgement of Oneida speakers concerning who is a "good 
speaker". 

There are two types of noun roots which may be incorporated. A noun root 
may occur as an independent noun or as a compound constituent, in which 
case it denotes a specific referent. An example of this type of root is 
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-nuhs- "house". Some noun roots, however, may only occur as 
compound constituents and never as 1ndependent nouns. In th1s case the 
noun root designates a category. An example of this type of noun root is 
-hnek- "liquid". Some noun roots only occur independently and are never 
compounded, for example nouns which refer to adult humans or kinship 
terms. 

Some verb roots occur only as compounds w1th a noun as the other 
constituent, for example -ot- "to set up". If the noun position is not filled, 
an "empty" noun root is compounded w1th the verb. Verbs wh1ch 
subcategorize for an ·empty· noun root must have the root listed for each 
verb because it is unpredictable which root may occur. One might view 
verbs of this type as separate lexical items with an included noun which 
are not marked with a subcategorization feature. The problem with this 
approach is that wh11e the verb ob 1 igator11y takes a noun root, the root 
may be either an ·empty· root or an independent noun. Since there are a 
large number of independent nouns which may be compounded, this 
approach would entail listing a great many verbs of this type which are 
otherwise generated by a single rule. Some verbs occur both in a 
compound and as a free form, for example -uni- "to make". Some verbs 
have only a free form and are never compounded, for example -atkathw-
"to look at" {Woodbury 1975). 

The real motivat1on for viewing noun 1ncorporat1on as a syntactic process 
is the fact that an intransitive verb incorporates an agent noun while a 
trans1t1ve verb 1ncorporates a pat1ent noun. Th1s can be resolved by havtng 
the lexical entry for the verb specified for the argument structure and 
grammatical functions of its associated noun. For example, a verb such as 
-yest- "to mix" is specified for two noun arguments which have the 
grammat1cal functions agent and patient. It is not necessary for the 
syntax to supply this informat1on, for upon lexical insertion the matching 
up of the appropriate lexical entries with syntactic nodes can take place. 
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The following are examples of verbs with incorporated nouns: 

.,,,, 
1. yakotla?swiyu She's lucky 

yako-at la?swa-1yo-u 
f iO-LUCK-GOOD-perf 

cf. atla:'swa? luck 

/ 2. wa?tyesahe?tayestahs1? She sorted beans 
wa?-t-ye-sahe?t-a-yest-a-hsyu-? 
aor-du-f 1S-BEANS-join-MIX-join-un-pnc 

cf. osahe:ta? beans 

The noun root may have a different lexical shape when 1t occurs 
independently than when it 1s compounded. In these cases, the compounded 
form remains the same when it occurs with .other compound verbs. A 
diacritic feature must occur with such nouns 1ndicating which 
phonolog1cal form 1s compounded since there does not appear to be a 
general phonolog1cal rule relating free and compound nouns. Examples are 
given below: 

A 3. kahuwe:ya: boat 
ka-huwey-a? 
zS-OOA[-nsf 

4. lohuwa?kelha? His canoe is floating (man's name) 
h 1 o-nu.w.-a- ?k 1-ha? 
m0-OOA[-join-FL0AT-ser 

The noun root may have alternate shapes when it occurs in isolation and 
before the locative suffix, e.g.: 
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5. okuhsa? 

yo-kuhs.-a? 
zO-.EACE.-nsf 

6. kkGkshne 
k-~-hne 
1 S-.EACE_-ON 
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face, false face mask 

my face 

The nominalizer may occasionally occur after the noun constituent in a 
compound. One explanation for this may be that, historically, roots of the 
type shown in (7) were both verb and noun roots: 

/. 7. onuhkwa?t 
yo-nuhkwa?t-,0' 
zO-MED IC I NE-nsf 

medicine 

8. wahutnuhkwa?tslu:nf: They made medicine 
wa?-h lu-at-nuhkwa?t-b.sl-un1-? 
aor-mpS-srf-MEDI Cl NE-IlQfil-MAKE-pnc 

The incorporated noun may modify the meaning of the verb, as the next 
ex amp 1 es i 11 ustrate: 

9. tehse?nikuh lawvl 1? 
te-hs-?nikuh 1-awvlye-? 
du-2:z-MI ND-MOVE AROUND-perf 

You amuse her 

/ 10. teknu:sayv? I squat 
te-k-nus-a-yv-? 
c1s-1 S-REAR END-join-PLACE-perf 

Some verbs do not allow incorporation. The verb root -lot- "smoke" does 
not compound, while the verb root -vtho- "burn" does, e.g.: 
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A 1 .1. oyu:kwa? /. lo:lote? He smokes tobacco 
yo-yu?kw-a? 
zO-TOBACCO-nsf 

hlo-lot-? 
0-SMOKE-perf 

/. 12. layu?kwvthos He burns tobacco 
hla-yu?kw-vtho-s 
mS-TOBACCO-BURN-ser 

Some nouns cannot be incorporated. In the next example, the noun -e?lhal-
(---> ~lhaD "dog" (which denotes a spec1f1c reference) cannot 
1ncorporate, but the noun -nvskw- "animal" (wh1ch denotes a general 
category) can be incorporated to ref er to the independent noun. 

/ "' 13. lonvskwayv? e:lhal 
h lo-nvskw-a-yv-? 
mO-ANIMAL-join-HAVE-perf 

He has a dog 

An incorporated noun may function syntactically as the subject, direct 
object or ob 11que object of a sentence, e.g.: 

/. 14. wa?twata?nhalukslyahke? the rope broke (subject) 
wa?-t-w-at-a?nhaluk-hsl-ya?k-? 
aor-du-zS-srf-BQEE.-nom-BREAK-pnc 

/ 15. wa?tha?nhalukslyahke? He broke rope (direct object) 
wa?-t-hla-a?nhaluk-hsl-ya?k-? 
aor-du-mS-BQEE.-nom-BREAK-pnc 

16. wa?u?tsyakwe?nu:ni : She held 1t in closed palm 
wa?-yu-a?tsya-kwe?nuni-? (ob11que object) 
aor-f i S-HAND-DOUBLED UP-pnc 
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2.4.3 Other Compounds 

Two verbs may be compounded, e.g.: 

;I' 
1 . yehnv:yes She's tall 

ye-hnvy-es-;5 
f 1 S-TALL -LONG-perf 

/\ 2. oka lyahta:ne? mosquito 
yo-kaly-ahta?-?na-e? (syntact1c noun) 
zO-BITE-HAVE ONE'S FILL-purp-ser 

A verb which contains a noun and verb root may be compounded w1th a 
noun. For example: 

3. yoyvtatste'nyote? a p1 le of wood 
yo-yvt-a-tsteny-ot-? 
zO-WOOD-join-PI LE-SET UP-perf 

cf. o:yvte? 

yotste'nyote? 

wood 

pile 

In (3) the noun -tsteny- "pile" 1s compounded w1th the verb -ot- "set up" to 
derive a verb -tstenyot- meaning something like "pile up". Next the noun 
-yvt- "wood" 1s compounded with the verb to dertve the verb 
-yvtatstenyot-. (An epenthet1c vowel is inserted between the noun and 
verb.) Later inflectional affixes are added. 

Recursive structures result from aff1xatton and compounding. For 
example: 
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/ 
4. teyenutakli?tsla?nahkwatahkwas 

[ [ nutak11?tsl]a [ [?nahkw]a [tahkw]]] 
te-ye-nutak 11 ?-ts 1-a-?nahkw-a-t-a-hkw-as 
du-f1S-SWEET-nom-jo1n-TUB-jo1n-PUT IN-join-un-ser 

"She's tak 1ng sugar out of the tub" 

In (4) the verb -t- "put 1n" takes the undoer suffix -hkw- to derive the 
verb -tahkw- "take out of": [tahkwl Then the noun -?nahkw- "tub" 1s 
compounded w1th the verb to derive the verb -?nahkwatahkw- "take out of 
the tub": [ r ?nahkwla [tahkwl l. A noun -nutakli?tsl- "sugar" 1s derived 
from the verb -nutak11?- "sweet" by adding the nominalizer suffix -tsl-: 
[nutakli?tsll Th1s nom1na11zed verb is then compounded with the verb , 
-?nahkwatahkw- to der1ve the verb -nutakl1?tsla?nahkwatahkw- "to take 
sugar out of the tub": L rnutakli?tslla r [?nahkwla [tahkwl 1 l. Finally the 
inflectional affixes are added. 

2.s concJuston 

To summarize, a noun root inflects by taking at least a pronominal prefix 
and noun suffix. In addition, a noun may take a locative suffix. A verb 
cons1sts of a root, and at least a pronominal pref 1x and an aspect suff 1x. A 
verb base 1s derived by adding dertvational and inflectional affixes such as 
a semireflexive prefix, a root (derivational) suffix, or a case suffix. A 
verb stem is derived by adding a case suffix or the purposive suffix to a 
verb base. A pronominal pref ix and aspect suff1x are added to a verb stem. 
Add1t1onally, a prepronominal prefix may precede the pronom1nal pref1x, 
and a post-aspect suffix may f o11ow the aspect suffix. The layers of 
derivation and inflection in an Oneida verb may be shown 
diagrammatically: 
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/l\~ 
ref/ srf STEM nom perf prog 

/!\~ 4A\~p 
srf ROOT dist inch instr dat 

caus 
un 

LEX I CAL ENTRY 

A noun may be der1ved from a· verb by add1ng the nom1nal1zer, 1n wh1ch 
case the derived noun takes a noun suffix. A syntactic noun may be derived 
from a verb by zero derivation. In this case, the derived noun is 
morphologically a verb, Le. it takes an aspect suffix. A noun root may be 
compounded wtth a verb root to der1ve a verb base. A noun may later be 
compounded with the verb base by the productive process of noun 
incorporation. 

Two verb roots may be compounded to der1ve a verb base. Aga1n, a noun 
may be compounded with the verb base. 

The Oneida lexical derivation is recursive, since a verb can be nominalized 
and then compounded wtth a verb, and the verb can then be nom1nal1zed and 
compounded with another verb. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1 See Chapter One for abbreviations used 1n the morpheme segmentations 
g1ven 1n this thesis. Most examples cited are from my fie ldnotes ( 1983), 
otherw1se examples are from Lounsbury ( 1953) and Michelson ( 1983). 
Utterance med1al rather than utterance final forms are given unless 
otherwise noted. The epenthetic stem joiner vowel is indicated in the 
morpheme segmentation (abbreviated join), simply to make it easier for 
the reader. This is not meant to imply that the joiner vowel is underlying. 

21 have two examples of a noun suff1x -u? and one example of a noun suff1x 
-v? 1n my data. These are: 

A o?wa:lu? "meat" (yo-?wahl-u?) 

/ -kayvthohslu? "planted area" (ka-yvtho-hsl-u?) 

A 
onv:yv: "stone" (yo-nvy-v?) 
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CHAPTER THREE 

J.o Pbono1og1ca1 Rules 

In this chapter, an informal overv1ew of some major phonological rules in 
Oneida will be given. This discussion is based on the generative analysis 
presented in Miehe lson ( 1983). The rules which are presented are 
primarily those which interact with the accent rules. These include 
several vowel coalescence and delet1on rules (a+ 1 ---> v, Vowel Syncope 
I, Vowel Syncope II, (w)a(?) + wa ---> u). In all of these cases since· the 
underlying form differs from the surface form, the deletion and 
coalescence rules must apply before penultimate stress 1s assigned. 
Another rule, Glide Vocalization, must also apply before stress is assigned 
since the derived vowel counts in stress placement. Two rules are given 
which apply to the masculine s1ngular subjective prefix hla to delete the l 
if preceded by another prefix (Masculine l-Deletion I) or the h if not 
preceded by a prefix (ln1tial h-Deletion). The rule of Masculine 1-Delet1on 
provides evidence for where Bracket Erasure takes place in the lexicon 
(see Chapter Five). Several insertion rules are also given (Prothes1s, 
E-epenthesis, Stem Joiner Insertion). These rules 1nsert epenthetic 
vowels which in some cases count for stress placement, and in other cases 
are ignored by the penultimate stress rule. The accent rules include the 
penultimate stress rule (Oneida Stress Rule), and two rules which depend 
on the stress rule (Stress Shift, Vowel Shortening). Three rules which 
lengthen vowels and crucially depend on the stress rule (Vowel Length I, 
Open Syllable Length, Final Length) are also presented. 
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3.0.1 Noun Glide Deletion 

The pronominal prefixes of the noun are either a zoic objective or zoic 
subjective singular prefix. The initial glide of the prefix is deleted when 
1t is added to a noun, but not when 1t 1s added to a verb. In ( 1-2) the initial 
glide 1s deleted, but 1n (3) since the prefix does not beg1n 1n a glide, 1t 
does not undergo Noun G11de Deletion. In (4-5) the prefix is added to a 
verb, and so it does not undergo Noun Glide Deletion. 

1. /. a?ahs11? basket 
w-a?ahsl-1? 
zS-BASKET -nsf 

2. 
/. 

onyvhte? snow 
._¥0-nyvht-e? 
zO-SNOW-nsf 

3. kakhwa? food 
ka-khw-a? 

r 

zS-FOOD-nsf 

A 
4. w ahsakayu: te:se? It's thundering 

w-ahsakayute-?s? 
zS-THUNDER-ser 

5. /. yota?klokwv It's snowing 
yo-ata?k lokw-v 
zO-TO SNOW-perf 
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3.0.2 a + i ---> V 

When a pronominal prefix ending 1n the vowel a.is added to a stem 
beginn1ng 1n the vowel 1 the sequence ~1s replaced by y_. 
For example: 

cf. 

/. 1. kvtsi? 
k.a:.itsy-? 
zS-F I SH-nsf 

/ kanheks 
ka-nheks-iJ 
zS-RI BBON-nsf 

. / 
wa?kamtsyato:late? I fished 
wa?-k-an-1 tsy-ato lat-? 
aor-1S-srf-FISH-HUNT-pnc 

3.0.3 Vowe 1 Syncope 1 

fish 

ribbon, strap 

A stem 1n1t1al vowel is deleted after a pronom1nal prefix ending tn f., Q. 

or u . (After a prefix ending 1n i or .a the stem vowel is lost by Vowel 
Syncope 11, see 3.0.5.) The Strict Cycle Condition prevents this rule from 
applying to vowel sequences 1n nonder1ved forms. In ( 1) the stem initialJ 
is deleted after the prefix final Q.. (2) shows that the stem does in fact 
begin in the vowel i following a consonant final prefix. 
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/ 
1. otstots 1 i? 

yQ.:J.tstotsl-1? 
zO-BUNDLE-nsf 
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bundle 

A 
2. wahonitstots lu:ni: They made bundles 

wa?-h lon-1 tstotsl-un1-? 
aor-mpO-BUNDLE -MAKE -pnc 

3.0.4 Glide Vocalization 

The glides w and y_voca11ze after a consonant or b. and before a word final 
1, or word finally. For example: 

1. kv'tsi? 
ka-1ts¥,:.? 
zS-F I SH-nsf 

A 

fish 

cf. wa?kan1tsyahslu:n1: I cleaned fish 
wa?-k-an-1tsy-a-hslun1-? 
aor-1 S-srf-FISH-join-CLEAN-pnc 

"' 2. wahvtsyo:ko: He took the fish out of 
wa?-hla-1tsy-o-kw_-? the water 
aor-mS-F I SH-BE IN WATER-TAKE FROM-pnc 

/. 
cf. lvtsyokwas He takes the f 1sh out of the 

hla-1tsy-o-kw-as water 
mS-F I SH-BE IN WATER-TAKE FROM-ser 
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3.0.5 vowe 1 syncope 11 

The flrst vowel in a sequence of vowels is deleted. This rule applies 
across morpheme boundaries anywhere the environment is met. It is 
ordered after Vowel Syncope I. Under the Str ict Cycle Condition, this rule, 
11ke Vowel Syncope I, may not apply to vowel sequences 1n non-derived 
forms. 1 In ( 1) Vowel Syncope I applies to delete the initial vowel of the 
noun after the final vowel of the prefix. Vowel Syncope 11 then applies to 
delete the final vowel of the noun before the initial vowel of the verb. It 
also applies to delete the final vowel of the verb before the aspect suffix 
vowel. 

1. yakotla?swiyu' She's lucky 
yako-at 1 a?swa::iyQ:U 
f 10-LUCK-GOOD-perf 

A cf. atla:swa? 
w-atla?swa-? 
zS-LUCK-nsf 

luck 

In ( 1) if Vowel Syncope II were not ordered after Vowel Syncope I, the 
prefix in1t1al vowel Q..would be deleted before the stem 1n1tial vowel a 
resulting in the wrong form ryakatla?sw1yu. 
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3.0.6 Masculine 1-oe1et1on 1 

The..Lof the mascul 1ne singular subjective pref ix 1s deleted when 1t occurs 
before a stem beginning in a consonant, i, or a, only if it is preceded by a 
prefix. In ( 1) the Lof the masculine prefix is deleted before an a-stem verb 
wnen it is preceded by the aorist pref ix. <The 1 of the aorist preflx is 
deleted by a later rule, see 3.2.10.) In (2) the_l of the masculine prefix 
does not delete because it is not preceded by another prefix. <The h of the 
masculine prefix is deleted by a later rule, see 3.2.13.) 

" 1. wahata:ti: 
wa?-hla-atati-? 
aor-mS-T ALK-pnc 

/ 
2. lata:tihe? 

hla-atati-h? 
mS-T ALK-ser 

He talks 

He talks 

Miehe lson ( 1983) argues that this rule precedes the rule a + i ---> v 
because the l of the mascul1ne prefix drops before i-stem verbs even if 
such stems later undergo the a+ i ---> v rule deleting the in1t1al iof the 
verb. For example: 

,I'-.. 

3. wahv:lu? 
wa?-hla-ihlu-? 

aor-mS-SAY-pnc 

He sa1d 
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In (3) the Lof the masculine prefix 1s dropped before what 1s on the 
surf ace a v-stem verb. This can be accounted for by ordering Masculine 
1-Deletion I before a+ i ---> v. 

3.0.7 Cw>aC?> + wa ---> u 

This rule changes the sequence (w)a(?) + wa toy. Th1s sequence occurs 
only at the boundary between a prepronom1nal and a pronominal prefix. 
Thi.s rule app11es after Vowel Syncope II (counterfeed1ng order). For 
example: 

,,... 
1 . aukyo:tv: 

aa-wak-yo?tv- ? 
indef-10-W0RK-pnc 

I should work 

In ( 1) Vowel Syncope 11 would delete the~ in the sequence a.:__u 1f 1t could 
apply after the sequence 1 s derived, and so must be ordered before ( w) a 
(?) + wa ---> u. Compare the previous example with (2) 1n which the first 
person singular objective prefix remains wak- since it is not preceded by 
any prefix. (Note that this rule applies to any prefix which begins with the 
segments wa.) 

A 2. wakyo:te: 
wak-yo?tv-e? 
1 0- W0RK-ser 

I am working 
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3.0,8 Prothesis 

An epenthetic i is inserted word initially whenever a derived verb would 
contain only one surf ace vowe 1. This rule app l 1es after the syncope rules 
and before Initial h-Deletion (bleeding order). (Initial h-Deletion is 
discussed in (3.0.9).) The rule applies after prepronominal and pronominal 
prefixes and aspect suffixes have been added. Since all derived nouns 
contain two surface vowels, this rule only applies to derived verbs. For 
example: 

1. i: le? 
hl~-? 
mS-WALK-perf 

He's walking 

In ( 1) Vowel Syncope 11 deletes the pronominal pref1x vowel before the 
stem initial vowel, and then Prothesis applies. The derivation of (1) is: 

hla-e-? After aff1xat1on 

hle? Vowel Syncope 11 

ihle? Prothes1s 

/.hl ? 1 e . 0ne1da Stress Rule (3. 1. 1) 

1hle? Vowe 1 Length I (3. 1.2) 

A 
1: le? Laryngeal Deletion 
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3.0.9 Initial h-Deletion · 

A word 1nit1al his deleted if followed by a consonant. For example: 

1. latahyahn1:nG'he? He sold (grapes) 
..h.l.a-ata-hy-a-hninu-h? 
mS-srf-BERRY, FRUIT-join-BUY-ser 

In ( 1) Vowel Syncope II has applied to delete the prefix final vowel before 
the stem initial vowel. Stress is assigned to the underlying penultimate 
vowel by the Oneida Stress Rule (3. 1.1 ). The stressed vowel is lengthened 
by Open Syllable Length (3.1.3). Stress then shifts to the following vowel 
by Stress Shift (3.1.4). Later, an epenthetic vowel .e_is inserted in the 
final syllable of the word. 

Compare the previous example with (2) in which the·h of the masculine 
prefix hla- is not deleted since 1t is not word initial. 

2. thatahyahni:nGhe? Where he sold (grapes) 
t-hla-ata-hy-a-hninu-h? 
cis-mS-srf-BERRY, FRUIT-join-BUY-ser 

In (2) the l of the masculine singular prefix is deleted by Masculine 
1-Deletion I. (Note that this rule app11es to delete the initial h of any 
prefix, e.g. the 2nd person singular prefix -hs.) 
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J. J Accent Rules 

3.1. J onetda Stress Rule 

The penultimate vowel in a word is stressed. 

/ 
1. ohlahta? ear of corn or husk 

yo-hlaht-a? 
zO-EAR, COB, HUSK OF CORN-nsf 

/ 
2. ka?shatste? It's strong 

ka-?shatst-e? 
zS-STRONG-ser 

A word may have other than penultimate stress with level tone on the 
surface as a result of other rules which apply to yield falling tone, or 
shift stress to the right. Furthermore, since certain epenthetic vowels 
are not counted in stress placement, a word may have surface 
antepenu1t1mate or preantepenult1mate stress. These other rules are 
discussed in the following sections. 

3, J ,2 vowel Length I 

A stressed vowel is lengthened if 1t occurs beforeJ.l followed by a non-low 
sonorant, or before 1.Jollowed by a [+consonantal] segment. The laryngeal 
consonant is then deleted, and the vowel has fall 1ng rather than level 
tone.2 
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1. 011:wa? word, news 
yo-1.ib.W.-a? 
zO-REASON,CAUSE,CUSTOM,NEWS-nsf 

A 2. osahe:ta? 
yo-sahill-a? 
zO-BEANS-nsf 

beans 

The laryngeal consonant surfaces when it is not in a stressed syllable, as 
(3-4 ) illustrate. 

A 
3. teha 1 ihwathe:tha? He is an interpreter 

te-hla-J.i.tlYi-a-the?t-ha? 
du-ms-REASON- join-POUND-ser 

/ 
4. yesahe?takwas She picks beans 

ye-sahe?t-a-kw-as 
fiS-BEANS-join-PICK-ser 

A derivation of ( 1) i 1 lustrates the interact ion of the rules involved: 

yo-lihw-a? 

olihwa? 

/ 
ol1hwa? 

/ 
011 :hwa? 

After affixation 

Noun Glide Deletion 

Oneida Stress Rule 

Vowe 1 Length I 



A 
oli:hwa? 

A 
oli:wa? 

3.1.3 Open Syllable Length 
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Falling Tone 

Laryngeal Deletion 

A stressed vowel in an open syllable becomes lengthened. Lounsbury 
{ 1953) assumed vowel length was phonemic, however Michelson ( 1983) has 
shown that vowel length is predictable. Since the output of th1s rule 
1mmediately undergoes Stress Shift (3.1.4), there are no surface forms 
with stressed long vowels in open syllables. However, Mohawk, which 
lacks the Stress Shift rule, has such surface forms. The derivation of 
kato:lats "I hunt" (k-atolat-s 15-HUNT-ser) is given to 111ustrate the 
point: 

k-atolat-s After affixat1on 
.,,, 

katolats One1da Stress Rule 

.,,, 
kato:lats Open Syllable Length 

/ 
*kato: lats Intermediate der1vat1on 

/ 
kato:lats Stress Shift (3. 1.4) 
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3. 1.4 Stress Shift 

Stress shifts from a long vowel in an open syllable to the following vowel. 

/ 
1. a?no:wa 1 turtle 

wa-?n2w-a-1-~ 
zS-R0UNDED BACK-join-FILL, PUT IN-perf 

(2) shows that the stem is -?now- with a short underlying vowel when 
unstressed. 

2. lo?nowakwa:lute? He has a hump 
hlo-?now--a-kwalut-? 
m0-R0UNDED BACK-join-HAVE A BULGE IN IT-perf 

In (2) the underlying penultimate vowel .a_in the stem -kwalut- is 
stressed. The stressed vowe 1 1s lengthened, and stress shifts to the 
following vowel u. Later, after the accent rules apply, an epenthetic e. is 
inserted in the final syllable, see 3.3.5. 

3.1.S Final Length 

After Stress Shift has applied, if the resulting stressed vowel occurs 
before? followed by a consonant or word finally, it is lengthened, 

· receives falling tone, and the laryngeal consonant is deleted. 

A 1. owv:na: word (vocabulary item) 
yo-wvn-~ 
z0-W0RD, SPEECH-nsf 



The derivation of ( 1) is: 

yo-wvn-a? 

owvna? 

/ owvna? 

/ 
owv:na? 

/ 
owv:na? 

A 
owv:na:? 

I"\ 
owv:na: 
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After affixation 

Noun Glide Deletion 

Oneida Stress Rule 

Open Syllable Length 

Stress Shift 

Final Length 

Laryngeal Deletion 

Compare ( 1) with (2) which shows that the stem is -wvn- with a short 
underlying vowel when unstressed. (3) shows that the noun suffix is -a? 
when unstressed. 

/ 
2. lawvnakala:tats He is interpreting 

h la-wvn-a-ka latat-s 
mS-WORD, SPEECH-jo1n-RAISE UP-ser 

3. k~khwa? 
ka-khw-a? 
zS-FOOD-nsf 

food 
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As noted in the discussion of Vowel Length I (3.1.2) and Final Length 
(3. 1.5), a stressed long vowel before either a 1 and [+consonantal] 
segment or h plus non-low sonorant receives falling tone. The? or h 
which follows the stressed long vowel is deleted by a rule of Laryngeal 
Deletion. 

A 
1. yakolatskv:tote? 

yako-latskv?t-ot-? 
f 10-BRAI D-ST AND-perf 

cf. wa?khe1atskv?to:t~ 
wa?-khe-latskv?t-ot-v-? 
aor-1 :f1-BRAID-ST AND-dat-pnc 

A 
2. wa?uta?alu:n1: 

wa?-yu-at-a?a l-un1-? 
aor-f1S-srf-NET-MAKE-pnc 

/ 
cf. yuta?alu:nihe? 

yu-at-a?al-uni-h? 
f15-srf-NET-MAKE-ser 

3. 1.6 vowe 1 Shortening 

She has braids 1 n her 
hair 

I braided her hair 

She made it by 
crocheting 

She's crocheting 

If the vowel which becomes stressed as a result of Stress Shift is in a 
word final open syllable, the preceding originally stressed vowel is 
shortened. 

/ 

1. otsi ?nowv 
yo-tsi ?nQwv-i 
z0-M0USE-nsf 

mouse 
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2. kheyute 1i I know her 
khe-yutf_l-1 
1 :fi-KNOW-perf 

The derivation of (2) illustrates the point: 

khe-yute 1-1 

kheyuteli 

""'· kheyute:11 
,, 

kheyute:li 

/ 
kheyuteli 

3.2 Syllabification 

After aff 1xat1on 

Oneida Stress Rule 

Open Syllable Length 

Stress Shift 

Vowe 1 Shorten1ng 

Clements and Keyser ( 1983) propose that an underlying representation has 
a segmental tier, a C-V tier and a syllable tier. Differences in the timing 
of segments may be represented on the C-V tier, for example geminate 
consonants vs. consonant clusters and long vowels vs. vowel sequences 
might be represented: 

1. C C C V V v . 

I\ VS. I\ vs. 
k k k k , a a a a 
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The basic syllable type for all languages is CV, but other syllable types 
·are derivable from the appl1cation of the rules: 

1. Delete a syllable initial C (V syllable) 
2. Insert a syllable final C (CVC syllable) 
3. Apply both rules (VC syllable) 

Each language selects either or both of these rules. In addition, each 
language has specific syllable structure conditions which govern 
syllabification. An independent principle constrains syllabif1cat1on. It 
states that syllable 1n1tial consonants are 11nked to a syllable before 
syllable final consonants. For example, VCV is syllabified as V-CV, and 
VCCV _is syllabified as V-CCV if the language permits syllable initial CC 
clusters. 

Syllabification proceeds as follows. First, V elements are linked to 
syllable elements. Next, C elements to the left are linked to the maximal 
extent allowed by the syllable structure constraints of the language. Last, 
C elements to the right are linked to syllable elements. An example in 
Oneida is: 

/ 
2. kkukshne 

k-kuks-hne 
t S-FACE-ON 

k k u k s h n e 
I I I l \ l I I 
C C V C C C C V 

"'// '\~ G, 6 

my face 
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Some consonants may remain unlinked, if the syllable structure 
constraints do not allow linkage under the principle described above. Such 
un 1 inked consonants are ea lled extrasyl labic consonants. These segments 
may condition phonological processes such as epenthesis or deletion. 

The output of every phonological rule may be resyllabified in the course of 
a der1vation. When resyllab1f1cation takes place, all previous linkages are 
erased, and new linkages are made. Syllabification applies first at the 
lowest morphological level, and may reapply later at higher levels. 

M1chelson·s analys1s of Oneida phonology adopts the theoretical framework 
proposed by Clements and Keyser ( 1983). She argues that the accent and 
epenthesis rules in Oneida refer to syllable structure. She assumes that 
all word-format1on rules have taken place before any phonolog1cal rules 
apply, so that rules apply to an underlying representation which is a word 
with boundary markers and without epenthetic vowels. Th1s 
representation is abstract in the sense that clusters are present which 
vlo1ate syllable structure constraints, and wh1ch later are broken up by 
epenthes1s, thus never occurring on the surface. The underlying 
representation proposed by Michelson includes a syllable and C-V tier, and 
1t is assumed that syllabification has taken place prior to the application 
of phonolog1cal rules. 

According to M1chelson, One1da has the core syllable types CV, V, eve and 
VC. Consonant clusters of up to five consonants are permitted, subject to 
syllable structure constraints. 

Certain forms 1n Oneida are apparent counterexamples to the accent rules 
discussed earlier. For example: 



./ 
3. kah1k 

ka-h1k-,RJ 
zS-BERRY-nsf 
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berry, fruit, apples 

In (3) Open Syllable Length and Stress Shift are blocked by an intervocalic 
h. Michelson argues that laryngeal consonants are amb1syllabic, 1.e. are 
11nked to the coda of the preceding syllable and the onset of the following 
syllable. Therefore, stressed vowels which occur before h or ? occur in 
closed syllables and do not undergo accent rules which refer to open 
syllables. Amb1syllab1ficat1on must apply to both non-derived and derived 
forms, as the following examples show: 

,,,, 
4. kanvstohale? cornbread 

ka-nvst-ohal-? 
zS-CORN-IMPALE UPRIGHT-perf 

,,,, 
5. teyakot ihv She cares 

te-yako-t ih-v 
du-f1O-CARE, BE DIFFERENT-perf 

In (4), h occurs between two vowels in a stem, while in (5) h occurs 
between a stem vowel and the 1n1t1al vowel of the aspect sufftx. In both 
cases, Ambisyllabif1cat1on applies to link h with the coda of the preceding 
syllable and the onset of the following syllable. (In (4) a rule of vowel 
epenthesis applies after the accent rules to insert .e. in the last syllable of 
the word, see 3.5.5.) 

In the next set of examples, the consonant clusters kw and ls. do not block 
Open Syllable Length and Stress Shift. 



/ 6. ohna:kwala? 
yo-hnakw Al-a? 
zO-TIRE-nsf 

/ 
7. o:tsiste? 

yo;...tstst-? 
zO-FIRE-nsf 
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tire 

flame, fire, spot, light 

(In (6) the penultimate vowel, indicated A, is epenthetic and does not 
count in stress placement. This vowel is a historically epenthetic vowel 
which occurs in certain non-derived forms, see 4.2 for further discussion.) 

In (8) the cluster 1s.W. does block Open Syllable Length and Stress Shift. 

/ 8. ashekwe? 
w-ashekw-e? 
zS-FORK-nsf 

fork, pitchfork 

Michelson argues that when kw and~ clusters are fo11owed by a vowel 1n 
the same morpheme, they are tautosyllabic, 1.e. both consonants are 1 inked 
to the onset of the following syllable. This accounts for the forms in 
(6-7), in which the stressed vowel thereby occurs in an open syllable, so 
that the vowel is lengthened, and stress shifts to the following vowel. 
When kw. and ls. clusters are followed by a vowel in a different morpheme, 
only the second consonant in the cluster is linked to the onset of the 
following syllable. This accounts for the form 1n (8), 1n wh1ch the 
stressed vowel thereby occurs in a closed syllable, so that the stressed 
vowel cannot be lengthened and stress cannot shift to the following 
syllable. 
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An alternat1ve to Tautosyllab1fic·ation would be to analyse VkwV and~ 
clusters as: 

(o 
9. I 

V C V 

I\ 
k w 
t s 

Under this analysis, kw would structura11y be a s1ng1e consonant on the 
C-V tier, so Open Syllable Length and Stress Shift would not be blocked. 
Alternatively, Vkw+V and Vts+V clusters would be analysed: 

10. /o 
I \ 

V C 

I 
k 
t 

/\ 
C V 

\ 
w 
s 

In th1s case, kW. would be two consonants on the c-v t1er, so Open Syllable 
Length and Stress Shift would be blocked. However, Michelson argues that 
this analysis is inaccurate because Js..w. and~ do not exhibit a timing 
difference in e1ther case (as would geminate vs. simple consonants). 

Following Michelson ( 1983) we may formulate the following 
syllabification rules: 
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11. Amb1syllab1f1cation 

G:> to 
I',,/\ 
V C V 

I 
[+ low] 
[+son] 

Th1s ru1e 11nks h or? w1th the syllab1e node of a preceding syllab1e when 
1 t occurs intervoca Hca 1ly. 

12. Tautosy11ab1f1cat1on 

" I 1/I\ 
V C C V 

I l 
k w 
t s 

Th1s rule 1tnks k or 1 w1th the syllable onset rather than sy11ab1e coda 
when it is followed by the sequence w or~ and a vowel. If th1s rule 1s 
allowed to apply to non-derived forms, reference to morpheme boundaries 
1s avoided. 

Michelson ( 1983) assumes that there are no underlying CC clusters (other 
than KW. and~) linked to a syllable node. This clearly cannot be the case 
because of lex1cal entries such as /1tskw/ "seat" informs such as: 
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13. tehanitskwaihwa? He jumps 
te-hla-an-1tskw-a-khw-ha? 
du-mS-srf-SEAT-join-RAISE-ser 

In ( 13) no epenthesis rules apply to break up the morpheme internal 
cluster wh1ch, under Michelson·s analysis would be syllabified before 
epenthesis as: 

14 G " 6 b 
/\'A1~111111~ 
CVCC V VCVCCCCCCCCVC 
l l 11 I l I Ill ll 11 l I l 1 
t e hl a ani tskwkhwha? 

Since there are six underlying consonants which are unlinked to a syllable 
node, either the syllable structure constraints of Oneida are violated by 
this lexical entry, or CC clusters must be allowed in underlying forms 
subject to the syllable structure constraints of the language. In Chapter 
Five we w111 argue that, in fact, the syllable structure constraints do not 
apply in the lexicon, and therefore underlying forms such as those in ( 13) 
do not present a problem. 

We w111 assume that consonant clusters in non-derived forms are 
permitted, and are syllabified according to the syllabification rules and 
syllable structure constraints of Oneida. Word-formation rules can create 
consonant clusters which violate these syllable structure constraints. In 
such cases, phonological rules such as deletion and epenthesis apply to 
simplify or break up such clusters. 

We w11l later show that epenthes1s must apply lexically, and is prevented 
under the Strict Cycle Condition from applying to non-derived lexical 
entries. 
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3.3 Eoenthes1s Rules 

M1che1son·s ( 1983) analysis of epenthesis in Oneida crucially relies on the 
notion of extrasyllabic1ty. She argues that there are s1x epenthes1s rules 
1n Oneida wh1ch are extrinsically ordered with respect to the accent rules. 

3.3.1 Prestress Stem Joiner 1nsert1on 

The vowel a (stem joiner) is inserted between a stem f1nal consonant and 
a stem or suffix initial extrasyllabic consonant. This type of epenthesis 
takes place when a locative or plural suffix is added to a noun; when a 
noun root and verb root are compounded; and when a root or case suffix 1s 
added to a verb.3 

/. 1. yuto lye?takhwa? a lung 
yu-ato lye-?t-,a.-hkw-ha? 
f 1S-BREATHE-1nstr-jo1n-instr-ser 

/. cf. teyutkalalukhwa? rocking chair, swing 
te-yu-at-kalalu-hkw-ha? 
du-f iS-srf-SWI NG-instr-ser 

2. tehan1tskwa°khwa? He jumps 
te-hla-an-itskw-,a.-khw-ha? 
du-mS-srf-SEAT-join-RAISE, LIFT, PICK UP-ser 

cf. wa?kheyat lvn6n1? 
wa?-khey-at-lvn-unya-? 
aor-1 :fi-srf-SONG-MAKE-pnc 

I put a spe 11 on her 
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The stem joiner vowel occurs in a closed syllable, and is counted for 
stress, wh1ch 1s why M1che lson ( 1983) orders th1s rule before the Oneida 
Stress Rule. The syllable structure of ( 1) both before and after stem joiner 
insert ion is: 

yutolye?tkhwa? Afteraff1xation 
11 ll\\\\\\\\\\ 
cvcvccvcccccvc 
"-/ ,J/ '-1/ I f l "/ " " (.:, 

. y u t o 1 y e ? t a k h w a ? After stem joiner insert ion 
.1 I I \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
cvcvccvccvcccvc '\/ ,,1 ,,/ '-V ' \J/ 
" G, <a 

(Stem Joiner Insertion is prevented from applying before the extrasyllab1c 
h since there 1s no preceding morpheme boundary.) 

3.3.2 Prestress E-epenthesis 1 

The vowel .e. is inserted before an extrasyllabic 1 

/ 
t. lohuwa?ke lha? His canoe is floating (man's name) 

hlo-huw-a-?kl-ha? 
mO-CANOE-join-FLOAT-ser 



/.. 2. tekahsute lha? 
te-k-ahsull-ha? 
du-lS-JOIN-ser 
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cf. tvkahsutlv? 
te-v-k-ahsut 1-v? 
du-fut-lS-JOIN-pnc 

I join together 

I will join together 

Epenthetic occurs in a closed syllable and counts for stress, which is 
why Michelson ( 1983) likewise orders this rule before the Oneida Stress 
Rule. 

An epenthetic occurs morpheme internally between Q, .C.W. and Qi 
clusters. ( This vowel is indicated A 1n the morpheme segmentations.) The 
vowe 1 1s not counted 1n stress placement, but creates env1ronments for 
Open Syllable Length and Stress Shift as (4) 1 llustrates. 

/\ 
3. kana:talok 

ka-na?tAlok-xJ' 
zS-BREAD-nsf 

/ 
4. kanu:nawv? 

ka-nunAwv-? 
zS-PIPE-nsf 

A 
5. wa?twanle:kalawe? 

wa?-t-wa-n le?kAlaw-? 
aor-du-zS-LIGHTENING-pnc 

bread 

pipe 

1 ightening 

(In (5) the final vowel is epenthetic and is inserted after the accent rules, 
see 3.3.5.) 
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6. ohiyG?kwala? thorn 
yo-h1yu?kwA1-a? 
zO-THORN-nsf 

A 7. wa?kkwe:talu? I cut 
wa?-k-kwe?tAl-u-? 
aor-1 S-CUT OFF-dist-pnc 

In these cases, 1f the epenthetic a were 1nserted in non-derived forms by a 
lexical rule, the Str1ct Cycle Cond1t1on would be violated. In Chapter Ftve, 
we will discuss whether this vowel, which is historically epenthetic, is 
inserted by a synchronic rule or is underlying. We wi 11 also discuss the 
role of underspecified segments in regard to this problem. 

3.3.3 Prestress E-eoenthesis 11 

The vowel .e. 1s inserted before a stem initial extrasyllabic consonant 
including 1, but not h. Th1s type of epenthesis takes place between a 
pronominal prefix and stem and between a semireflexive or reflexive 
prefix and stem. Elsewhere, Prestress Stem Jo1ner Insertion applies. 

/ 
1. wa?ke?lho: loke? 

wa?-k-?lholok-? 
aor-1S-COVER-pnc 

/. cf. wa?kkalhathu? 
wa?-k-kalhat-hu-? 
aor-1S-TURN-dist-pnc 

/ 
2. wa?kate?lho: loke? 

wa?-k-at-?lho lok-? 
aor-1S-srf-COVER-pnc 

I covered it 

I turned 1 t over 

1 ·m covered up 
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/ 
cf. wa?kattoke? I noticed it 

wa?-k-at-tok-? 
aor-1 S-srf-REAL I ZE, KNOW-pnc 

/ 
3. wa?utathwa?estv? She'll put bandages on herself 

wa?-yu-atat-hwa?est-v-? 
aor-flS-ref-TO BANDAGE-dat-pnc 

/ 
4. ukeshwv? I smelled it 

wa?-wak=shw-v? 
aor-1 a-SMELL -pnc 

(3) shows that epenthesis does not take place before a stem beginning in 
extrasyllab1c h. (4) shows that the epenthetic f. occurs 1n a closed 
syllable and counts for stress. 

E-epenthesis 11 does not apply before a stem beginning in a kwV or~ 
sequence. If Tautosyllab1fication has applied, the initial consonant in the 
cluster will not be extrasyllab1c, and thus account for the failure of 
epenthesis to apply as (5) shows: 

A 
5. wa?u?tsihku:ni : 

wa?-yu-at-tsihkw-uni-? 
aor-f1S-srf-FIST-MAKE-pnc 

She made a fist 

In (5) Vowel Syncope I deletes the vowe1 of the semireflex1ve pref ix after 
the vowel of the pronominal prefix. E-epenthesis does not take place 
between the semi reflexive prefix at- and the stem -tsihkw-. A fast 
speech rule later changes the .t of the semi reflexive to 1. 
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3,3.4 Poststress stem Jojner losertioo 

The stem joiner vowel .a is inserted between a consonant final stem and a 
consonant initial stem or suffix, where the consonant is not extrasyllabic. 
Th1s type of epenthesis takes place in the same morphological 
environments as Prestress Stem Joiner Insertion, but a separate rule is 
required since the joiner vowel does not count for stress in this case. 

A 
1. kana:tslaku in a ditch 

ka-na?ts 1-.a-ku 
zS-DITCH-join-lN 

/ /-. 2. lonvskwayv? e:lhal He has a dog 
hlo-nvskw-.a-yv-? e?lhal 
mO-AN I MAL - j o 1 n-HA VE-perf dog 

/ 
3. teknu:sayv? I squat 

te-k-nus-.a-yv- ? 
c 1 s- 1 S-REAR END- j o 1 n-PLACE-perf 

The stem joiner vowel occurs in an open syllable and does not count for 
stress placement as ( 1-2) show. However, it creates an environment for 
Open Syllable Length and Stress Shift as (3) shows. Because the joiner 
vowel does not count for stress, Michelson ( 1983) orders this rule after 
the Oneida Stress Rule, but before Open Syllable Length. 
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3.3,5 Poststress E-epenthesis 

The vowel~ 1s inserted between a consonant final stem and a? initial 
aspect or noun suffix. 

.A 
1. wa?katv:na:te? 

wa?-k-atvna?t-? 
aor-1 S-SA VE-pnc 

A cf. take:na: 
t-a-k-ena-? 
cis-aor-1 :fz-CATCH-pnc 

/ 2. o?washale? 
yo-?washal-? 
zO-EARR I NG-nsf 

/. cf. onyvhte? 
yo-nyvht-e? 
zO-SNOW-nsf 

I'll save 1t 

I caught it 

earring 

snow 

Note that the Strict Cycle Condition is not violated in the above examples 
since the Q cluster results from affixation. The next examples both 
contain an epenthetic in the aspect suffix. 

/ 
3. lata:tihe? He talks 

hla-atati-bl 
mS-T ALK, SPEAK-ser 



A 
4. wahsakayu:te:se? 

w-ahsakayute-?s? 
zS-THUNDER-ser 
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I t · s thundering · 

The effect of Poststress E-epenthesis 1n these cases is to allow an 
underly1ng representat1on wh1ch v1olates a syllable structure constraint 
on U. clusters. The Strict Cycle Cond1tion 1s violated since epenthesis 
applies to break up a morpheme internal cluster. In all of the above 
examples, the epenthetic does not count for stress, which is why 
Michelson ( 1983) orders this rule after the Oneida Stress Rule, Open 
Syllable Length and Stress Shift 

The major phonological rules of Oneida have been surveyed in this chapter, 
following the generative analysis given in Michelson ( 1983). A number of 
other rules presented by Michelson, particu_larly low level phonological 
rules and utterance final rules have not been discussed. The reader is 
referred to Michelson ( 1983) for further details. In the next chapter, some 
spec1f1c problems result1ng from a generative analys1s are taken up. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1Michelson ( 1983, 181) notes that this rule has lexical exceptions. 

2rhe past suff1x -hne is an exception. A vowel is lengthened by Open 
Syllable Length before this suffix, and stress shifts to the suffix vowel by 
stress Shift. 

3The stem joiner vowel is except1onally not added before the external 
locative suffix -hne when it 1s affixed to a consonant final noun. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

4.0 Mohawk and oneJda EoenthesJs - GeneratJve Analysis 

This chapter w11l survey the generattve and metrtcal analyses of accent 
and epenthesis rules given in Michelson ( 1981, 1983, 1985) and provide a 
critique of these analyses. Michelson discusses epenthes1s 1n Mohawk; 
however, the accent and epenthesis rules are similar in both Mohawk and 
One1da, wh1ch are closely related languages. (All examples 1n th1s chapter 
are from Michelson 1983.) 

The accent rules in Mohawk are given below. Mohawk does not have a 
Stress Sh1ft rule 11ke One1da, so that stressed vowels in open syllables are 
lengthened, but retain their stress. (In the rules given below, R is an 
abbreviation for the non-low sonorantsn, Yi, r., ¥,.) 

I. Pro thes 1 s 

---> 1 / [ _G,] 

11. Stress 

/ 
V ---> V / __ 6] 

111 . Length 

/ 
1kkvs "I see" 
k-kv-s 
15-SEE-ser 

/ 
ikya?ks "I cut" 
k-ya?k-s 
1S-CUT-ser 

A 
oka:ra? "eye" 
yo-kahr-a? 
zO-EYE-nsf 
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/ 
wakkwi:tu "I moved it" 
wak-kw1t-u 
1 0-MO VE-perf 

IV. Tone 

/ A 
V: ---> V: / __ hR A 

oka:ra? "eye" 
? 

V. Laryngeal Deletion 

F 1---> I V: -. _ f \ oka:'ra? "eye" 

Michelson argues that kw and is. clusters are tautosyllabic in Mohawk 
under the same conditions as in Oneida, while his ambisyllabic. 

4.0. 1 Syllab1f1cat100 

In Chapter Three we discussed syllabification in Oneida. Michelson·s 
analyses ( 1981, 1983) raise a number of questions concerning 
syllab1f1cat1on 1n both Mohawk and Oneida. F1rst, M1chelson does not 
discuss where syllabification takes place in the grammar. She does not 
state whether lexical entries have a syllable tier. She also does not state 
whether resyllabification applies after every rule or only at certain points 
1n a derivation. 

Second, she does not discuss the relationship between extrasyllabicity and 
syllable structure constraints. If there are no underlying CC clusters in 
syllables (other than kYi and !5,), then stems with CC clusters must conta1n 
extrasyllabic consonants in the lexical entry. An example is Oneida -ya?k-
"cut". Either the lexical entry violates the syllable structure constraints 
of the language, or the language does in fact allow underlying CC clusters 
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subject to the syllable structure constraints, or else the syllable 
structure constra1nts operate not on 1extcal entrtes, but w1th1n the lex1con 
or syntax. 

Third, in Michelson's analysis, underlying forms which violate negative 
syllable structure constra1nts are allowed. For example, there is a 
negative constraint against Q clusters in Oneida. Michelson gives the 
underlying form of the serial aspect suffix as -h?. Epenthesis applies to 
derive the surface form -he? which does not violate the syllable structure 
constra1nts. Such.a solutton vtolates the Strict Cycle Cond1t1on, s1nce 1t 
applies to a non-derived form. By violating the Strict Cycle Condition it 
allows an abstract underlying form, i.e. one which is never realized on the _ 
surf ace, to be set up. 

Fourth, Michelson·s discussion of Tautosyllabification is questionable. 
How can syllabification r~fer to morphological information such as the 
morpheme boundary in kw+V and ts+V syllables which block vowel length 
but do not block epenthests? 

4.0.2 E-epenthesi s 

E-epenthes1s appltes 1n both der1ved and non-der1ved forms 1n Mohawk. In 
derived forms, an epenthetic f. is inserted in four different environments. 
First, .e_is inserted after a pref ix ending in a consonant and before a verb 
stem beginning in an extrasyl labic consonant. This rule is similar to 
One1da Prestress E-epenthes1s II. 

1 a. 
,, 

wakenyaks I get married 
wat:o.yak-s 
10-GET MARR I ED-ser 
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lb. / katetsyv?ts I am a doctor 
k-a.t.::1syv?t-s 
1 S-srf-CURE-ser 

A person morpheme combines with a number morpheme in a pronominal 
prefix. In Mohawk but not in Oneida, f. 1s 1nserted after a person 
morpheme ending in a consonant and before a number morpheme beginning 
in a non-low :sonorant. (Epenthesis of this type does not apply to affixes 
other than person and number prefixes.) 

A 
2a. teninu:we?s You and I 1 ike it 

t-ni-n·uhwe?-s 
1 inc-du-LIKE-ser 
,,,,, 

2b. 1tewehre? Y u and I want to 
t-wa-ehr-? 
1 inc-p-WANT-ser 

Third, is inserted after a pref ix ending in a consonant and before a stem 
beginning in a non-low sonorant followed by a vowel. 

3a. tekeriks I put them side by s1de 
te-k-rik-s 
du-1 S-PUT SIDE BY SIDE-ser 

Fourth, .... e..Js 1nserted after a verb stem end1ng 1n a consonant and before an 
aspect suffix beginning in?. This rule is similar to Oneida Poststress 
E-epen thesis. 

/ 
4a. vkato:rate? 

v-k-atorat-? 
fut-1 S- HUNT - pnc 

I shall hunt 
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Epenthesis takes place 1n two environments in non-derived forms. First, .e. 
is inserted between morpheme internal '1£:/.. and Q: clusters. In th1s case, 
the epenthetic vowel is not counted 1n stress placement. While .C.C. and~ 
clusters never occur on the surface, other consonant plus non-low 
sonorant clusters occur within a morpheme. Michelson ( 1983) argues that 
.e. 1s epenthet1c rather than underly1ng because 1t does not count 1n stress 
placement. 

/ 
Sa. wakeras 

w-ak[a-s 
zS-SMELL -ser 

./ 
Sb. yo?aweyv 

yo-?anv-if 
zO-DEW-nsf 

It smells 

dew 

Second, .e. is inserted between a consonant and an extrasyl labic r: within a 
morpheme. Th1s rule 1s s1m1lar to Onetda Prestress E-epenthes1s I. In this 
case., the epenthetic vowel 1s counted in stress placement. 

/ 6a. tekahsuterha? 
te-k-ahsu.tc-ha? 
du-1S-SPLICE-ser 

I splice it 

In the examples in ( 1) and (6) the epenthetic vowel counts in determining 
stress placement. The epenthet1c vowel 1s 1nserted before an 
extrasyllabic consonant in these cases. 1 For example: 
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,,,, 
t •. w a k o_y a k s 

l l \ I \ I \ \ 
-----) wakenyaks 

cvcccvcc 
, .. .,\ / I '-JI l 

" " 
6'. t e k ah s u Leh a? 

111111\\\\\\ 
cvcvccvcccvc 
\/ ,11 '11 l ~/ " 

/ -----> tekahsuterha? 

In the examples in (2), (3) and (5) the epenthetic vowel is not counted in 
determining stress placement. It is inserted before a consonant which is 
not extrasyllabic 1n these cases.2 For example: 

2'. t w a e h r ? -----> 
ll l \I\\ 
ccvvccc 
I \/ \/ I l 

f, " 

3'. t e k.Li k s -----> 
I I I \ \ \ \ 
cvccvcc 
,J/ .....J/ I 

" " 

/ 
it ewe h re? (Other rules apply) 
111\ \\\\\ 
vcvcvccvc 
l '\/ ,\/ '1/ 

'-"> b " '°' 

/ 
tekeriks 
,,,1\1\\ 
cvcvcvcc 
\ / '/ '-' / I 
f> " b 



s·. w aJu. a s -----> 
I I I I I I 
cvccvc 
~/ ··,..\/ 

78 
,,,,, 

wakeras 
ll\lt\\ 
cvcvcvc 
\.I '-/ \,J/ 
b b b 

The exception to the generalization that epenthesis which is conditioned 
by extrasyllab1c consonants precedes stress asstgnment 1s the example 1n 
(4) 1n which the epenthetic f_is inserted before an extrasyllabic consonant 
but is not counted in determining stress placement. For example: 

4'. v k a t o r a t1. -----> 
\II\\\\\\ 
vcvcvcvcc 
I '-/ \/ ,1; I 
" Go '1 

/ v k a t o: r a t e ? 
'' 1\\\\\\\ 
vcvcvcvcvc 
l \/ \/ '-/ '-J/ 

G:. b b G:> , 

In all these cases, an epenthetic vowel~ which is identical in vowel 
qua11ty to underlytng ~ts tnserted. However, tn some cases the epenthet1c 
vowel counts in determining stress placement, while in other cases it 
does not. Michelson chooses an ordering solution to account for these 
different cases. She argues that epenthesis which is conditioned by 
extrasyllabtc consonants Cother than word f tnal 1) precedes the accent 
rules, since the epenthetic vowel is counted as a syllable peak in 
determining the penultimate vowel for stress assignment; since a 
stressed vowel is lengthened in an open syllable which precedes a syllable 
conta1ntng an epenthet 1c vowel; and stnce the epenthet ic vowe 1 counts as a 
syllable peak in determining whether prothetic i is inserted. This 
accounts for the examples in ( 1) and (6). 
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Michelson argues that epenthesis which occurs in other environments, i.e. 
before nonextrasyllabic consonants or word f1nal 1, follows the accent 
rules, since the epenthetic vowel is not counted for stress or prothesis, 
and since a stressed vowel in an open syllable is not lengthened before a 
syllable containing an epenthetic vowel. This accounts for the examples in 
(2-5). 

Michelson·s analysis of epenthesis in er. and '11:t. clusters in Mohawk, and in 
Q clusters in Oneida allows epenthesis to apply within a morpheme, in 
violation of the Strict Cycle Cond1t1on. Since the Strict Cycle Condition 
has been we 11 mat ivated by data from a number of diverse languages, the 
analysis presented by Michelson is problematic. 

M1chelson·s analys1s of epenthes1s crucially rel1es on the not1on of 
extrasyllabicity. There are a number of problems with this analysis. 
First, Michelson fails to explain how extrasyllabic consonants which 
remain unlinked after the epenthesis rules have applied, do eventually get 
l 1nked to the syllable t 1er. 

/ 
For example, the underlying representation of Oneida kato:lats "I hunt" is: 

k a t o 1 a t s 
\ I 1111 I\ 
C V C V C V C C 
"-/ \../ ,1 / I 

<o b b 
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In this form, the final consonant remains unlinked after syllabification. 
Presumably, the last consonant is linked by a language specific rule to 
allow non-core syllable types, but this is not discussed by Michelson, and 
no indication is given of where this language specific rule would apply in 
the grammar. 

Second, under Michelson's approach to syllabification, some consonants 
which are extrasyllab1c do not trigger epenthesis. For example the Oneida 
words ka?shatste? "It's strong" and wa?kkalha°thu? "It turned it over" 
would be syllab1f ied: 

k a ? s h a t s t e ? 
f \\I l \\ \ \\\ 
C V C C C V C C C V C 
~\ / l ~l / \ . ,t / 

b b 

wa?kkalhathu? 
l l \ \ l \ \ l I\\\\ 
C V C C C V C C V C C V C 
, . .J I \ ,, I '-..\ I ,J/ 

" " " '7 

In both words, since the extrasyllab1c consonants are not verb stem initial 
consonants, epenthesis does not apply. However, if epenthesis is a 
syllable sens1tive rule, why would it fa1l to apply before any extrasyllabic 
consonant, regardless of morphological information? 

Third, Michelson does not provide a motivated explanation for how 
epenthes is re 1 ates to syl 1 ab 1 e structure constraints. In Mohawk, U .er., 

and consonant plus non-low sonorant clusters are disall owed by the 
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syllable structure constraints (with the exception of D'.., 1¥, .s.o., 
and laryngeal consonant plus non-low sonorant clusters). In all these 
cases, e-epenthes1s applies to break up the disallowed clusters. The only 
exception is epenthesis before tC and kC clusters which occur elsewhere, 
but not in verb stem initial position. Michelson·s analyses say nothing 
about syllable structure constraints, and so it is simply an accidental ·fact 
that epenthesis applies to break up clusters which never occur on the 
surface. 

4.0.3 stem Joiner Eoenthesis 

An epenthetic vowel g (the stem joiner) is inserted in Mohawk under 
conditions identical to those in Oneida. The stem joiner rules are: 

7. i ---> a I C ] _ [ CC 

,,,, 
7a. kenvstaks "I eat corn" 

k-nvst-k-s 
1 S-CORN-EA T -ser 

----------> 

k n v s t k S 
1 l ll \ \\ 
C C V C C C C 
I '-..l / l I l 

" 
knvstaks 
\l\ \l\\\ 
ccvccvcc 
\ ,\/ _'.JI \ 

b " 
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8. j1 ---> a / C] _ [ CV 

8a. katenu:wayvs "I sink ( into water)" 
k-at-nuYc¥,v-s 
1 S-srf-MUDDY WATER-PUT-ser 

----------> 

katnuwyvs 
l 111 I\ I\ I 
C V C C V C C V C 

'-.\ / ,l / ,\ / 

" " 
katnuwayvs 
11 \\\\\\ \\ 
cvccvcvcvc 
'-,\/ \/ \/ '-.l i 
" b G:, 

(7) is similar to Oneida Prestress Stem Joiner Insertion, and (8) is similar 
to One1da Poststress Stem Jo1ner lnsert1on. 

Again Michelson argues that the rule which refers to extrasyllabic 
consonants (7) precedes the accent rules, and the rule which refers to 
other environments (8) follows the accent rules, because the stem joiner 
vowel is counted for stress placement in the first case but not in the 
second case, However, Michelson argues that the second stem joiner rule 
is ordered before Length since the stem joiner vowel in both cases does 
not block vowel length. 
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The analysis of Stem Joiner Insertion presented by Michelson requires two 
separate rules both of wh1ch insert the same vowel in the same 
morphological environments, but are ordered in different places in the 
grammar to account for certain facts concerning stress placement. This is 
a costly solution, and it would be preferable to collapse both stem joiner 
insertion rules. 

4.1 Eoenthes1s - MetrJcaJ Analysis 

Michelson ( 1985) provides a different analysis of stress and epenthesis in 
Mohawk based on extrametricality (Hayes 1982). She assumes that~ in 
morpheme internal Cr and n clusters is underlying, not epenthetic. 
The arguments which Michelson gives for positing underlying .e. in Q: and 
~clusters are weak. She argues that in these cases, .e. 1s never reduced, 
that speakers write and that never a 1 ternates with ~- However~ 
which is derived by e-epenthesis before extrasyllab1c consonants and 
non-low sonorants is never reduced, is written by speakers, and never 
alternates with i when a nonpermissable cluster would result. Since the 
same arguments which Michelson uses to prove that .e. is underlying can 
also apply to non-underlying~ Michelson·s evidence is not convincing. 

She collapses the prestress and poststress stem joiner insertion rules 
into a single rule: 

1. f---> a/ C] _[C 
Verb Base 

She then posits an additional rule which makes the syllable which follows 
the joiner vowel extrametrical, if and only if the joiner vowel occurs in an 
open syllable: 
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2. '7---> [+ex] I a]_] 
Verb Base 

The revised stem joiner rule 1s similar to the earlier poststress joiner 
rule, and the ouput of the earlier poststress joiner rule is accounted for by 
not 1ncluding the last syllable when stress is assigned. In both cases, the 
joiner vowel is counted in assigning stress. For example, the derivations 
of (7) and (8) in Section 4.2 are as follows: 

7'. k n V s t k s 
\\ l \ \ \ \ 
C C V C C C C 
I ,1 / l I l 

" 

k n V s t a k s 
\II I\ I\\ 
C C V C C V C C 
l , . .,l/ ~/ \ 

'=, " 

/ 
k n V s t a k s 

Syllabification 

Stem Joiner Insertion 

Resyl labi f icat ion 

Joiner Extrametricality (fails to 
apply since the joiner vowel is in a 
closed syllable) 

Accent Rules 
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8'. k a t n u w y v s Syllabification 
l Ill\\ l l\ 
C V C C V C C V C 
,.J / , .. J / '-.l / 

" -G:> f, 

k a t n u w a y v s Stem Joiner Insertion 
111111 Ill l 
C V C C V C V C V C Resyllab1f1cation 
,, / '/ \ / '-' I 

G, (o <o 

k a t n u w a y [ v s] Joiner Extrametrical1ty (applies to 
syllable following the joiner vowel 
since joiner vowel is in an open 
syllable) 

/ 
k a t n u : w a y v s Accent Rules 

As Michelson herself notes, 1t is unusual that Joiner Extrametrical1ty 
must refer to the preceding syllable, applying only if the previous syllable 
is open, but not if it is closed. 

Michelson collapses the prestress and poststress e-epenthesis rules as 
well : 
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In her previous analyses, the prestress rule had inserted .e. after a 
consonant and before an extrametrical consonant, while the post stress 
rule had inserted .e. after a consonant and before a non-low sonorant. In 
order to obtain the same results as those obtained under her earl 1er 
prestress rule, Michelson must add a rule which inserts a Von the CV tier: 

4. ---> V / C _C C 

This rule applies before the accent rules. The derivation of ( 1) in Section 
4. 1.2 1s given below. 

1 '. w a k n y a k s Syllabif 1cation 
l 11 l 11 \ \ 
C V C C C V C C 

'-.J / \ ,1 / I 

G:, " 

w a k e n y a k s Epenthesis 
\ I l \\\\I 
eve ccvcc 

w a k e n y a k s V I nsert 1 on 
\ l l l \ \ l l\ 
C V C V C C V C C Resyllabificat ion 
\ I '-' / ,l / \ 
(o G, 

/ 
w a k e n y a k s Accent Rules 
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In order to obtain the same results as those obtained under her earlier 
poststress rule, Michelson must add a rule which inserts Von the CV tier: 

5. ~---> V / C_R 

This rule applies after the accent rules. The derivation of (3) in Section 
4.1.2 1s given below. 

3'. t e k r i k s 
ll \ 11 \ \ 
C V C C V C C 
,1 / "--J/ I 

b " 

tekeriks 
111 l 111 
C V C C V C C 

/ 
tekeriks 

/ 
tekeriks 
\11 l \\ \\ 
C V C V C V C C 
\/ ,1 '-.J/ \ 

(o " 

Syllabification 

Epenthesis 

Accent Rules 

V Insertion 

Resyllabification 

Miehe lson must assume that a segment can be inserted on the segmental 
tier without a C or V unit being simultaneously inserted on the CV tier, in 
order to obtain the correct surface forms. Resyllabification takes place 
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whenever a unit on the CV tier is unassociated to the syllable tier, but a 
segment on the segmental tier is ignored by phonological rules if it is 
unassoc i ated. 

There are some problems with this analysis. First, it does not explain 
why, before the accent rules apply, an epenthet1c f. before an extrasyllabtc 
consonant is linked to a Von the CV tier, while an epenthetic .e. before a 
non-low consonant is not linked to a Von the CV tier. While the number of 
distinct epenthesis rules are reduced, two additional rules of V insertion 
are required in the grammar. 

Second, after stem joiner insertion, a Vis automatically inserted on the 
CV tier and resyllabification applies. However, after e-epenthesis, the V 
must be inserted on the CV tier by the rule of V insertion before 
resyllabification takes place. There is no reason why an epenthetic .a 
should have an associated V but an epenthetic not have an associated V 
under Miche1son·s analysis. Therefore this major difference between the 
two epenthesis rules is unmotivated. 

Third, the revised e-epenthesis rule overapplies. It wrongly derives ?er. 
2n, and .tl.e. plus non-low sonorant sequences. It inserts tin fil and 
kC.C. clusters elsewhere than at a verb stem boundary, for example, stem 
internally in forms 1 ike *atkatestu (-atkatstu- "make soup"). 

Michelson must also add a rule which makes the syllable .e1. (as in the 
punctual aspect suffix) extrametrical, since 1t 1s not counted in assigning 
stress. The rule is: 

6. J e? ---> [ +ex] I _] 
Word 
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7 his accounts for the other output of poststress epenthesis discussed 
earlier, in which an epenthetic vowel was inserted before an extrasyllabic 
? word finally. 

The derivation of (4) in Section 4.1.2 is as follows: 

4'. v k a t o r a t ? Syllabification 
l 111 \\I\\ 
V C V C V C V C C 
I ' / ' / '-\ / \ 

" " " " 
v k a t o r a t e ? Epenthesis 
I\ I I l \ \ \ 
VCVCVCVC C 

v k a t o r a t e ? V Insertion 
l l l I l\ \ \ \\ 
V C V C V C V C V C Resyl labification 
I \/ '-/ \/ ,1/ " (:, 

v k a t o r a t [e ?] Final Extrametrica11ty 

/ 
v k a t o: r a t e ? Accent Rules 
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A problem arises with this analysis of epenthesis processes given by 
Michelson. In some cases Extrametr1cal1ty apparently fails to apply since 
the extrametrical syllable is not at the edge of the word. The expected 
derivation of wa?kewv:narahkwe? "I obey" produces *wa?kewvn~rahkwe?. 
Michelson must allow both Joiner Extrametricality and Final 
Extrametricality to apply in these cases to produce the correct result.3 

4.2 H1stor1ca11y EoenthetJc vowels 

In her reanalysis of epenthesis, Michelson assumes that historically 
epenthetic, morpheme internal vowels are underlying. 
For example the vowel ~1s h1stor1cally epenthet1c, but is analyzed as 
underlying in a word like wakeras "1t smens", which Michelson assigns the 
underlying syllable structure: 

wakeras 
I I I l l I 
C V C C V C 
,1/ ,1/ " 

w-akEra-s 
zS-SMELL -ser 

After the accent rules apply, the f-.1S l1nked to a Von the CV tier by V 
Insertion to derive: 

/ ' 

wakeras 
,, I 1111 

C V C V C V C 
,; \/ ~/ 
b " " 
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By linking the f to a Von the CV tier after the accent rules apply, 
Michelson accounts for why the .e. is not counted by the accent rules. 
However, one wonders what would prevent the t from having an associated 
V 1n the underlying representation, as does any other underlying vowel. 

Michelson·s analysis fails to account for words with underlying but 
historically epenthetic g. Joiner Extrametricality does not apply to these 
words. For example, oskU:tara? "bark" has the stem -skutAr- with an 
epenthetic a in the final syllable. The syllable structure is: 

o s k u t a r a ? 
l \I\\\\\\ 
V C C V C V C V C 
,1 \/ \/ ,,; 

" (:, " " 
After Stress and Length apply, we derive *oskutf ra?. If we assume the 
analysis proposed for underlying but historically epenthetic .e. (discussed 
above), the wrong result is also achieved: 

o s k u t a r a ? 
\I\\\ \ \ \ 
V C C V C C V C 
\/ ,...t/ ,,/ 

<o G:, 

/ 
After Stress and Length apply, we derive *oskutara?. These forms, as 
Michelson notes, must be exceptionally marked to undergo 
Extrametricality, or alternatively V Insertion must precede Length in 
cases where the underlying epenthetic vowel is a, but not where it 1s .e.. 
One wonders why, if g and .e_are considered underlying vowels, there would 
be any need to differentiate between them by invoking the application of 
exceptional Extrametricality or V Insertion. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1In example ( 1 ') an epenthet1c ~1s not inserted between the stem final 
consonant and the aspect suffix, even though the aspect suffix is 
extrasyllab1c. E-epenthes1s only applies to an extrasyllab1c consonant at 
the boundary between prefix and stem, or within a morpheme before an 
extrasyl labic_.c., or at the boundary between stem and suffix when the stem 
ends 1n a consonant and the suffix begins in a ?. Since none of these 
env1ronments 1s present 1n < 1 '), E-epenthes1s does not apply. 

2 In example (2') the final 1 is extrasyllab1c, butt 1s inserted by a rule of 
E-epenthes1s other than the one under discussion here. See example (4') 1n 
which~ is inserted before a word final extrasyllabic 1. 

3There is a counterexample to the rules given by Michelson ( 1985) in her 
,,,,,,, 

paper. The derivation of ture:sere? "It boiled, flowed over", following the 
rules proposed, gives the wrong output *tu:resere?. ·The derivation is: 

taw aresEr? 
l I I ltll 11 
C V C V C V C C C 
\/ '/ , .. J/ l l 
G, b " 

t u r e s E r ? (w)a(?) + (w)a ---> u 

t u r e s E r e ? E-epenthesis 



t u r e s E r e ? 
I I I I\ II I 
eveve eve 
'I "'-'/ ,.J/ 
" " 
turesE[re?] 

/ t u: r e s E r e ? 

/ 
t u: r e s E r e ? 
l I l I l\ l I\ 
e V e V e V e V e 
'-/ ,1 \ I '°'\/ 

G:> " " 
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V Insertion 

Resyl labif1cation 

Final Extrametricality 

Accent Rules 

V Insertion 

Resyllabification 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

s.o Lex1ca1 Phonology 

In this chapter, we w111 argue that the Oneida lexicon is ordered into four 
leve1s at which various morphological and phonological rules apply. Levels 
One to Three are cyclic levels, while Level Four is partially cyclic. 
Brackets which are asstgned by word-formation rules are erased at the 
end of each level, after the phonological rules have applied. At Level Four, 
internal brackets are erased after all morphological and cyclic 
phonological rules have applied. A set of non-cyclic phonological rules 
then apply to a form wh1ch has only external brackets. Since the rules 
which apply after Bracket Erasure at Level Four are non-cyclic rules, their 
application is not constrained by the Strict Cycle Condition. We also 
present evidence that word-formation rules within a level must be ordered 
wtth respect to each other at several points 1n the lex1con. 
We demonstrate that a loop is required in Oneida, based on evidence from 
noun-verb compounding and nominalization. The loop allows a form 
derived at Level Three by nominalization to be the input for compounding 
at Leve 1 Two. 

We propose that three phonological rules (Sy]Jabification, 
Ambisyllabification and Tautosyllabification) precede the morphology at 
Level One. Ambisyllabtfication is a structure-building cyclic rule which 
reapplies at all levels in the lexicon. Tautosyllabification is a 
structure-changing non-cyclic rule which applies only to non-derived 
forms at Level One. The application of this rule is not constrained by the 
Strict Cycle Condition, since 1t is a non-cyclic rule. 
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Syllabification applies at Levels One to Four after word-formation rules 
as a structure building rule which associates unlinked segments to the 
syllable tier without disrupting structure assigned by previous 
applications of syllabification. After Bracket Erasure and the Oneida 
Stress Rule have taken place at Level Four, Syllabification applies as a 
structure changing rule to link extrametrical material to the syllable tier. 
This application of Syllabification may erase and rebuild previous 
structure assigned by syllabification. Syllabification applies 
postlexically to link extrasyllabic consonants to syllable nodes. The 
postlextcal applicatton of this rule is governed by the syllable structure 
constraints of Oneida which, we argue, apply postlexica11y. 

We show that the epenthesis rules in Oneida apply at different levels in 
the lexicon. Stem Joiner Insertion is a lexical rule which applies at Levels 
One and Two before the accent rules, along with a. rule of Joiner 
Extrametricality. E-epenthesis is a lexical rule which applies at Levels 
One to Four before the accent rules, and a postlexical rule which applies 
after the accent rules. 

The following levels are relevant for word-formation in Oneida: 

Level One-Morphology 

Verb-Verb Compounding 
Derivat i ona l suffixation 
Noun-Verb Compounding I 
Derivat1onal prefixation 
Inflectional suffixation 

Underived Lexical Entry 

Phonology 
Syllabification (Levels 1-4) 
Tautosyllabif icat ion 
Ambisyllabification (Levels 1-4) 
Stem Joiner Insertion (Levels 1-2) 
Joiner Extrametricality (Levels 1-2) 
E-epenthests (Levels 1-4) 
Vowe 1 Syncope 11 (Leve ls l -4) 
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:, Level Two-Morpho 1 ogy Phonology 
Noun-Verb Compound1ng 11 

Inflectional suffixation 

Level Three-Moroho 1 ogy Phono 1 ogy 
Nominal ization 
Inflectional prefixation a + i ---> v 
Pronominal prefixation Vowel Syncope I 

Prepronominal prefixat1on Masculine 1-Deletion I 

Inflectional suffixation 
Derivational suffixation 

Leve 1 Four-Morphology 
Noun suffixation 
Aspect suffixation 
Post Aspect suffixation 

(w)a(?) + wa ---> u 

Phonology 
Noun Glide Deletion 
Prothesis 
Initial h-Deletion 

Punctual Aspect suffixation Glide Vocalization 
Oneida Stress Rule 
Vowel Length I 

Post lexical-Moroho logy 
Syntactic Noun derivation 

Open Syllable Length 
Stress Shift 
Final Length 
Vowel Shortening 

Phonology 
E-epenthesis 
5yllabif1cation 
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An underived lexical entry is entered into the phonology at Level One and 
syllabification takes place. The word-formation rules at Levels One and 

'Two are optional, but if they apply then the phonological rules at these 
levels also apply. Once Level Three is reached, pronominal prefixation 
obligatorily takes place, although any other word-formation rules at this 
level are optional. After pronominal pref1xat1on, the Level Three 
phonological rules apply. When Level Four is reached, either the serial, 
perfective or punctual aspect suffix is obligatorily added, followed by the 
cyclic phonological rules which apply at this level. Any other 
word-formation rules at Level Four are optional. Following aspect 
suffixation the non-cyclic phonological rules obligatorily apply at Level 
Four. Lexical insertion then takes place, at which point any postlexical 
rules may apply. The postlexical word-formation rules are optional while 
the postlexical phonolog1cal rules apply obligator1ly. Every lexical entry 
must go through Level Four in order to be as?igned stress. 

s. 1 Leve 1 one 

This discussion concerns the ordering of morphemes in the verb base. The 
order of morphemes in the base are: (semireflexive) + (noun root)+ (verb 
root) + verb root + (root suffix) + (case suffix). 

5. 1. 1 Verb-verb Compounding 

Two verb roots may be compounded to derive a verb base. As Lounsbury 
( 1953) notes, th1s is an unproductive derivational process, limited to a 
small number of roots. Verb-Verb Compounding must precede Noun-Verb 
Compounding I (5. 1.3) because there are no compounds of the type [ [ Verb ) 
[ [Noun] [ Verb)]]. This is evidence that some word-formation rules 
within a level must be ordered with respect to each other. Examples 
include: 
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1. okalyahttne? mosquito (syntactic noun) 
yo-kaly-ahta?-?n-e? 
zO-BITE-HAVE ONE'S FILL-purp-ser 

/ 
2. yehnv:yes She's ta 11 

ye-hnvy-es-i 
f iS-T ALL-LONG-perf 

Stem Joiner Insertion (see 5.1 .8) may apply between a consonant final verb 
root and a consonant 1n1t1al verb root as (3) illustrates: 

/ 
3. ya?kanikwvhtalakwvhtalane? Old Red landed sprawling 

y-a?-ka-ni kwvhta 1-a-kwvht-a-h l-a-?-n? 
trans-aor-zS-RED- join-BE FLAT-join-BE ON IT- join-caus-pnc 

(The root -nikwvhtal- "red" is unspecified for syntactic category. In (3) it 
functions as a noun root.) 

5.1.2 Noun-Verb Compounding I 

A noun root may be compounded with a verb root to derive a verb base. As 
noted tn (5.1.1 ), Noun-Verb Compoundtng I follows Verb-Verb Compoundtng. 
This type of compounding is less semantically transparent than a 1ater 
type of noun-verb compounding (Noun-Verb Compounding 11) which takes 
place at Level Two. In the type under discussion, the noun root modifies 
the verb, but the compounded noun does not have a grammat1cal role. A 
noun with a grammatical role may also later be compounded. For example: 

/ . 1. tyoskawatstenyote? brush p1 led up there 
t-yo-skaw-a-tsteny-ot-? 
cis-zO-BRUSH-join-PILE-ERECT-perf 
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In ( 1) -tsteny-" a pile" is compounded with -ot- "erect, put up, stand up" 
to derive the verb "to pi le up". Later -skaw- "brush" is compounded. The 
next set of examples show that a verb which is derived by Noun-Verb 
Compounding I is less semantically transparent than a verb derived by 
Noun-Verb compounding 11. In (2) -nuhs- "house" is compounded at Level 
One, wh11e 1n (3) -nuhs- "house" 1s compounded at Level Two. 

/ 
2. lanuskalyas He is raising hell at home 

hla-nuhs-kaly-as 
mS-HOUSE-DESTROY-ser 

/ 
3. lanuhsakalyas He 1s destroying the house 

hla-nuhs-a-kaly-as 
m5-HOUSE-jo1n-DESTROY-ser 

Other examples which 1 llustrate the semantic opacity of Level One 
compounds are given below. In (4) Stem Joiner Insertion has applied, 
wh11e 1n (5) Stem Joiner lnsert1on and Jotner Extrametrical1ty (see 5.1.8) 
have app 11 ed. 

/ 
4. tehan1tskwakhwa? He jumps 

te-h 1-an-1 tskw-a-hkw-ha? 
du-mS-srf-SEAT-join-RAI SE-ser 

/ 
5. wakat lv:nayv? I pray 

wak-at-lvn-a-yv-? 
10-srf-MUSIC-join-HAVE-perf 
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5.1.3 Level One Derivational Suffixes 

The distributive suffix may be added to a verb root to change the meaning 
of the root. In this case, the allomorphs of the derivational distributive 
are -hslu, -hu, -tu or -u. An inflectional distributive which does not 
change the meaning of the root but serves to add a repetitive meaning is 
affixed at Level Two. The inflectional distributive has the allomorph -nyu. 
An example of the derivational distributive is ( 1 ): 

A 
1. wa?katewyv:tu? I put it away, stored 1t 

w a ?-k-at-wyv ?t-u-? 
aor-1S-srf-FIX-dist-pnc 

A causative, 1nchoative or undoer suffix may be added to a verb root. 
Derivational affixation must follow Verb-Verb Compounding because there 
are no compounds of the type [ [Verb] derivational suffix] [Verb]]. This 
is additional evidence that word-formation rules are ordered with respect 
to each other within a level. Examples are: 

A 
2. sakehya: lane? I remember 

s-a-k-ehyahl-a-?-n? 
iter-aor-1 S-REMEMBER-join-~-pnc 

/ 
3. ya?kanikwvhtalakwvhtalane? Old Red landed sprawling 

y-a?-ka-ni k wvhta 1-a-k wvht-a-h 1-a-?-n? 
trans-aor-zS-RED-Join-BE FLAT-Join-BE ON IT-Jo1n-~-pnc 

In ( 1) the environment does not provide for Stem Joiner Insertion because 
the derivational suffix begins in a vowel. In (2) Stem Joiner Insertion has 
applied between a verb root final consonant and a derivational suffix 
initial consonant. 
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5.1.4 Level One Derivational Prefixes 

The semireflexive prefix may optionally be added to a verb root. <This 
type of prefixation differs from pronominal prefixation which is 
obligatory.) The semireflexive is added after Verb-Verb Compounding 
because there are no compounds of the type [ [ Verb] [semireflexive [ Verb 
J]. It is also added after Noun-Verb Compounding I. Again we have found 
evidence that some word-formation rules within a level are ordered with 
respect to one another. Observe examples such as the following: 

l. tsi? nityotlihwatyel~tu the thing that is done 
ni-t-yo-at-1 ihw-m_-ye 1-a-?t-u 
part-cis-zO-srf-REASON-srf-DO-j oin-instr-perf 

In ( 1) the semireflexive is added to the verb root -yel- and then later the 
noun -lihw- is compounded with the derived verb root -at-yel- by 
Noun-Verb Compounding 11. The compounded noun has the grammatical role 
of patient. (This observation 1s based on the meaning of _the verb; the 
structure of compound derived by Noun-Verb Compounding I is not 
different from that of a compound derived by Noun-Verb Compounding 11.) 
The derivation proceeds: 

[ lihw N] [ at [yel v] Semireflexive prefixation (Level 1) 
[ [ 11hw N ] [ atye 1 v ] v ] Noun-Verb Compounding 11 (Level 2) 

(The semireflexive is added again to the noun-verb compound at Level 
Three by another rule of semi reflexive prefixation.) Observe that the 
compounded noun has the grammatical role of patient, and does not modify 
the lexical meaning. 
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2. tsi? nityot11hwayel~tu the way 1n wh1ch a g1ven th1ng 
ni-t-yo-at-1 ihw-a-ye 1-a-?t-u is done 
part-cis-zO-srf-REASON-join-D0-join-instr-perf 

In (2) the noun root -11hw- is compounded w1th the verb root -yel- by 
Noun-Verb Compounding I, before the semireflexive prefix is added at 
Level One. In this case, the compounded noun ·modifies the meaning of the 
verb root, but does not have a grammatical role. The derivation proceeds: 

[ [ 1 i hw N ] [ ye 1 V ] V ] Noun-Verb Compounding I (Level 1) 

[ at [ [ 11hw N] a [ yel v] v] Semireflexive prefixat1on (Level 1) 

Since the semireflexive occurs outside a Leyel One compound, it is added 
after Leve 1 One compounding as (2) demonstrates. Cases 1 ike ( 1) where the 
semireflexive apparently occurs within a compound are actually derived by 
order1ng compoundtng at Level Two after the sem1reflexive 1s added to the 
verb root at Leve 1 One. While these examples may not appear to 
conclusively prove that the semireflexive is added after Noun-Verb 
Compounding I, there do not appear to be any examples in which the 
semtreflex1ve occurs between a noun root and a verb root wh1ch are 
compounded by Noun-Verb Compounding I. 

Even more conclusive evidence is provided by some verb roots which 
subcategor1ze for a noun root. When no noun root 1s compounded by 
Noun-Verb Compounding 11 (the productive compounding rule), a 
semantically empty (or dummy) noun root is compounded by Noun-Verb 
Compounding I (Lounsbury 1953). The semi reflexive pref ix does not occur 
between the empty noun root and the verb root. This also proves that the 
semireflexive must be added after Level One compound ing, e.g.: 
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/ 
3. yakote?skutv:nihe? She is frying it for them 

yako-at-?sk-utvni-h? 
f iO-srf-?-FRY-ser 

/ 
cf. yakonitsyutv:nihe? She is frying fish for them 

yako-an-itsy-utvni-h? 
f iO-srf-F I SH-FRY-ser 

In (3) E-epenthesis (see 5.1.8) has applied between the semireflex1ve 
pref ix which ends in a consonant and the noun root which begins in an 
extrasyl labic consonant. 

ft should be clear from examples such as ( 1) that the semireflexive may be 
added to a verb root, but must also later be able to be added to a derived 
verb. This second type of semireflexive prefixation, which takes place at 
Level Three, is inflectional rather than derivat1ona1. The type under 
discussion often changes the meaning of the verb, e.g.: 

/ 
4. yutekhu:nihe? She eats 

yu-at-khw-un1-h? 
f i S-fil1_-FOOD-MAKE-ser 

/ 
cf. yakokhuni She cooks 

yako-khw-un 1-, 
f 10-FOOD-MAKE-perf 

E-epenthes1s has applied in (4), which again demonstrates that it must 
apply at Level One. 
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5.1.5 Level One Inflectional Suffixes 

A case suffix may optionally be added to a derived verb (verb-verb 
compound or verb root plus derivational affixes). A derivational suffix 
may not occur outside an inflectional suffix. There are no verbs of the 
type [Verb] case suffix] root suffix]. Since der1vat1onal and inflectional 
affi xes are added at the same level, and since derivational affixation must 
precede inflectional affixation, this is evidence once again that 
word-formation rules within a level must be ordered with respect to each 
other. Because a verb with inflectional aff 1xes may take another layer of 
inflectional affixes, it is clear that these affixes must be added at Level 
One, and again at a later level. The inflectional affixes added at a later 
level have different allomorphs than those added at Level One (see 5.2.2). 

The instrumental suffix -ht, -?tor -st ("instrumental I", Lounsbury 1953) 
precedes the instrumental suffix -hkw ("instrumental 11", Lounsbury 1953). 
(Often both instrumental suffixes cooccur although they may occur 
independently. There are slight meaning differences between the two 
instrumentals.) The dative suffix -?se follows the instrumental suff ixes. 

1. yutolye?t,khwa? a lung (syntactic noun) 
yu-ato lye-?t-a-hkw-ha? 
f i S-BREA THE-i nstr- j o i n-i nstr-ser 

"' 2. shakoyvtho?tahkwanyu?senyuni :ne?nkwe? 
shako-yvtho-1.t.-a-b.kW_-a-nyu-22-nyu-n 1-hna-,0-?n-kw? 
m:3d/p- PLANT- instr-join-instr-join-dist-dat-dist-dat-purp-
perf-past-past 

He used to go and plant different things, or 1n different places, for 
various people 
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(See 5.2.2 for a discussion of the ordering of the distributive and dative 
suff1xes 1n (2) above.) 

s.1.6 cyclic Rules 

The phonolog1cal rules which apply after a morphological operation has 
app 11 ed are: 
Syllabification 
Ambisyl labificat ion 
Stem Joiner Insert ion 
Joiner Extrametricality 
E-epenthesis 
Vowel Syncope 11 

5.1 .7 Syllabification 

Syllabification app11es at all levels in the lexicon. At Level One 
Syllab1ficat1on applies to non-derived lexical entrtes. Th1s 1s allowed 
under the Strict Cycle Condition (SCC) since it is a structure building rule. 
It is followed by Tautosyllabification, which also applies to non-derived 
forms. Under the sec, Tautosyllabification may apply on the 1J cycle, since 
a phonolog1cal rule (Syllab1f1cation) has already appl1ed. Allowing 
Tautosy1labification to apply to non-derived forms accounts for why a 
vowel preceding a kwY or tsV sequence is in an open syllable, while a 
vowel preceding a kw+V or ~sequence is in a closed syllable. 

The difference in syllable types is important since a stressed vowel in an 
open syllable, but not in a closed syllable will undergo Open Syllable 
Length and Stress Shift. Allowing a syllabification rule to have reference 
to morphological information was a problem under Mlchelson·s C 1983) 
analysis. Under our analysis, Tautosyllabification does not refer to 
morpheme boundaries. The rule is formulated: 



1. Tautosyllabification 
'=, 

4 ///\ 
C C V 
\ I 
k w 
t s 
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Tautosyllabif icat ion must precede noun suffixation (see 5.4. 1) because 
otherwise the suffix vowel would create an env1ronment for it to apply in. 
In (2) Tautosyllabification has not applled since the structural description 
of the rule is not met until after suffixation. 

/ 
2. ashekwe? 

w-ashekw- e? 
zS-FORK-nsf 

The derivation is: 

ashekw 
I I I I I I 
vccvcc 
\/~I 
" G, 

fork, pitchfork 

Syllabification 

Tautosyl lab if icat ion 



washekwe? 
llll(l lll 
cvccvccvc 
'1/ '\I ,t/ " 

ash e'k we ? 

/ 
ashekwe? 
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Affixation 

Syllabification 

Noun Glide Deletion 

Oneida Stress Rule 

Open Syllable Length 

If Tautosyllabification were a cyclic rule, 1t could reapply after aff1xat1on 
and the wrong form would be derived: 

washekwe? 
ll 11\\\11 
cvccvccvc 
,,; V ~/ 

" " " 
ashekwe? 

/ 
ashekwe? 

/ ash e: k we? 

After Affixation 

Tautosyllabificat ion 

Noun Glide De let 1on 

Oneida Stress Rule 

Open Syllable Length 



/ 
ash e: k we? 

A 
*ash e: k we: 
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Stress Shift 

Other Rules 

We propose that Syllabification takes place after every word-formation 
rule to link consonants which are unlinked to syllable nodes. We also 
propose that Syllab1f 1cation does not erase any metr1cal structure 
assigned by earlier applications of Syllab1f1cation and 
Tautosyllabification. This is illustrated in (3) 1n which 
Tautosyllab1f1cation has applied and 1n wh1ch the metr1cal structure 
created by Tautosyllabif1cat1on must not be disrupted by Syllabification. 

/ 
3. o:tsiste? 

yo-ts1st-? 
zO-FLAME-nsf 

The derivation 1s: 

t s i s t 
l I I I I 
ccvcc 
l '1/ l 

" 
t s 1 s t 
\ I \ I l 
ccvcc 
~\/ \ 

flame, fire, light, spot 

Syllabification 

Tautosyl labtf icat ton 



yotsist? 
ill\l\\\ 
cvccvccc 

''-1/ \ l 
" 6 

otsist? 

'otsist? 

b:tsist? 

/ 

o: t s 1 s t ? 

/ 
o: t s 1 s t e ? 
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Affixation 

Syllabification 

Noun Glide Deletion 

Oneida Stress Rule 

Open Syllable Length 

Stress Shift 

E-epenthesis 

If Syllab1f1cat1on were allowed to d1srupt metr1cal structure, the 
derivation would proceed: 

yotsist? 
l\ 1\1 \\\ 
cvccvccc 
~,J/ '-J/ \ I 

" " 
otsist? 

o'tsist? 

After Affixation 

Syl lab1fication 

Noun G 1 ide De let ion 

Oneida Stress Rule 
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Open Syllable Length 

Stress Shift 

/ *o t s i s t e ? E-epenthesis 

In this case, Open Syllable Length and Stress Shift are bled by 
Syllabification. The stressed vowel now occurs in a closed syllable 
because the structure ass1gned by Tautosyllab1f 1cat1on has been erased 
and rebuilt by Syllabification. 

To conclude, Syllabification is a structure building rule which may apply. 
to non-derived forms. Since a phonological rule must precede 
morphological operations on the ,0' cycle, this is evidence that the 
morphology does not always precede the phonology, and therefore supports 
the lexical phonology model. 

Tautosyllabification follows Syllabification on the%cycle. It is a 
structure changing rule which links unlinked k or .t. to syllable nodes 
beginning in w or~ respectively. It is also a non-cyclic rule, since it must 
not reapply after aff1xat1on as (2) exempl1f1es. Tautosyllab1f1cat1on also 
may de link a k or .t. from the coda of a preceding syllable and link it to the 
onset of a following syllable as (4) illustrates: 

/ 
4. ohna:kwala? tire 

yo-hnakwAl-a? 
zO-TIRE-nsf 



hnakwAl 
I I I I I I I 
ccvccvc 
\ '-J / ,\; 

" '1 

hnakwAl 
I I I I I I \ 
ccvccvc 
\ \/ ~\/ 

'=, 

/ 
ohnakwAla? 

/ 
ohna:kwala? 

/ 
ohna:kwala? 

1 l l 

Syllabification 

Tautosyl 1 abif ication 

Oneida Stress Rule 

Open Syllable Length 

Stress Shift 

(See 5.6.2 for a discussion of the historically epenthetic vowel indicated 
AJ 

Syllabification applies after every morphological operation to link 
unlinked consonants to syllable nodes, but does not erase structure 
assigned by ear11er syllab1f1cat1on rules as illustrated 1n (3). Since 1t has 
been generally assumed in the 11terature that resyllabification erases and 
rebuilds metrica 1 structure, the Oneida data is unusual and interesting. 
How·ever, as we shall see 1n Chapter Five (5.4.7), Syllabification must 
apply as a structure chang1ng rule after Bracket Erasure at Level Four 1n 
order to derive certain farms in Oneida. 
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Ambisyllabification is a cyclic rule which applies after word-formation 
rules whenever the structural'descr1pt1on of the rule 1s met. 

5. Ambisyllabificat ion 

" G, 
I',, /\ 
V C V 

[+low] 
[ +son] 

Ambisyllabification must apply after pronominal prefixation (see 5.3.3) as 
shown tn the derivation of (6). Pronominal prefixation provides the 
environment for Ambtsyllab1f1catton to apply 1n. The stressed vowel 1s 1n 
a closed syllable as a result of Ambtsyl labification, and so does not 
undergo Open Syllable Length or Stress Shift. 

/ 
6. kah1k 

ka-hik-, 
zS-BERRY-nsf 

kah1k 
l l \ I l 
cvcvc 
'-./ ,,,,..._\/ 

(o " 

berry 

After Aff 1xat1on Rules 

Syllabification 



kahik 
I \ l \ \ 
cvcvc 
'1/,V 

" b 

k ah i k 
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Ambisyl 1ab1f ication 

Oneida Stress Rule 

Open Syllable Length 

Stress Shift 

Amb1syllabificat1on must also apply to non-derived forms. In (7) 
Ambisyllabification follows Syllabification on the i' cycle: 

/ 
7. kanvstohale? cornbread 

ka-nvst-oha 1-? 
zS-CORN-IMPALE UPRIGHT-perf 

[nvstl 
I I I I 
cvcc 
'-1/ l 

" 

[ohal] 
I I I I 
vcvc 
\ '-.\/ 
" " 

Syllabification 



[nvst][ohal] 
\\\\ lll I 
cvcc vcvc 
"1/ l \/'J/ 

tt, Co '1 

[[nvst][ohal]] 
l\l\ Ill\ 
cvcc vcvc 
'-...\/ '-..J/'l/ 

ft, " " 

kanvstohal? 
1\1\\\ \\\\\ 
cvcvccvcvcc 
V '-J/ '-.1/"J/ I 

(:, " " 
/ kanvstohal? 

/ 
kanvstohale? 
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Ambisyl labif1cat1on 

Compounding 

Syllabification 

After Aff ixation 

Syllabification 

Oneida Stress Rule 

Open Syllable Length 

Stress Shift 

Other Rules 

Open Syllable Length and Stress Shift are bled by Ambisyllabification. 
Ambisyllabification therefore applies to non-derived forms on the I cycle, 
and at all later levels in the lexicon. Under the sec it may apply to 
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non-derived forms after the application of a phonological rule such as 
Syllabification. In constrast to Tautosyllab1f1cat1on which is a structure 
changing non-cyclic rule, Ambisyllabification is a structure building 
cyclic rule. 

5. 1.8 Epenthes1s 

E-epenthesis must apply at Level One, since it adds .e. between a 
semireflexive prefix and verb root if the verb root begins in an 
extrasyllab1c consonant. It is necessary to differentiate between Stem 
Joiner Insertion and E-epenthesis both of which apply at Level One. 
Therefore we assume that an affix attaches directly to a lexical entry (see 
Aronoff 1976) to yi e 1 d bracketed farms 1 i ke: 

1. [ pref ix [ root l /200
1 

T 
[ root] suffix ] / · .. 

affix lexical entry 

The syntactic category of a word in Oneida is that of the rightmost 
constituent. 

Compounding yields bracketed forms 1 ike: 

2. [ [ root ] [ root ] ] 

We further assume that Bracket Erasure does not apply unt i 1 the end of a 
level (see 5.3.4 for justification of this claim). Stem Joiner Insertion 
refers to the brackets supplied by a derivational or inflectional rule and is 
ordered before E-epenthesis. The rules which add .a and~ are: 
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3. Stem Joiner Insertion 

, ---> a I C ] __ C 

This rule inserts g between a consonant final noun root and consonant 
1ntt1a1 verb root, or between a consonant f 1nal verb root and consonant 
in1t1al derivational or inflectional suffix. 

4. E-epenthesis 
l 

%---> e / __ C C 
(-cons] 

[
-cons] 
-cont 

This rule inserts .e. after a prefix before a root beginning in an 
extrasyllabic consonant Cother than h) followed by a consonant, and before 
an extrasyllabic l followed by a consonant. E-epenthesis may be allowed 
to apply anywhere in the lexicon. It will not insert ~between a verb root 
and derivational or inflectional suffix, since Stem Joiner Insertion will 
apply here. It w1ll not 1nsert .e. between a verb stem and aspect sufftx 
because there must be a consonant fol lowing the extrasyl labic consonant. 

A Joiner Extrametricality rule is also required, since the stem joiner 
vowel is counted in stress placement if 1t occurs 1n a closed syllable, but 
not if it occurs in an open syllable. This rule applies to make the syllable 
following the stem joiner vowel extrametrical if the joiner vowel is in an 
open syllable. The extrametrical syllable is thereby ignored by the accent 
rules, and stress is correctly assigned to the penultimate syllable after 
taking the joiner vowel into account. 
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5. Joiner Extrametrica 1 ity 

b -----> [ +ex ] I ] a __ 

/\ A 
Derivations of onu?ula:ke "on the lawn" and kana:tslaku "in a ditch" are 
given below. (The locative suffix is added at Level One.) These examples 
show that Syllabification takes place after insertion rules as well as 
after word formation rules. In neither case does Syllabification erase and 
rebuild metri ea l structure. 

6. nu? uh l 
l \ l \ \ \ 
cvcvcc 
V "1/ \ 

Co Co 

nu?uhl 
l \ \ l \ \ 
cvcvcc 
'JAV \ 

G, (o 

nu?uhl?ke 

nu?uhla?ke 
\\\\ \\\\\ \ 
cvcvccvccv 
""-\;"\l/ '.\/ '\.I 

k> Co " (o 

Syllabification 

Ambisyl labif ication 

Tautosyl labi f icat ion 

Locative suffixation 

Stern Joiner Insert 1 on 

Syllabification 



/\ 
onu?uh l a:ke 

7. n a ? t s l 
I I l l \ I 
cvcccc 
,\/ I I l 

'=, 

na?tslku 

na?tslaku 
/l \11\\\\ 
cvccccvcv 
"1/ ' \ \/ \/ 

(o " " 

na?tsla[ku] 

/\ kana:tslaku 
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Joiner Extrametricality 

Accent rules and other rules 

Syllabification 

Tautosyl labification 

Locative suffixation 

Stern Joiner Insertion 

Syllabification 

Joiner Extrametricality 

Accent rules and other rules 

(The stressed vowel in (7) is lengthened by Vowel Length I.) 
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5.1.9 vowel Syncope 11 

Vowel Syncope 11 applies at Level One, as shown in< 1 ), where after the 
distributive suffix is added to the verb root, Vowel Syncope 11 applies to 
delete the final vowel of the root before the suffix: 

/ 
1. wa?kkalhathu? I turned it over 

w a ?-k-ka l hatho-u-? 
aor-1 S-TURN-dist-pnc 

A 
cf. yekalhatho:tha? plow 

ye-kalhatho-?t-ha? 
f iS-TURN-instr-ser 

5. 1 . 1 o Summary 

A number of problems resulting from the generative analysis of Oneida 
phonology were noted in Chapter Four. F1rst, M1chelson·s generative 
analyses< 1981, 1983) did not determine where syllabification and 
resyllabification take place. The lexical phonology analysis states that 
syllabification takes place as a1 cycle rule, and that Syllabification 
reappl1es after every word-formation rule, insertion rule and deletion 
rule. Syllabification is a structure building rule which applies at all 
lexical levels, and metrical structure built by previous syllabification is 
not disrupted by later syllabification. Tautosyllabification is a structure 
chang1ng rule wh1ch appl1es on the% cycle, but 1t 1s a non-cycl1c rule s1nce 
it is restricted to apply only once, before any word-formation rules take 
place. Ambisyllabification is a structure building cyclic rule which 
applies after syllabification rules throughout the lexicon. 
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Second, under Michelson·s analysis, Tautosyllabification made reference 
to morpheme boundartes 1n kw+V and .ts.!.Y._syllables wh1ch blocked vowel 
lengthening but not epenthesis. Under the analysis provided here, 
Tautosyllabification need not refer to morphological information since it 
applies on the ,0' cycle (to non-derived forms). 

Insertion and deletion rules are structure changing rules, and under the 
sec must apply only to derived forms. Stem Joiner Insertion, E-epenthesis 
and Vowel Syncope 11 apply only to derived forms. 

5.2 Level Two 

A verb with two levels of inflectional affixation is here termed a verb 
stem. The order of morphemes wh1ch may occur are: (noun stem) + 

(semireflexive) + (noun root)+ (verb root)+ verb root+ (root suffix)+ 
(case suffix) + (case suffix). 

s.2.1 Noun-verb compounding 11 (Noun 1ocorporat1on) 

A noun may be compounded with a verb (a verb with derivational and 
inflectional affixes) to derive a verb by Noun-Verb Compounding 11. In the 
case of Noun-Verb Compoundtng II, the compound noun constttuent ts either 
the patient of a transttive verb, or the agent of an intransitive verb, 1.e. it 
has a grammatical role. Compounds of the type Noun+ Verb + Verb are 
typically examples of both Verb-Verb Compounding, and Noun-Verb 
Compoundtng II . Ftrst two verb roots are compounded to dertve a verb at 
Level One, and later a noun is compounded with the derived verb to derive 
a verb at Level Two, e.g.: 

/ 
l. lahyokwas he 1s raking cranberries 

h la-hy-o-kw-as 
mS-BERRY-BE IN WATER-TAKE FROM, PI CK-ser 



The derivation of ( 1 ) 1 s: 

( ( o V ] ( kw V ] V ] 
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Verb-Verb Compounding (Level 1) 

Noun-Verb Compounding 11 (Leve 1 2) 

Compounds of the type Noun+ Noun+ Verb are examples of Noun-Verb 
Compounding I and Noun-Verb Compounding 11. First, a noun root is 
compounded with a verb root to derive a verb at Leve 1 One, and 1 ater a noun 
ts compounded wtth the derived verb to derive a verb at Level Two, e.g.: 

2. yoyvtatst(nyote? a pile of wood (syntactic noun) 
yo-yvt-a-tsteny-ot-? 
zO-WOOD-jo1n-PILE-SET UP-perf 

The derivation of (2) proceeds: 

[ [ tsteny N ] [ ot v ] v l Noun-Verb Compounding I (Leve 1 1 ) 

[ [ yvt N ] [ tstenyot v ] v ] 
Noun-Verb Compounding II (Level 2) 

Stem Joiner Insertion and Joiner Extrametricality apply at Level Two. 
In (3) Stem Joiner Insertion does not apply because the verb begins in a 
vowel. 

/\ 
3. wahonitstotslu:n1: They made bundles, parcels 

w a?-h l on-1 tstots 1-un 1-? 
aor-mpO-BUNDLE-MAKE-pnc 
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In (4) Stem Joiner Insertion applies because the verb begins in a 
consonant. Joiner Extrametricality does not apply because the joiner 
vowel is in a closed syllable. 

/. 4. yesahe?takwas She picks beans 
ye-sahe?t-a-kw-as 
f1S-BEANS-join-PICK-ser 

In (5) Stem Joiner Insertion applies because the verb begins in a 
consonant. Joiner Extrametrica11ty app11es because the Joiner 1s 1n an 
open syllable. 

/ 
5. wahatlistayv? He set trap 

wa?-h la-at-11st-a-yv-? 
aor-mS-srf-lRON-join-SET-pnc 

In (6) Stem Joiner Insertion exceptionally fails to apply even though the 
verb begins 1n a consonant. As noted earlier, since Stem Joiner Insertion 
is a lexical rule, it is not unusual that it has exceptions. 

/ 6. wa?ka lutye:nvne? a tree f e 11 over 
wa?-ka-lut-yenv?-n? 
aor-zS-LOG-F ALL OVER-pnc 

Vowel Syncope 11 applies at Level Two. In (7-8) Vowel Syncope 11 deletes 
the noun f1nal vowel before the verb 1n1t1al vowel. 

/ 
7. yakotla?swiyu She's lucky 

yako-at la?swa-iyo-u 
f 10-LUCK-GOOD-perf 
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8. wa?tkathyo?lho:tli I'm leaning on my elbows 
wa?-t-k-at-hyo?lha-ot-u-7 
aor-du-1 S-srf-ELBOWS-ST AND-dist-pnc 

5.2.2 Level Two Inflectional Suffixes 

Inflectional but not derivational suffixes, may be added to a verb which 
contains derivational and/or inflectional suffixes, or to a verb derived by 
Noun-Verb Compounding II. The justification for positing inflectional 
af f i xat 1 on at Leve 1 Two as we 11 as at Leve 1 One 1 s based on the fact that 
inflectional suffixes of this type have different allomorphs than 
inflectional suffixes added at Level One. The distributive s~ffix -nyu is 
affixed first, followed by the dative -ni, -vni or -v, and lastly by the 
purposive suffix. 

( 1) shows that the distributive precedes the purposive suffix, and (2) 
shows that the distributive precedes the dative suffix, which in turn 
precedes the purposive suffix: 

A 
1. wa?ehalunyu:na? She went to hang them up 

w a?-ye-ha 1-u-.D¥JJ_-?na-? 
aor-f 15-HANG-d 1 st-.d.1.s1-Q.U!l2-pnc 

/\ 
2. shakoyvtho?tahkwanyu?senyuni :ne?nkwe? 

shako-yvtho-?t-a-hkw-a-nyu-?se-.Q¥.U-ni-hna-,0'-?n-k w 7 

m:3d/p-PLANT-iostr-join-instr-join-dist-dat-dist-dat-rn-perf-
past-past 

He used to go and plant different things, or in different places, for 
various people 
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/ . 3. shakoyvtho?senyuhe? He plants for var10us people 
shako-yvtho-?se-nyu-h? 
m:3d/p-PLANT-dat-dist-ser 

The d1str1but1ve may mod1fy a Level One morpheme such as the dat1ve 1n 
(3). The distributive may be added twice at Level Two, in cases where it 
modifies both a Level One and a Level Two morpheme, as in (2). 

In (2) the f1rst d1str1but1ve mod1ftes the meaning of the instrumental 
suffixes, while the second distributive modifies the meaning of the dative 
suffixes. 

When the distributive occurs twice after the dattve suffix .7..s..e., a 
metathesis rule applies to reverse the underlying order of the Level One 
suffix ?se and the Level Two suffix Il¥.!J. In (2) the underlying order is ?se 
+ nyu + nyu +ni. but the surface order after metathesis applies is nyu + ?se 
+ nyu + ni. The metathesis rule is g1ven in (4). 

4 Dative-Distributive Metathesis 

?se + nyu + nyu ---> 2 1 3 
2 3 

5.2.3 Summary 

The justification for a distinction between Level One and Level Two is 
based on morphology. The phonological rules which apply at Level One also 
apply at Level Two, so that we must differentiate between these levels on 
the basis of ordering of morphemes. Since no der1vat1onal sufflxes may 
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occur outside inflectional suffixes, we assume that they are added at 
Level One pr1or to 1nflectional suffixation at Levels One and Two. The 
instrumental and dative suffixes may in turn be followed by a second set 
of inflectional suffixes. The second set of suffixes (distributive, dative 
and purposive) may not occur inside the first set of suffixes. The 
allomorphs of the distribut1ve and dative of both sets are different. We 
therefore must allow inflectional suffixation to add the first set of 
suffixes at Level One, and the second set of suffixes at Level Two. 

Another piece of ev1dence for the dist1nction between Levels One and Two 
is the fact that there is a semantic difference between two types of 
noun-verb compounds in Oneida. Compounds derived at Level One are 
semantically opaque, while compounds derived at Level Two are 
semantically transparent. Level One compounding 1s less productive than 
Level Two compounding. Furthermore there are compounds of the type 
Noun 1 - Noun 2 - Verb, where the first noun has a grammatical role, while 
the second noun lacks it. In this case, the first noun cannot be preceded by 
the second noun, but must be compounded after the second noun. The ref ore 
we must allow noun-verb compounding to take place at Level One to derive 
a verb, and then allow a noun to be compounded with the derived verb at 
Level Two. 

5.3 Level Three 

A verb stem may take various derivational and inflectional affixes. The 
order of morphemes at th1s level is: (prepronom1nal prefix)+ pronominal 
prefix+ (semireflexive/reflexive prefix)+ (noun stem)+ (semireflexive 
prefix)+ (noun root)+ (verb root)+ verb root+ (root suffix)+ (case suffix) 
+ (case suffix)+ (nominalizer suffix). 
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5.3.1 Nominalization 

A nominalizer suffix is added to a verb stem at Level Three to derive a 
noun. If no further derivational processes take place, a noun suffix is 
added to the derived noun. (The pronomina 1 pref ix is added at Leve 1 Three 
and the noun suff1x at Level Four.) 

1 . kahyatGhs 11? paper 
ka-hyatu-hsl-i? 
zS-WRITE-nom-nsf 

The nominalizer may derive a noun from a Level One noun~verb compound . 

./ 
2. atehlakhuhsla? a feast for the dead 

w-at-hla-khw-u-hs 1-a? 
zS-srf-?-FOOD-GI VE-nom-nsf 

The derivation is: 

[ [ khw N ] [ u V ] V ] 

[ khu V ] hs l N ] 

Noun-Verb Compound1ng (Level 1 ) 

Nominal1zation (Level 3) 

The noun derived by nominal ization may be compounded at Leve 1 Two. 

A 
3. wahatehlakhuhslu:n1 : He made a feast for the dead 

wa?-h la-at-h la-khw-u-hs 1-uni-? 
aor-mS-srf-?-FOOD-G I VE-nom-MAKE-pnc 
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The derivation proceeds: 

[ khu V ] hs 1 N ] Nomina11zation (Level 3) 

[ [ khuhsl N] [ uni v] v] Noun-Verb Compounding (Level 2) 

Nomina11zation must follow Level Two compounding as the follow1ng 
example demonstrates. 

A 
4. wa?thatekhwahlak.sJ.atokvht1?tslata:se: He went halfway around 

altar 

wa?-t-h la-at-khw-a-h 1-a-hkw-hs 1-a-tokvht i ?-ts 1-a-tase-? 

aor-du-mS-srf-FOOD- join-PLACE ON-jofn-instr-nom-join-BE HOLY-
nom-join-GO HALFWAY AROUND IT-pnc 

(4) 1s der1ved by Noun-Verb Compound1ng and 1nflect1on at Level One. The 
nominalizer suffix is added at Level Three. The derived noun is then 
compounded at Level Two. The nominalizer suffix is again added at Level 
Three. The derived noun is then compounded again at Level Two. There is 
necessarily a loop between nom1nalization at Level Three, and Noun-verb 
Compounding at Level Two. (The pronominal and prepronominal prefixes 
are added at Level Three, and the punctual aspect suffix is added at Level 
Four.) 
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The der1vat1on of (4) is given below: 

[ [khw) [hl]] 
[ [khW]g[hl]] 
[at [ [khw J a [h l] ] 
[at.e. [ [khw] a [h l) ) 
[ate [ [khw] a [hl]] hkw] 
[ate [ [khw] a [h l] ] ghkw] 
[atekhwah lahkw] 

[atekhwahlahkw] hsl] 
[atekhwah 1 ahks 1] 

Level one 
Noun-Verb Compounding I 
Stem Joiner Insert ion 
Semireflex1ve Prefixation 
E-epenthes1s 
Instrumental Suffixation 
Stern Joiner Insertion 
Bracket Erasure 
Level Three 
Nominal ization 
Bracket Erasure (and other 
rules) 
Level Two 

[ [atekhwahlahksl] [tokvhti?]] Noun-Verb Compounding 11 

[ [atekhwahlahksl] g [tokvhti?]] Stem Joiner Insertion 
[atekhwah 1 ahks 1 atokvht i ?] Bracket Erasure 

Level Three 
[atekhwahlahkslatokvhti?] tsl] Nominalization 
[atekhwahlahkslatokvhti?tsl] Bracket Erasure 

Level Two 
[ [atekhwahlahkslatokvhti?tsl] [tase]] Noun-Verb Compounding 11 

[ [atekhwahlahkslatokvhti?tsl] .a [tase]] Stem Joiner Insertion 
[atekhwah l ahks l atokvht i ?ts l atase] Bracket Erasure 

Since Stem Joiner Insertion does not take place between a consonant final 
verb stem and consonant initial nominalizer suffix (see (4) above), we 
assume that Stem Joiner Insertion and Joiner Extrametricality turn off at 
Leve 1 Three. 
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Recursion 1s built into the lexicon by allowing nominalization to apply at 
Level Three after both compound1ng process·es, and by a11ow1ng a loop from 
nominalization at Level Three to compounding at Level Two. As (4) shows, 
the loop can lead to, theoretically, an infinite number of recursions from 
Level Three to Level Two. While a loop is a weakening of the level 
ordering hypothesis, 1t 1s requ1red 1n any language whtch has recursive 
morphological processes, as Oneida does. Presumably factors such as ease 
of processing would limit the number of theoretically possible recursions. 

Partlal der1vat1ons wh1ch prov1de ev1dence for a loop are g1ven 1n (5-6). 

/ 
5. khyatuhs 1 ayute 11 I'm educated 

k-hyatu-hsl-a-yutel-1 
1 S-WRITE-nom-Jo1n-KNOW-perf 

Level Three 

[ hyatu) hsl ) Nom1na11zat1on 

Level Two 

[ [ hyatuhsl ] [ yutel ] ] Noun-Verb Compounding 11 

A 
6. wahatehlakhuhslu:ni : He made feast for dead 

wa?-h la-at-h la-khw-u-hs l-uni-? 
aor-mS-srf-?-FOOD-GI VE-nom-MAKE-pnc 
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Level One 

[ [ khw ] [ u ] ] Noun-Verb Compounding I 

Level Three 

[ khu] hsl ] Nominal ization 

Level Two 

[ [ khuhs 1 ][ uni ] ] Noun-Verb Compounding 11 

A partial derivation 1s given for (7) which also provides evidence for a 
loop. 

/ 
7. teyenutak11tsla?nahkwatahkwas 

She's taking sugar out of the tub 
te-ye-nutak 1 i ?-ts 1-a-?nahkw-a-t-a-hkw- as 
du-f iS-SWEET-nom-join-TUB-join-PUT IN-join-un-ser 

Level One 

[ t ] hkw ] 

[ tahkw ] 

Level Two 

[ [ ?nahkw ] [ tahkw J ] 

Derivational suffixation 

Phone logica 1 rules and Bracket 
Erasure 

Noun-Verb Compounding II 



[ ?nahkwatahkw ] 

Level Three 
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Phonological rules and Bracket 
Erasure 

[ nutak11 ?] tsl ] [ ?nahkwatahkw] Nom1nal1zation 

[ nutakli?tsl ] [ ?nahkwatahkw] Bracket Erasure 

Level Two 

[ [ nutak 11 ?ts 1 ] [ ?nahkwatahkw ] ] Noun-Verb Compounding 11 

[ nutaklt?tsla?nahkwatahkw] Phonological rules and Bracket 
Erasure 

5.3.2 Level Three Inflectional Prefixation 

A reflexive or semireflex.ive pref ix may be added to a verb stem (a verb 
with two levels of inflectional affixation or a verb derived by Noun-Verb 
Compounding II). The semireflexive and reflexive prefixes are mutually 
exclusive. At Level Three, the semireflexive is an inflectional affix. The 
reflexive and semireflexive must be added at Level Three rather than at 
Level Two, because if they were added at Level Two it would be possible 
for these prefixes to incorrectly occur more than once. For example, the 
follow1ng der1vat1on would be poss1ble because of the loop between Levels 
Two and Three: 

[ semireflexive [ Verb] Affixation (Level 2) 

[ semireflexive Verb] nominalizer] Affixation (Level 3) 
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[ [ sem1reflextve Verb nomina11zer l [ Verb l] Compound1ng (Level 2) 

[ semireflexive [ [ semireflexive Verb nominal1zer] [Verb]] 
Affixation (Level 2) 

There are in fact, no examples of this type in Oneida. 

( 1) shows that the semireflexive is added after Noun-Verb Compounding 11 
since tt occurs outside the compound. In this example E-epenthesis does 
not apply since the verb stem initial consonant is not extrasyllabic. (2) is 
an example of the full reflexive. 

/ 
1. yutlanu:nihe? She cooks hull corn soup 

yu-at-lan-uni-h? 
f i S-srf-HULL CORN SOUP-MAKE-ser 

/\ 
2. vhsatatehya: lake? You remember yourself 

v-hs-atat -ehyahl-ha?-k-? 
fut-2S-ref-REMEMBER-ser-cont-pnc 

(3) shows that E-epenthesis applies at Level Three, s1nce epenthetic .e. 1s 
inserted between the semireflexive and the initial extrasyllabic consonant 
of the verb stem. 

/ 
3. wa?kate?lho:loke? 

wa?-k-at-?lho lok-? 
aor-1 S-srf-COVER-pnc 

1 ·m covered up 
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5.3.3 Pronominal Prefixes 

Pronominal prefixes are added after the semireflexive and reflexive 
prefixes at Level Three since they only occur outside these prefixes. 

/ 
1. wakat lv:nayv? I pray 

wak-at-lvn-a-yv-? 
10-srf-MUSIC-join-HAVE, LIE, PLACE-perf 

The pronominal prefixes are added after nom1na11zat1on, s1nce simple and 
derived nouns take different prefixes than verbs. 

/ 
2. kahyatuhsli? paper 

ka-hyatu-hsl-1? 
zS-WRITE-nom-nsf 

The derivation of (2) is: 

[ hyatu V ] hs 1 N ] 
[ ka [ hyatu V ] hs 1 N ] 
[ kahyatuhs 1 N ] 
[ kahyatuhsl N ] i? N ] 

Nomina 1 izat ion (Leve 1 3) 
Pronominal prefixation (Level 3) 

Bracket Erasure (Level 3) 

Noun suffixat1on (Level 4) 

Pronominal prefixes are added before prepronominal prefixes since they do 
not occur outside prepronominal prefixes. 

/ 3. wa?kattoke? I noticed it 
wa?_-k-at-tok-? 
aor-1 S-srf-REAL I ZE, KNOW-pnc 

The fact that pronominal prefixation follows semireflexive and reflexive 
pref i xat ion and nominal i zat ion, but precedes prepronom i na 1 pref i xat ion is 
further evidence that some word-formation rules are ordered within a 
leve 1. 
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Pronominal prefixation precedes syntactic noun derivation since syntactic 
nouns take the same pref 1 xes as do verbs . 

.I\ 
4. yenvstohale:tha? corn washing basket 

ye-nvst-ohale-?t-ha? 
f 1 S-CORN-WASH-1 nstr-ser 

The derivation of (4) is: 

[ [ nvs~ N l [ ohale v l v l Noun-Verb Compounding II (Level 2) 
[ [ nvst N ] [ oha 1 e v ] v ] ?t v ] 

[ nvstohale?t v ] 
[ ye [ nvstohale?t v l 
[.yenvstoha le?t v ] 
[ yenvstohale?t v ] ha? v ] 
[yenvstohale?tha? v ] 
[yenvstohale?tha? v l O N ] 

Instrumental Suffixation (Level 2) 
Bracket Erasure (Leve 1 2) 
Pronominal prefixation (Level 3) 
Bracket Erasure (Leve 1 3) 
Aspect suffixation (Leve 1 4) 
Bracket Erasure (Leve 1 4) 
Syntact 1c Noun Derivation 
(Post lexical) 

The subjective pronominal prefixes were given in (2.2.2). The allomorphs 
of the pronominal pref 1xes are conditioned by the initial segment of the 
noun or verb stem. In addition several phonological rules apply at the 
boundary between prefix and stem. 

E-epenthes1s app l tes at Level Three. The allomorphs ke- and hse- of the 1 
and 2 person singular prefixes are found before stems which begin in an 
extrasyllabic consonant (including 1 but not b). In this case, epenthesis 
inserts~ between the pref ix and stem. 



/ 
5. ke?nikhuhe? 

k-?n1khu-h? 
1 S-SEW-ser 

/ 
6. se?nikhuhe? 

hs-?nikhu-h? 
2S-SEW-ser 

/ 
cf. ka?nikhuhe? 

ka-?nikhu-h? 
zS-SEW-ser 
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I sew 

You sew 

She sews 

The following phonological rules also apply in order, after a pronominal · 
pref ix is added: 
a+ i ---> V 

Vowel Syncope I 
Vowe 1 Syncope II 

The first rule, a + i ---> v must apply before Vowel Syncope 11 which 
deletes the first vowel in a sequence of two. In (7) if Vowel Syncope II 
applied before a+ i ---> v, the wrong form *twitsyakwas would be 
derived. 

/ 
7. twvtsyakwas We (pl.) fish 

t w a-it sy-a-k w-as 
1 p Inc S-FISH-join-PICK-ser 

. / 
cf. twal1?wanutha? We (pl.) ask for it 

twa-1 i ?wanut-ha? 
1 p i nc 5-ASK FOR-ser 
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kli?wanutha? I ask for it 
k-11 ?wanut-ha? 
1 S-ASK FOR-ser 

kitsy,kwas I fish 
k-Jtsy-a-kw-as 
1 S-F I SH-join-PI CK-ser 

The next rule to apply is Vowel Syncope I, which is ordered before Vowel 
Syncope 11. Vowel Syncope I deletes the stem vowel after a pref ix vowel 
whlch is either~ Q, or _u . 

.,,,, 
10. yetsyakwas She f1shes 

ye- i tsy-a-k w-as 
f iS-FI SH-join-PI CK-ser 

/ 
11 . yutekhu:nihe? She eats 

yu-at-khw-uni-h? 
f 1 S-sr f-FOOD-MAKE-ser 

(In ( 10-11) the different allomorphs of the pronominal prefix are 
conditioned by the initial segment of the verb.) 

cf. yeli?wanu'tha? 
ye-1 i ?wanut-ha? 
f 1 S-ASK FOR-ser 

/ 
katekhu:nihe? 
k-at-khw-uni-h? 
1 S-srf-FOOD-MAKE-ser 

She asks for it 

I eat 
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The third rule to apply is Vowel Syncope II. This rule derives the 
allomorphs tn- (dual prefix) and tw- (plural pref1x) for tn1- and twa-
respectively.1 Vowel Syncope I must apply before Vowel Syncope 11, which 
deletes the first vowel in a sequence regardless of vowel quality. Vowel 
Syncope I applies only at Level Three, whereas Vowel Syncope 11 applies at 
Levels One to Four. Vowel Syncope I 1s formulated to refer to pref ix and 
stem brackets, whereas Vowel Syncope 11 does not refer to bracketing: 

12. Vowe 1 Syncope I 

V ---> i I [ V 

~

at high] 
-low 

tr back 

Condition: If et. then 1:5 

13. Vowel Syncope 11 

V ---> </ I __ V 

Examples wh1ch illustrate the appltcat1on of Vowel Syncope 11 are: 

/. 14. tnehsaks We (dual) look for 
tni-ehsak-s 
1 d inc S-LOOK FOR-ser 

/ 15. t wehsaks We (p U 1 ook for 
twa-ehsak-s 
1 p 1 nc S-LOOK FOR-ser 
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/ 
cf. tnili?wanutha? We (dual) ask for it 

tni-11 ?wanut-ha? 
1 d inc S-ASK FOR-ser 

twali?wanu'tha? We (pl.) ask for it 
twa-11 ?wanut-ha? 
1 p inc S-ASK FOR-ser 

/ 
kehsaks I look for 
k-ehsak-s 
1 S-LOOK FOR-ser 

The derivation of ( 10) is given below to illustrate how these syncope rules 
are ordered: 

[ ye [ itsyakw ] 
[ ye [ tsyakw ) 

[ yetsyakw ] 
[ yetsyakw ] as ] 
[ yetsyakwas ] 

/ [ yetsyakwas ] 

Pronominal Prefixation (Level 3) 
Vowel Syncope I 
Vowe 1 Syncope 11 

Bracket Erasure 
Aspect Suffixation (Level 4) 
Bracket Erasure 
Accent Rules 

If Vowel Syncope 11 were ordered before Vowel Syncope I, the wrong 
surface form would be derived, e.g.: 

[ ye [ itsyakw ] 
[ y [ itsyakw J 

[ yitsyakw ] 
*yitsya'kwas 

Pronominal Prefixation (Level 3) 
Vowel Syncope 11 

Vowel Syncope I 
Bracket Erasure 
Accent Rules (and other ru les) 
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5.3.4 Preoronominal Prefixes 

The morphology of prepronominal prefixes is complex, and will not be 
explored in this thesis (see Lounsbury 1953 for details). The following 
two phonological rules apply in order, after a prepronominal prefix is 
added: 
Masculine 1-Deletion I 
(w)a(?) + wa ---> u 

The first rule, Masculine 1-Deletion I, deletes the l of the mascultne 
singular subjective prefix hla- when it is preceded by a prefix, and 
followed by a verb which begins either in a consonant, the vowel.Lor the 
vowel _a. 

A 
1. wahata:ti: 

wa?-h la-atat i-? 
aor-mS-T ALK-pnc 

He talks 

Michelson ( 1983) orders Masculine 1-Deletion I before a+ i ---> v because 
of examples such as (2-3): 

/ 
2. wahvthohkwanhake? He tted it 1n a bundle 

wa?-h1a-ithohkwanhak-? 
aor-mS-TIE IN A BUNDLE-pnc 

A 
3. wah lvtu:ni: 

wa?-hla-vtuni-? 
aor-mS-BE LONELY-pnc 

He was lonely 

In (2), under Michelson·s analysis, Masculine 1-Deletion I deletes the l of 
the masculine prefix before an i-stem verb, and then a + i ---> v applies to 
rep lace the a.of the masculine pref ix by y_, and delete the Lof the verb 
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stem. In (3) Masculine 1-Deletion I fails to apply before a v-stem verb, and 
Vowel Syncope 11 deletes the vowel of the mascu11ne prefix. 
The ordering given by Michelson is not possible in a lexical phonology 
model, s i nee the structural description of a + i ---> v is met after 
pronominal prefixation, but the structural description of Masculine 
l-Delet1on I is not met until after prepronom1nal pref1xation. It 1s 
suggested that a+ i ---> v could apply before Masculine 1-Deletion I and 
derive the correct forms. This will be shown 1n the derivation of (4). 

A 
4. wahv:lu? 

wa?-h la-ih lu-? 
aor-mS-SAY-pnc 

[ hla [ ihlu] 

[hlv[hlu] 

[ wa?[ hlv [ hlu] 

[ w a ? [ hv [ h l u ] 

A 
wahv:lu? 

He said 

Level Three 
Pronom i na 1 pref i xat ion 

a + i ---> V 

Prepronom i na 1 pref i xat 1 on 

Masculine 1-Deletion I 

Other rules and Bracket Erasure 

After a+ i ---> v has applied, a consonant-stem is derived. After 
prepronominal pref1xat1on, Masculine l-Delet1on I 1s free to apply and does 
so. Masculine 1-Deletion I is reformulated with reference to brackets: 
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5. Masculine 1-Deletion I 

C 

h a 

Under this formulation, both stem and pronominal prefix brackets are 
reta1ned when prepronom1nal prefixes are added, s1nce Masculine 
1-Deletion I refers to both the stem and prepronominal prefix boundaries, 
when deleting the Lof the masculine prefix hla-. 

The evidence from stem bracket retention shows that both pronominal and 
prepronominal prefixes are added at the same level in the lexicon. 
However, since a prepronominal prefix always occurs outside a pronominal 
prefix, these two word-formation rules must be ordered with respect to 
each other at Level Three. Bracket erasure can only take place after all 
phonological rules have applied at Level Three. Therefore we shall assume 
that at each level, Bracket Erasure is the last lexical rule. 

The second rule, (w)a(?) + wa ---> u applies only at the boundary between 
a prepronominal and pronominal prefix. This rule must be ordered after 
Vowe 1 Syncope 11. The derivation of (6) demonstrates this necessary 
ordering. 

/\ 
6. aukyo:tv: I should work 

aa-wak-yo?tv-? 
indef-10-W0RK-pnc 



[ wak [ yo?tv ] 

[ aa [ wak [ yo?tv ] 

· [ a [ uk [ yo?tv ] 

A 
aukyo:tv: 
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Level Three 
Pronom1nal pref1xation 

Prepronominal prefixation 

Vowe 1 Syncope 11 
(prevented by SCC) 

(w)a(?) + wa ---> u 

Other rules and Bracket Erasure 

The prepronominal prefixation creates a structure to which Vowel Syncope 
II may apply. But 1t 1s prevented from apply1ng to the morpheme internal 
vowel sequence under the SSC. Next, (w)a(?) + wa ---> u applies. Vowel 
Syncope 11 cannot reapply until the next morphological rule has applied. 

Prepronom1nal pref1xation must precede the accent rules as (7) 
illustrates. The vowel of the aorist prefix is stressed by the Oneida 
Stress Rule, and lengthened by Vowel Length I, so therefore the aorist 
prefix must be present when stress is assigned. Since prepronominal 
prefixat1on takes place at Level Three, the accent rules must apply at 
Leve 1 Three or 1 ater. 

A 
7. yaha:kh 1 ike? I pushed it 

yah-a?-k-h 1 ik-? 
trans-aor-1S-PUSH-pnc 

By transitivity, since a prepronominal is added after a pronominal prefix 
and prepronominal pref ixat1on precedes the accent rules, pronominal 
preftxation must also precede the accent rules. 
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5.4.5 Inflectional Suffixation: Perfective suffix 

We shall assume that verbs have subcategorization frames to indicate 
their associated arguments which are marked with pronominal prefixes. 
The perfective aspect suffix is added at Level Three, in which case it has 
the a 11 omorphs -1, -u, or -v. Other aspect suffixes are added at Level Four 
(see 5.4). The reason the perfective suffix is added at Level Three is that 
it may be followed by a derivational suffix, the progressive, which derives 
a new verb stem. The new stem may then take a perfective, serial or 
punctual aspect suffix. Examples of the perfective suffix are given in 
(5.3.6). 

5.4.6 Derivational Suffixation: Progressive suffix 

The progressive suffix -(ha)tye may fol low a perfective suffix. The 
progressive suffix is derivational. 

1. wahotkwi?tuh~ti? He edged along 
wa?-h lo-at-hkw i ?t-!,!-hatye-? 
aor-mO-srf-MO VE-perf-OCQg,-pnc 

2. latikvnyatu'tyeskwe? They were standing around in 
hlati-kvnyat-u-tye-hs?-kw? a group 
mpS-ST AND AROUND-perf-prog-ser-past 

IN A GROUP 

Perfective suffixation, therefore, precedes progressive suffixation, and 
so again we have evidence that word-formation rules within a level are 
ordered. lri (3) the perfective suffix is added and then Vowel Syncope 11 
applies. Next, the progressive suffix is added. 
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3. loyvthuh~tyehse? He is planting 
hlo-yvtho-u-hatye-hs? 

mO-PLANT -perf-prog-ser 

The derivation of (3) is: 

[hlo [yvtho] 
[hlo [yvtho] u] 
[hlo [yvth] u] 
[h1o [yvth] u] hatye] 
[h loyvthuhatye] 

[h loyvthuhatye] hs?] 
[h1oyvthuhatyehs?] 
[ l oyvthuhatyehs?] 

/ [loyvthuhatyehs?] 

/ 
loyvthuhatyehse? 

Level Three 
Pronominal Prefixation 
Perfective Suffixation 
Vowe 1 Syncope 11 
Progressive Suffixation 
Bracket Erasure 
Level Four 
Aspect Suffixation 
Bracket Erasure 
Initial h-Deletion 
Oneida Stress Rule 
Postlexical Level 
E-epenthesis 

(See 5.4.6 for a discussion of Bracket Erasure at Level Four.) 

The progressive suffix is added prior to syntactic noun derivation which 
takes place at the postlexical level as shown by (4-5) which are syntactic 
nouns containing a progressive suffix. 

/ 
4. kawhyvhatati? long river 

ka-whyvh-a-t-,0'-hatye-? 
zS-RI VER-join-ST AND-perf-prog-perf 
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5. kalistafati? railway 
ka-l 1st-a-t-i-hatye-? 
zS-IRON-join-ST AND-perf-prog-perf 

5.3.7 Summary 

The justification for a distinction between Level Two and Level Three is 
made on the basis of morphological and phonological criteria. First, since 
a noun-verb compound can be nominalized, compounding must precede 
nominalization at an earlier level, Le. at Level Two. Second, since the 
distributive, dative and purposive suffixes may be followed by, but not 
preceded by, the perfective suffix, we must order the first type of 
inflection at an earlier level than the second type of inflection, i.e. at 
Level Two. 

Th1rd, Stem Joiner Insertion takes place between a C final noun and C 
initial verb in a noun-verb compound, but not between a C final verb and C 
1n1tial nominalizer or progressive suffix. Therefore we order compounding 
before nominalization and progressive suffixation at Level Two, and 
assume that Stem Joiner Insertion turns off at Level Three. 

Fourth, several phonological rules (a+ i ---> v, Vowel Syncope I, Masculine 
1-Deletion I and (w)a(?) + wa ---> u) refer to prefix and stem or prefix and 
prefix brackets. These rules do not apply after word-formation rules at 
Levels One or Two, but turn on at Level Three. 

5.4 Leve I Four <Word Leve I> 

5.4. 1 Noun Suffix 

A noun suffix is added to a noun root or nominalized verb. Noun suffixation 
is therefore ordered after nominalization, as shown in the examples in 
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(5.4.2). The justification for ordering noun suffixation at Level Four is 
internal to our analysis. We have evidence that the rightmost constituent 
provides the syntactic category label for the word in Oneida, and if we 
order noun suffixation at Level Four we ensure that it will be the 
rightmost constituent, and therefore that nominal entries will receive the 
correct category 1 abe 1. 

/ The derivation of kvtsi? "fish" shows that Syllabification applies after 
coalescence rules such as a+ i ---> v, as well as after word-formation 
rules, and that G11de Vocalization (see 5.4.6) follows noun suffixation. 

1. [k a [ 1 t s y] 

kvtsy 
l l l \ \ 
cvccc 
"-l/ \ l 

[kV t Sy]?] 

kvtsi? 
I l l \ \ \ 
cvccvc 
'-..\/ \JI " 
/ 

kvtsi? 

Pronominal prefixation 

a+ 1 ---> V 

Syllabification 

Noun suffixation 

Glide Vocal1zation 

Syllabification 

Accent rules 
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5.4.2 Noun Glide Deletion 

Noun Glide Deletion deletes the initial glide of a noun (either a simple noun 
or nominalized verb) but not of a verb or syntactic noun. Noun Glide 
Deletion is therefore ordered after noun suffixation because the noun 
suffix must be present in order to determine the syntactic category of the 
lexical entry. It is ordered before syntactic noun derivation because it 
does not apply to syntactic nouns. Noun Glide Deletion has applied to a 
nominalized verb in ( 1 ), while in (2) it does not apply to the syntactic 
noun. 

/ 
1. atehlakhuhsla? a feast for the dead 

w-at-h la-khw-u-hsl-a? 
zS-srf-?-F00D-GI VE-nom-nsf 

/ 
2. yenvstaliha?takhwa? stove 

ye-nvst-a-1 iha-?t-a-hkw-ha? 
f iS-C0RN-join-C00k-instr-join-instr-ser 

5.4.3 Aspect Suffixes 

The perfective, serial and punctual aspect suffixes are added at Level Four. 
Again the justification for ordering aspect suffixation at Level Four is 
internal to our analysis. Since the rightmost constituent provides the 
syntactic category labe 1 for the word, by ordering aspect suff ixat ton at 
Level Four we guarantee that it w i 11 be the rightmost constituent and thus 
that verbal entries will receive the correct category label. The 
allomorphs of the aspect suffixes depend on the final segment of the verb 
stem. We shall assume that the perfective and serial aspect suffixes are 
added first since they occur tnstde the post aspect suffixes (past suffixes 
and continuative suffix). The post aspect suffixes are added second. The 
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punctual aspect suffix is added last since it occurs outside the 
continuative suffix. Again we have evidence that word-formation rules 
within a level are ordered with respect to each other. The layers of 
inflection are: 

[Verb] perfective l continuative] punctual ] 
serial 

The past suffixes are mutually exclusive with the continuative and 
punctual suffixes. ( 1) shows that the past suffix follows the serial aspect 
suffix: 

/ 
1. layvthoskwe? He used to plant 

hla-yvtho-~-kw? 
mS-PLANT -s.e.c-Q.a.S.l 

(2) demonstrates that the continuative follows the serial aspect suffix: 

/ 
2. swatatlvnunyvn1hek Let 1t be that you continue to make 

swa-atat -lvn-unya-vni -he?-k-0' music for yourselves 
2pS-ref-MUSI C-MAKE-dat-ser-cont-imp 

(3) shows that the punctual aspect suffix 1s added after the cont1nuative 
suffix: 

/ 3. vhato latseke? He will be hunting repeatedly 
v-hla-atolat-s-k-1 
fut-mS-HUNT-ser-cont-pnc 

The derivation of (3) is given below: 



[vhatolat]s]k]?l 
\Ill\\\\\ l I 
vcvcvcvcccc 
\ '\/ \/ "l/ \ ' ' 
" '1 b 

[vhatolat]s]ek]?] 
\l\\\\\\ \\\I 
vcvcvcvccvcc 
\ , I '\/ '-\ I '1 / l 

" " " G, "' 

[vhatol atsek ?] 
[vhatolatsek?] 

/ vhatolatseke? 
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After aff1xat1on (Level 4) 

Syl lab if icat ion 

E-epenthesis 

Syl lab if icat ion 

Bracket Erasure 
Oneida Stress Rule 
Open Syllable Length 
Stress Shift 
Postlexical E-epenthesis 

s,4,4 syntactic Noun Derivation 

Syntactic nouns are formed by zero derivation from verbs with either a 
serial or perfective suffix. Since Noun Glide Deletion does not apply to 
syntactic nouns, we order syntactic noun derivation after Noun Glide 
Deletion, at the postlexical level. Examples of syntactic nouns are: 

/ 
1. kahneka?shatste? whisky 

ka-hnek-a-?shatst-e? 
zS-L I OU ID- j o i n-STRONG-ser 
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/ 

2. katsihkote? bannock 
ka-tsihkw-ot-? 
zS-KNUCKLE-SET UP-perf 

The order of word-formation rules which apply at Level Four is: 
Noun Suffixation 
Perfective/Serial Suffixation 
Continuative/Past Suffixation 
Punctual Suffixation 

5.4.5 Cyclic Phonological Rules 

Vowel Syncope II applies at Level Four, as shown in ( 1 ). In ( 1) the final 
vowel of the verb stem is deleted before the vowel of the perfective 
aspect suffix. 

1. yakotla?swiyG 
yako-at l a?swa-iyo-u 
f 10-LUCK-GOOO-perf 

[ yakot l a?sw iyo ] u ] 
[ yakotla?swty] u] 
[yakotla?swiyu] 
[ yakot la?swiyt'.J] 

She's lucky 

Aspect Suffixation (Level 4) 
Vowe 1 Syncope 11 
Bracket Erasure 
Accent Rules 

E-epenthesis applies at Level Four. As discussed in (5.1.8), Stem Joiner 
Insertion and E-epenthesis are both cyclic insertion rules. E-epenthesis 
inserts f anywhere before an extrasyllabic consonant. It applies at Levels 
One through Four. Stem Joiner Insertion inserts .a at stem and suffix 
boundaries, or root and root boundaries at Levels One and Two. Stem 
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Joiner Insertion applies before E-epenthesis at Levels One and Two. An 
epenthettc .e . ...1s not inserted between a verb root and derivational or 
inflectional suffix because the stem joiner vowel will have been inserted. 

The following examples show that an epenthetic f. is inserted before an 
extrasyllabtc l at LeVel Four, after a morpholog1cal rule has applied. 
In (2), the stem final_l is unlinked before the aspect suffix is added, but 
epenthesis cannot apply because there is no consonant following the 
extrasyllabic consonant. Once the aspect suffix is added at Level Four, 
epenthests can apply to insert f. before the l. 

2. tekahsutflha? 
te-k-ahsut 1-ha? 
du-15-JOIN-ser 

The derivation of (2) is: 

I join together 

[ t e k ah s u t 1 ] ha ? ] Aspect suffixation (Level 4) 
ll\\\\\\\\\\ 
CV CV CCV CCCV C Syllabification 
\.I ~I '11 l '--\/ 

Cc " 

[ t e k ah s u t e 1] ha?] E-epenthesis (Level 4) 
ll\ \\\\\\\\\\ 
CV CV CCV C V CCV C Syllabification 
\/ '-..\/ '-....\/ ,..1 '-.l/ 
(, 
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In (3), after the aspect suffix is added, the Lis linked to the following 
vowel by Syllabification, and epenthesis fails to apply. 

3. tvkahsGt lv? 
te-v-k-ahsut 1-v? 
du-fut-lS-JOIN-pnc 

The derivation of (3) is: 

[tvkahsutl]v?] 
1(11 \\l\\ \ l 

cvcvccvccvc 
,1 ,J/ ,\/ 'J / 
b G:, b '=, 

I will join together 

Aspect suffixation (Level 4) 

Syllabification 

5.4.6 Non-cyclic Phonological Rules 

The following phonological rules apply in order at Level Four after all of 
the morphological rules have applied: 
Glide Voca11zation 
Prothesis 
Initial h-Deletion 
All of the morphological rules of Level Four must also precede the accent 
rules which apply in a block at the end of Level Four. The accent rules are 
also non-cyclic rules. The fact that all word-formation rules precede 
these phonological rules at Level Four is evidence that the word level is 
partially non-cyclic in Oneida. Since some cyclic phonological rules apply 
at Level Four, the word level is not a non-cyclic level. However, after 
Bracket Erasure, any phonological rules which apply to a form with only 
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external (word) brackets are non-cyclic rules. We assume that Bracket 
Erasure applies after the word-formation rules at Level Four, so that only 
external brackets are retained when these phonological rules apply. 

Glide Vocalization changes w to .Q. and_y to_i after a [+consonantal] segment 
or hand before a ]_or word finally. 

A 
1. wa:kko? 

wa?-k-kw-? 
aor-1 S-PICK-pnc 

The derivation of ( 1) is: 

[ wa?kkw]?) 
[ wa?kkw?] 
[ wa?kko?] 
[ wa?kko?] 

,I\ 
[ wa:kko?] 

I picked it 

Aspect suffixation (Level 4) 

Bracket Erasure 
Glide Vocalization 
Oneida Stress Rule 
Vowel Length I (and Laryngeal 
Deletion) 

Prothesis inserts a vowel i word initially when the word only contains 
one syllable after the word-formation rules apply. All words except 
Particles in Oneida must contain two syllables. 

111' 
2. ikkwas 

k-kw-as 
1 S-PI CK-ser 

The derivation of (2) is: 

[ kkw ] as ] 
[ kkwas] 

I am picking 

Aspect suffixation (Level 4) 
Bracket Erasure 



[ ikkwas ] 
[ fkkwas] 
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Prothesis 
Oneida Stress Rule 

Glide Vocalization precedes Prothesis as the derivation of ( 1) 
demonstrates: 

[ wa?kkw?] 
[ wa?kko?] 

A 
wa:kko? 

After Bracket Erasure 
Glide Vocalization 
Prothesis 
Accent rules 

Initial h-Deletion deletes the .b._of a prefix in word initial position. 

3. latinunha? They're making a wake 
h l at i-nun-ha? 
mpS-CARE FOR, WATCH OVER AT A WAKE-ser 

Prothesis must be ordered before Initial h-Deletion which it bleeds. In (4) 

Vowel Syncope II applies after the pronominal prefix is added. After the 
perfective suffix is added, Prothesis applies. Initial h-Deletion cannot 
delete the h of the pronominal prefix since it is no longer word initial. 

A 
4. i:le? 

hla-e-? 
mS-WALK-perf 

The derivation of (4) is: 

[hla[e] 
[ hl [ e] 

He's walking 

Pronominal pref1xation (Level 3) 

Vowe 1 Syncope 11 



[ hle ] 
[hle]?] 
[ hle? ] 
[ 1hle?] 

A 
[ i:le?] 
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Bracket Erasure 
Aspect suffixation (Level 4) 
Bracket Erasure 
Pro thesis 
Initial h-Deletion 
Accent rules 

Both examples ( 1) and (4) show that Glide Vocalization and Prothesis 
precede the accent rules. Both a vowel derived from a glide and a prothetic 
vowel are counted in assigning penultimate stress. 

5.4.7 Accent Rules 

The accent rules apply in an ordered block at Level Four as follows: 
Oneida Stress Rule 
Vowe 1 Length I 
Open Syllable Length 
Stress Shift 
Final Length 
Vowe 1 Shortening 

Stress is assigned to the penultimate vowel by the One1da Stress Rule 
after the pronominal prefix and noun suffix have been added. In ( 1) the 
penultimate vowel is stressed and then lengthened by Open Syllable 
Length. Stress then shifts to the following syllable. 

? / 1. a. no:wal 
wa-?nowal-;5 
zS-TURTLE-nsf 

turtle 

The f o 11 owing derivation shows the ordering of these ru 1 es: 



1'. [wa?nowal] i] 

a?nowal 

/ a?nowal 

/ 
a?no:wal 

/ 
a?no:wal 
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Affixation (Level 4) 

Noun G 1 ide De let ion 

Oneida Stress Rule 

Open Syllable Length 

Stress Shift 

In (2) the stressed vowel is lengthened by Vowel Length I, which lengthens 
a stressed vowel before b. followed by a non-low sonorant or before? 
followed by a [+consonantal] segment. The laryngeal consonant is then 
deleted. Vowel Length I must be ordered after the Oneida Stress Rule as 
this example shows. 

A 
2. ohte: la? root 

yo-htehl - a? 
zO-ROOT -nsf 

The derivation is: 

2·. [yohteh 1] a?] 

[ohteh la?] 

/ [ohtehla?] 

A 
[ohte:la?) 

Affixation (Level 4) 

Noun Glide Deletion 

Oneida Stress Rule 

Vowel Length I (Falling Tone & 
Laryngeal Deletion) 
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In (3) Vowel Syncope I h~s deleted the initial vowel of the noun root after 
the final vowel of the pronominal prefix. This example shows that Vowel 
Syncope I must be ordered before the accent rules. Since Vowel Syncope I 
applies at Level Three, the accent rules must apply at Level Three or later. 

A 
3. o:shwv? coal 

yo-a?shwv?-~ 
zO-COAL -nsf 

The derivation proceeds: 

3'. [ yo [ a?shwv?] 

[ yo [ ?shwv? ] 

[ yo?shwv?] 

[ yo?shwv?] ~] 

[ yo?shwv?] 

[ o?shwv?] 

/_ 
[ o?shwv?] 

/\ 
[ o:shwv?] 

Affixation (Level 3) 

Vowel Syncope I 

Bracket Erasure 

Affixation (Level 4) 

Bracket Erasure 

Noun Glide Deletion 

Oneida Stress Rule 

Vowel Length I (Falling Tone and 
Laryngea 1 De 1 et ion) 

In (4) the final stressed vowel is lengthened by Final Length. After Stress 
Shift, if the resulting stressed vowel occurs before 1., it is lengthened, 
receives falling tone, and the laryngeal consonant is deleted. 
Final Length must be ordered after Stress Shift. 
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A 
4. o?nu:na: basket sp 1 int 

yo-?nun-a? 
zO-BASKET SPLINT -nsf 

The derivation is given below: 

4'. [yo?nun] a?] 

[o?nuna?] 

/ [o?nuna?] 

/ 
[o?nu:na?] 

/ 
[o?nu:na?] 

A [o?nu:na:] 

Affi xati on (Level 4) 

Noun Glide Deletion 

Oneida Stress Rule 

Open Syllable Length 

Stress Shift 

Final Length (Laryngeal Deletion) 

In (5) the penultimate vowel is shortened by Vowel Shortening. If the 
vowel which becomes stressed as a result of Stress Shift is in a word 
final open syllable, the preceding originally stressed vowel is shortened. 
Vowe 1 Shortening must be ordered after Stress Shift. 

/ 
5. otsi?nowv mouse 

yo-tsi ?nowv-i 
zO-MOUSE-nsf 

The derivation is as follows: 

s·. [yotsi?nowv] ~] Affixation (Level 4) 



[otsi ?nowv] 

[otsi ?n'tJwv] 

[otsi?nb:wv] 

/. 
[otsi ?no:wv] 

/ 
[otsi ?nowv] 
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Noun Glide Deletion 

Oneida Stress Rule 

Open Syllable Length 

Stress Shi ft 

Vowel Shortening 

(6) shows that Glide Vocalization must apply before the accent rules. 
Following Glide Vocalization, the penultimate vowel is stressed, and 
undergoes Vowel Length I. Since Glide Vocalization precedes the accent 
rules and applies at Level Four, the accent rules must apply at Level Four 
or later. 

A 
6. otsi :tsi? 

yo-tsi ?tsy- ? 
zO-FLOWER-nsf 

flower 

The following is the derivation for (6): 

6'. [ yotsi?tsy]?] 

[ otsi ?tsy?] 

[ots i ?tsi?] 

/ 
· [otsi ?tsi ?) 

A 
[ots1:tsi ?] 

Affixation (Level 4) 

Noun Glide Deletion 

Glide Vocalization 

Oneida Stress Rule 

Vowel Length I (Falling Tone and 
Laryngeal De let ion) 
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In (7) the penultimate vowel is stressed, then lengthened by Open Syllable 
Length. Stress Shift applies to shift the stress to the final vowel. Final 
Length applies to the vowel preceding the? suffix, and it is lengthened and 
receives falling tone. The 1 is deleted by Laryngeal Deletion. 

A 
7. vkatslu:ni : 

v-k-at-sluni-? 
1·11 put clothes on 

fut-1 S-srf-DRESS UP-pnc 

The derivation of (7) is: 

7'. [ vkatsluni ] ? ] 

/ 
[vkatsluni ?] 

/ 
[vkats lu:ni ?] 

/ 
[ vkats lu:ni ?] 

/1'-. 
[vkatslu:ni :] 

Affixation (Level 4) 

Oneida Stress Rule 

Open Syllable Length 

Stress Shift 

Final Length (Falling Tone and 
Laryngeal Deletion) 

Ambisyllabification applies after a Level Four suffix is added, as shown in 
(8). Open Syllable Length and Stress Shift do not apply, since the stressed 
vowel is in a closed syllable after Ambisyllabification. 

/ 
8. yah tha?teyakotihv She doesn't care 

th-a?-te-yako-tih-v 
prt contr-,0'-du-f iO-CARE, BE DI FFERENT-perf 
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The derivation proceeds: 

8'. [ t h a ? t e y a k O t i h ] V ] 

ll \ \ll\~\\\ \\\ 
CCVCCVCVCVCVC V 
l "-J/ \/ ,; ,; ,.J V 

Co G, " <a b b 

/ 
tha?teyakotihv 
11 l\ \\\ \\\\\\\ 
ccvccvcvcvcvcv 
l ""-l/ '- 1 ,; \I '-l/"V 

" f, (o (o " 

/ 
tha?teyakot i hv 

Affixation (Level 4) 

Syllabification 

Ambisyllabif icat ion 

Oneida Stress Rule 

Open Syllable Length 

Stress Shift 

Syllabification must be permitted to apply as a structure changing rule 
after Bracket Erasure at Level Four. It must apply after the Oneida Stress 
Rule but before Open Syllable Length to derive forms such as: 

,, 
9. teknu:sayv? I squat 

te-k-nus-a-yv-? 
cis-1 S-REAR END-join-PLACE-perf 
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We assume that Syllabification applies after the Oneida Stress Rule to 
link extrametrical material assigned by Joiner Extrametricality to the 
syllable tier. This application of Syllabification may erase and rebuild 
previous structure assigned by Syllabification as the derivation of (9) 
i 11 ustrates: 

Level Four 
teknusa[yv]? 
Ill\\\\ I\ l 
cvccvcvcvc 
"J/ 'J/ ' y \ 

(:, '=, " 

/ 
teknusa[yv]? 
I\\\\\\\\\ 
cvccvcvcvc 
""-'/ , I '\.I ,\/ 

(o (, Co b 

/ t e k n u: s a y v ? 

/ 
t e k n u: s a y v ? 

After Bracket Erasure 

Oneida Stress Rule 

Syllabification 

Open Syllable Length 

Stress Shi ft 

If Syllabification were not permitted to erase and rebuild metrical 
structure after the Oneida Stress Rule has applied, the stressed vowel in 
(9) would remain in a closed syllable, and Open Syllable Length would be 

/ 
blocked. The wrong form *teknusayv? would result. 

Syllabification may only apply after Bracket Erasure in cases where 
extrametrical material is present. It does not apply, for example, in forms 
such as ( 10) below: 
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10. o:tsiste? flame 
yo-ts1st-? 
zO-FLAME-nsf 

The derivation of (10) is: 

Level Four 

yotsist? 
I\\\\\\\ 
cvccvccc 
,1 ~/ \ \ 
b '=, 

6tsist? 

/ 
o: t s i s t ? 

/ 
o: t s i s t ? 

After Bracket Erasure 

Oneida Stress Rule (Other rules 
apply) 

Syllabification 

Ope_n Syllable Length 

Stress Sh1ft 

We have demonstrated that the Oneida Stress Rule applies at Level Four, on 
the basis that it applies after all affixation, and also on the basis that it 
applies after Level Four phonolog1cal rules such as Glide Vocalizat1on and 
Prothesis. The Oneida Stress Rule is a non-cyclic phonological rule which 
applies after all morphological rules and Bracket Erasure have taken place 
at Level Four. The cyclic phonological rules which apply at Level Four 
(Syllabification, Ambisyllabification, E-epenthesis, and Vowel Syncope II) 
precede the Oneida Stress Rule. Since Vowel Length I, Open Syllable 
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Length, Stress Shift, and Final Length are fed by the Oneida Stress Rule, 
they also apply at Level Four after the morphological and cyclic 
phonological rules. 

In Michel son's analysis ( 1983) the accent rules and interrelated 
phonolog1cal rules apply in an extrinsically ordered block to an abstract 
underlying form which is a complete word. In the Lexical Phonology 
analysis presented here, the accent rules may only apply after word level 
affixes are attached. The phonological rules which relate to the accent 
rules have already applied, since the accent rules follow the cyclic and 
non-cyclic phonological rules at Level Four. Therefore, some extrinsic 
ordering is eliminated. 

Bracket Erasure applies at Level Four after all word-formation rules have 
taken place. As a result, any rules which follow Bracket Erasure may not 
have reference to word internal brackets and are necessarily non-cyclic 
rules. Non-cyclic rules are not subject to the sec and so may apply in a 
structure changing function. The accent rules and Syllabification which 
apply after Bracket Erasure are structure changing rules. Syllabification 
therefore has two different functions in Oneida: when it applies to 
associate unlinked segments to syllable nodes at Levels One to Four, it 
applies as a structure building rule, and when 1t applies to link 
extrametri ea 1 segments to sy 11 ab 1 e nodes after Bracket Erasure at Level 
Four, 1t applies as a structure changing rule. 

s.4,a Eoenthetic A 

A historically epenthetic .a occurs morpheme internally between Q, Cn and 
Cw clusters. This vowel does not count in assigning penultimate stress, 
but 1t does condition Open Syllable Length and Stress Shift. The following 
examples show forms with a historically epenthetic vowel (indicated A). 
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A 
1. wa?twanle:kalawe? lightening 

wa?-t-wa-nle?kAlaw-? 
aor-du-zS-LIGHTENING-pnc 

2. kanu:na'wv? pipe 
ka-nunAwv-? 
zS-PIPE-nsf 

Not all instances of the vowel a are epenthet i c, e. g.: 

/ 
3. o:wale? 

yo-wal-? 
zO-VEIL -nsf 

4. tvwake?nikulha:l~ 

veil, netting 

It will bother me 
t-v-wak-?nikuhl-h,al-v? 
du-f ut-1 O-M I ND-HANG UP-pnc 

The sec prevents .a from being inserted by a lexical rule, since it occurs in 
non-derived forms. It might be argued that Joiner Extrametri ea 1 i ty cou 1 d 
be formulated to apply to forms containing underlying but historically 
epenthetic .a. For example, this could account for (5). 

A 
5. kana:talok bread 

ka-na?tAlok-i 
zS-BREAD-nsf 

After Syllabification, .a occurs in an open syllable, and so the following 
syllable would be extrametrical, and stress would be correctly assigned to 
the antepenult imate vowe 1. The derivation is: 



kana?tAlok 
lll\\\\\\\ 
cvcvccvcvc 
,1 ,\/ ,1 'JI 
(? G:> b G:, 

kana?tA[lok) .,,,,, 
kana?tA[lok] 

/\ 
k an a: t A [l O k ] 
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Syllabification (Level 1) 

Joiner Extrametricality 
Oneida Stress Rule 
Vowel Length I (Falling Tone and 
Laryngeal Deletion) 

However, this solution falls to account for forms such as (6). 

A 
6. wa?kkwe:talu? I cut 

wa?-k-kwe?tAl-u-? 
aor-15-CUT OFF-dist-pnc 

After Syllabification, g occurs in a closed syllable which is not followed 
by another syllable, and so Joiner Extrametricality fails to apply. Even 
after the distributive suffix is added, .aJs in a closed syllable, since 
Syllabification does not disrupt metrical structure. Nevertheless, the 
antepenultimate vowel is stressed. The derivation is: 

kwe?tAl 
\\\\\\\ 
ccvccvc 
l '-....\/ ,\/ 

" (o 

Syllabification (Level 1) 



[kwe?tAl]u] 

kwe?tAlu 
\ l \\\\\\ 
ccvccvcv 
\ '\.J/ '-..\ / l 

'=, '=, G:, 

I 
wa?kkwe?tAlu? 

/ *wa?kkwe?talu? 
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Joiner Extrametricality 

Distributive Suffixation 

Syllabification 

Joiner Extrametricality 
Oneida Stress Rule (Leve 1 4) 
Open Syllable Length 
Stress Shift 

Historically epenthetic .a.cannot be inserted by a pos_tlexical rule, since, 
although it does not count in stress assignment, 1t cond1ttons Open 
Syllable Length and Stress Shift. The fact that .a must be underlying is 
shown in (7), in which Tautosyllabification applies to the kwV sequence. 

/ 7. ohna:kwala? t1re 
yo-hnakwAl-a? 
zO-TIRE-nsf 

The derivation of (7) 1s: 

hnakwAl 
llf\ll\ 
ccvccvc 
\ '-\ I '\/ 

b 

Syllabification (Level 1) 



hnakwAl 
\\l\l \I 
ccvccvc 
\ ,1 ~/ 

/ ohnakwAla? 
/ 

0 h n a: k W A l a ? 
/ 

o h n a: k w a 1 a ? 
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Tautosyl lab1 f 1cat 1on 

Oneida Stress Rule (Leve 1 4) 
Open Syllable Length 
Stress Shift 

If the vowel .a were not underlying, but inserted by a postlexical rule of 
.epenthesis) the der1vation of (7) would proceed as follows: 

hnakwl 
I \ l l l I 
ccvccc 
\ ~/ \ \ 

Co 

/ ohnakwla? 

/ *o h n a k w a 1 a ? 

Syllabification (Level 1) 

Tautosyl lab1 f 1cat 1on 
Oneida Stress Rule (Leve 1 4) 
Open Syllable Length 
Stress Shift 
Postlex1cal Epenthes1s 

We have two alternative solutions to account for epenthetic a. We can 
assume that forms with historically epenthetic .a now contain underlying 
.a, and are marked in the lexicon to cause stress retract ion to the 
preceding syllable. Alternatively, following Kiparsky ( 1982) we can 
assume that the vowel .a is unspecified lexically for the feature vocalic in 
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these forms. This feature would be filled in by a lexical rule after the 
One1da Stress Rule and before Open Syllable Length. Since the vowel .aJs 
not specified as vocalic when the Oneida Stress Rule applies, it cannot 
count as a syllable peak for assigning stress. 

The underspec1f1cat1on solution y1elds a contrast between underly1ng .a and 
historically epenthetic a which is shown below. 

underlying a 
+vocalic 
-consonantal 
-high 
+low 

5.4.9 Summary 

epenthetic a 
O vocal1c 
-consonantal 
-high 
+low 

Vowel Syncope 11, Syllabification, Ambisyllabification and E-epenthesis 
are the four lex1cal rules 1n One1da wh1ch apply at all the levels in the 
lexicon. These four rules apply cyclically at Level Four. We have argued 
that the word-formation rules which apply at Level Four must be ordered 
with respect to each other. All morphological rules and Bracket Erasure 
precede the set of non-cyclic rules at Level Four. Noun G11de Deletion, 
Glide Vocalization, Prothesis and Initial h-Deletion are not cyclic rules. 
They apply in an ordered block after all word formation rules have taken 
place, and before the accent rules apply at Level Four. The accent rules 
also are non-cycl1c. What all of these rules have in common 1s that none of 
them may apply unti 1 the word level has been reached. 

The fact that all morphological rules must precede these phonological 
rules at Level Four, and that these rules are non-cycl ic does not reinforce 
the lexical phonology model. According to other scholars (Kiparsky 1983; 
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Mohanan and Halle 1985) there may be non-cyclic levels as well as cyclic 
levels in the lexicon. However, in Oneida, while Levels One to Three are 
cyclic, Level Four appears to be partially cyclic and partially non-cyclic, 
since phonological rules such as E-epenthesis apply after each 
morphological operation, while phonological rules such as Prothesis apply 
once after all morpholog1cal operat1ons have taken place. 

The cyclic rules which apply at Level Four, such as Vowel Syncope 11, are 
subject to the Strict Cycle Condition which prevents such rules from 
applying to non-derived forms, Le. forms which have not undergone 
affixation at Level Four. The non-cyclic rules which apply at Level Four, 
such as Noun Glide Deletion are structure changing rules. Such rules would 
be prevented from applying to non-derived forms under the sec if they · 
were cycl 1c rules, however stnce they are non-cycl 1c rules, the sec does 
not hold for them. Therefore, these rules may apply after the 
word-formation and Bracket Erasure rules to insert and delete segments. 
This fact supports Kiparsky's claim that lexical rules may not change the 
underlying features of an entry under Structure Preservation until the 
word level. 

To summarize the analysis presented thus far, we have reached several 
conclus1ons concerning the Oneida lexicon. F1rst, 5yllab1f1cat1on 1s a 
structure bu1lding cyclic rule which applies on the t cycle, and then 
reapplies after each morphological operation at each level in the lexicon. 
It does not change the metri ea 1 structure assigned by previous 
syllabification when it applies. Ambisyllab1ficat1on is also a structure 
building cyclic rule which applies after Syllabification on the r/ cycle, and 
then reapplies after word-formation rules at all levels in the lexicon. It 
does not change the metrical structure assigned by Syllabification when it 
applies on the I cycle. Under both the Strict Cycle Condit ion and Structure 
Preservation, a eye l i c ru 1 e may apply to bu i1 d but not to change structure 
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in non-derived forms. A cyclic rule may apply to change structure in 
der1ved forms. Both these condtt 1ons allow Syllabification and 
Ambisyllabification to apply to a non-derived form, since these rules do 
not change underlying features. 

Second, Tautosy11abif1cation is a non-cyc11c rule since 1t 1s restricted to 
apply only once, on the 1 cycle. It is a structure changing rule, since it 
applies to link consonants which have been assigned an extrasyllabic 
status by Syllabification, or to delink consonants from a preceding 
syllable coda and relink them to a following syllable onset. Under both the 
Strict Cycle Condition and Structure Preservation, Tautosyllabification is 
not permitted to apply to non-derived forms if it is a cyclic rule because 
it changes the underlying features. However, since Tautosyllabification is 
not a cyclic rule, these conditions do not hold, and Tautosyllabification 
may apply to non-derived lexical entries. 

Third, we have collapsed the pre and post-stress Stem Joiner Insertion 
rules given by Michelson C 1983) into one rule which applies cyclically at 
Levels One and Two. Our analysis additionally requires a Joiner 
Extrametricality rule to account for joiner vowels which are not counted 
in stress placement but condition Open Syllable Length and Stress Shift. 

Fourth, we have collapsed the various pre and post-stress E-epenthesis 
rules given by Michelson ( 1983) into one rule which applies cyclically at 
all levels in the lexicon. This rule refers to extrasyllabic consonants 
which are assigned by the prior app11cat1on of Syllab1f1cation. As we shall 
see in (5.5), another rule of E-epenthesis applies postlexically to account 
for the epenthetic vowel which occurs morpheme internally in certain 
aspect suffixes, and which occurs between a verb ending in a consonant 
and aspect suffix beginning in a 1. This epenthetic vowel is not counted in 
stress placement. 
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Last, we have argued that the historically epenthetic vowel .a has been 
reanalyzed as underlying. This vowel does not count 1n stress placement, 
but conditions Open Syllable Length and Stress Shift. Since this vowel 
occurs morpheme internally, it cannot be inserted by Stem Joiner Insertion 
under the sec. We have argued that one possible solution to this problem 
is that the vowel is specified [ O vocalic], and that this feature 1s filled 
in by a lexical rule after the Oneida Stress Rule, but before Open Syllable 
Length app 1 ies. 

s.s Post1ex1ca1 Rules 

We have already claimed that syntactic noun derivation takes place at the 
postlexical level. In this section we argue that the syllable structure 
constraints of Oneida apply postlex1cally. E-epenthes1s applies both 
lexically and postlexically but only the post_lexical 
application refers to syllable structure constraints. We also argue that 
Syllabification applies at the postlexical level to link extrasyllabic 
consonants to the syllable t1er, subject to the syllable structure 
constraints of Oneida. 

5.5. 1 Eoenthesis 

If a 1 noun suffix is added to a consonant final noun root, an epenthetic f 
is inserted. This vowel does not count when determining the penultimate 
vowel for stress assignment. ( 1) contains an epenthetic vowel in the noun 
suff 1x, wh1le (2) shows that not all ::f1. noun suff 1xes conta1n epenthet 1c 
vowels. If the vowel is underlying, it is counted in stress assignment. 

,,,,, 
1. o:wale? 

yo-wal-? 
zO-VE I L -nsf 

veil, netting 
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/ 
2. awvhihte? strawberry 

w-awvh1ht-e? 
zS-STRAWBERRY-nsf 

Since C? clusters are disallowed by the syllable structure constraints of 
Oneida, and consequently never appear on the surface but are instead 
broken up by epenthesis, the underlying representations we assume in this 
section are abstract. In (3-4) the underlying representations given for the 
aspect suffixes are abstract; E-epenthesis must apply after the accent 
rules to derive the surface forms since the epenthet1c vowel does not 
count in stress placement. It is argued that E-epenthesis applies 
postlexically to break up clusters which violate syllable structure 
constraints. 

/ 
3. lata:tihe? He talks 

hla-atati-h? 
mS-T ALK, SPEAK-ser 

A 
4. wahsakayu:te:se? It's thundering 

w-ahsakayute-?s? 
zS-THUNDER-ser 

In (5) E-epenthesis applies postlexically to derive the surface form. The 
sec is violated if E-epenthesis is allowed to apply lexically to the forms 
in (3-4). However, the sec is not violated by allowing E-epenthesis to 
apply to the form 1n (5), in which the .c.7...cluster results from aff ixat ion. 
Nevertheless, (3-5) are similar since, if the epenthetic f. is inserted 
lexically, i_t must somehow be prevented from being counted in stress 
assignment. 
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/_ 
5. wa?kattoke? I noticed it 

wa?-k-at-tok-? 
aor-1 S-srf-REAL I ZE, KNOW-pnc 

If we allow E-epenthesis to apply postlexically there are no violations of 
the sec, since the sec does not hold at the postlexical level. The Cl 
clusters in the forms in (3-5) violate the syllable structure constraints of 
Oneida. If the syllable structure constraints applied lexically, the 
underlying representations of the aspect suffixes in (3-4) would not be 
allowed. We therefore argue that the syllable structure constraints apply 
postlexically, not lexically, and can thereby allow the representations in 
(3-4) in the lexicon. Under this analysis, we treat U. clusters in 
underlying representations, and C? clusters arising through affixation at 
Level Four in the same manner. We account for why epenthetic ~does not 
count in stress placement in forms such as those in (3-5), since 
epenthetic f is not present when the accent rules apply. 

E-epenthesis 1s formulated: 

6. Postlexical E-epenthesis 

, ---> e I C __ ? 

It is suggested that tl noun suffixes were historically 1 noun suffixes to 
which Postlexical E-epenthesis applied. The output of the Postlexical 
E-epenthesis rule became lex1cal1zed 1n some cases. Th1s same h1stor1cal 
process is reflected in the he? aspect suffix, which it is argued was 
originally h? and underwent Postlexical E-epenthesis. The output of the 
epenthesis rule became lexicalized as e? in some cases as in (7) below 
which may be compared with (3) above: 



/ 7. ka?shatste? 
ka-?shatst-ei 
zS-STRONG-ser 

s.s.2 Summary 
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It's strong 

In Michelson·s account ( 1981, 1983) underlying abstract representations 
such as -h? (serial aspect suffix) are allowed and E-epenthesis applies to 
derive the surface form -he?. This analysis violates the sec. Under a 
lex1cal phonology analys1s, E-epenthes1s appl1es postlex1cally to these 
representations, and since postlexical rules are not constrained by the 
sec, E-epenthesis is no longer problematic. The fact that lexical entries 
may contain extrasyllabic consonants is no longer problematic under a · 
lexical phonology approach. S1nce the syllable structure constraints apply 
postlexically, they do not operate on lexical entries which contain 
extrasyl labic consonants such as -ya?k- "cut" . 

Michelson fails to explain how extrasyllabic consonants remaining after ,,, 
the epenthesis rules are linked to the syllable tier, in words like kato:lats 
"I hunt", where the final consonant remains extrasyllabic after 
syllabification. Under the analysis given _in this chapter, syllabification 
app11es postlexically to 11nk extrasyllab1c consonants to the syllable tier 
subject to the syllable structure constraints of Oneida. 

In Michelson·s analysis some extrasyllabic consonants do not trigger 
epenthesis, although she uses extrasyllabic1ty to account for epenthesis. 
Under the lexical phonology model , epenthesis is a lexical rule which 
applies after word-formation rules, which is why it is restricted to apply 
only to extrasyllabic consonants in derived environments. Morpheme 
internal extrasyllabic consonants cannot trigger epenthesis 
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under the sec, in words like ka?sh~tste? "It's strong" (where the root 
1nit1al s. is extrasyllab1c) or wa?kkalhfthu? "I turned it over" (where the k 
of the pronominal prefix is extrasyllabic). 

Michelson ( 1985) provided an analysis in a metrical framework which also 
had problematic features. The prestress rule inserts f. before an 
ext rasy1labic consonant at the boundary between a prefix and stem. The 
poststress rule inserts .e. between a consonant and 1. C? clusters violate 
syllable struct~re constraints in Mohawk and Oneida. In Mohawk, another 
poststress rule 'inserts f. between a consonant and non-low sonorant. 
Consonant plus non-low sonorant clusters violate syllable structure 
constraints in Mohawk. Under a lexical phonology analysis, in Oneida the 
prestress rule applies lexically, and the poststress rule applies 
postlexically. In Mohawk both poststress rules apply postlex1cally. 
The difference between the prestress and poststress rules falls out 
naturally from a lexical phonology viewpoint, since it is a result of the 
fact that E-epenthesis applying lexically applies to derived forms while 
E-epenthesis applying postlexically applies to non-derived forms. The 
pre stress rule inserts~ before an extrasyl labic consonant. The poststress 
rules insert f to break up nonpermissable clusters. Since syllable 
structure constraints apply postlexically, it is logical that the poststress 
rules also apply postlexically. 

The rule of Final Extrametricality posited by Michelson is no longer 
required, and the grammar is consequently simplified. This rule was 
required to account for the failure of epenthet1c f. before a word final 1...to 
count in stress assignment. An epenthetic .e. which does not count in stress 
ass1gnment is simply not present when the accent rules apply, since the 
accent rules apply at the word level, and epenthesis applies in the 
postlexical component. (In any case, it should be noted that Final 
Extrametricality would overapply to the underlying .e. in the serial aspect 
suffix -e? and the noun suffix -e?.) 
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Second, under the analysis given in this chapter, Joiner Extrametricality 
applies at the compound levels (Levels One and Two), and so it always 
applies at the edge of a lexical entry. 

The analysis provided by Michelson in which, after insertion, an 
epenthet1c_a_has an associated Von the CV tier, but an epenthet1c f. does 
not, was unmotivated and may be discarded. The two V insertion rules, 
posited by Michelson to differentiate between the outputs of prestress and 
poststress e-epenthesis are no longer required under a lexical phonology 
analysis, and the grammar is simplified. Both Stem Joiner Insertion and 
E-epenthesis automatically insert a Von the CV tier when they apply. 

5.6 conclusJon 

The lexical phonology analysis reveals some_ ways in which a polysynthetic 
language like Oneida may differ from a nonpolysynthetic language like 
English. First, in Oneida, inflection takes place at all levels in the 
lexicon, not only at the last level. At Level One, derivational pref1xation 
precedes inflectional suffixation which adds a root and/or case suffix. At 
Level Two, inflectional suffixation adds a case suffix. At Level Three, 
inflection precedes derivation to attach the perfective suffix before the 
progressive suff1x. At Level Four, the noun and aspect suff1xes, whtch are 
inflectional are added. 

Second, word-formation rules are typically ordered within a level, rather 
than applying in a generally unordered manner as 1t has been claimed is the 
case in English (Aronoff 1976). At Level One, Verb-Verb Compounding 
precedes Noun-Verb Compounding, and derivational affixat ion. 
Derivational affixation precedes inflectional affixation at this level. At 
Level Three, the semireflexive or reflexive prefix is added before the 
pronominal prefix which in turn is added before the prepronominal pref ix. 
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Additionally at this level, the perfective precedes the progressive suffix. 
At Level Four, the serial or perfective precedes the continuative, which in 
turn precedes the punctual suffix. 

Third, in metrical theory (Liberman and Prince 1977) metrical structure is 
not retained in English at the subword level, but is retained at the word 
and phrase levels. In Oneida, in contrast, metrical structure is not 
affected by resyllabification at the subword level, but it may be erased 
and rebuilt by resyllabification at the word level, after the Oneida Stress 
Rule, in cases where Joiner Extrametricaltty has applied. Metrical 
structure may also be changed by resyllabification at the postlexical 
level, where it applies to link extrasyllabic consonants to syllable nodes 
subject to the syllable structure constraints of Oneida. 

Fourth, in Oneida the word level is only partially non-cyclic, unlike English 
where, it is claimed, the word level is non-cyclic (Kiparsky 1983). In 
Oneida, cyclic phonological rules apply after each morphological operation 
at Level Four. Bracket Erasure then applies, followed by non-cyclic 
phonological rules. These phonological rules apply to what are in effect 
non-derived forms, since they lack internal brackets. However, since 
these rules are non-cyclic, the Strict Cycle Condition does not constrain 
their application. 

The evidence from Oneida demonstrates that within the lexicon both cyclic 
and non-cyclic phonological rules must apply. The cyclic rules which apply 
at all levels in the lexicon are Syllab1f1cat1on, Amb1syllab1f1cat1on, Vowel 
Syncope 11 and E-epenthesis. Two other rules, Stem Joiner Insertion and 
Joiner Extrametricality, also apply cyclically, but apply only at Levels One 
and Two. There is one rule, Tautosyllabification, which applies 
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non-cyclically at Level One. At Level Four, Noun Glide Deletion, Prothesis, 
ln1tial h-Delet1on, Gl1de Vocalization and the accent rules apply 
non-cyclically. These rules apply after Bracket Erasure to a form with 
only externa 1 brackets as noted above. 

The Oneida data provides support for the Lexical Phonology model. A loop 
is required in the lexicon to account for noun-verb compounds which 
contain a nominalized verb as the noun constituent. The fact that some 
phonological rules (Syllabification, Ambisyllabification, 
Tautosyllab1fication) must precede morphological rules at Level One also 
supports a lexical phonology analysis as opposed to a generative phonology 
analysis. Conditions such as the Strict Cycle Condition and Structure 
Preservation motivate the fact that cyclic rules such as Vowel Syncope II 
may not apply to non-derived forms to change underlying features, while 
non-cyclic rules such as Tautosyllabification and the accent rules may 
apply to non-derived forms to change features. 

The analysis presented simplifies the epenthesis rules in Oneida. 
E-epenthesis is formulated as a ·lexical and a post lexical rule. The lexical 
rule inserts f before a consonant assigned extrasyl labic status by 
Syllabification. The Strict Cycle Condition prevents E-epenthesis from 
inserting a vowel tn a non-derived form such as morpheme internally in an 

,,; 
aspect suffix such as -h? in lata:tihe? "He talks". It also prevents the 
application of E-epenthesis to a form which has only external (word) 
brackets after affixation and Bracket Erasure at Level Four. In a word like 
wa?kattoke?. the final 1 of the aspect suffix 1s extrasyllabic, but 
E-epenthesis cannot apply lexically to insert~ under the Strict Cycle 
Condition because it is a cyclic rule. E-epenthesis may, however, apply 
post lexically to insert .e. word internally, since post lexical rules are not 
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constrained by the Str.ict Cycle Condition. We argued that the s l lable 
structure constraints in Oneida must apply postlexically, since post lexical 
E-epenthesis refers to the nonpermissible cluster C? when it applies 
morpheme or word internally. 

By positing that the syllable structure constraints 1n Oneida apply 
postlexically, we accounted for why E-epenthesis refers to extrasyllabic 
consonants when it applies lexically, but to nonpermissible clusters when 
it applies post lexically. We also accounted for how extrasyllabic 
consonants which remain unlinked to the syllable tier after all lexical 
rules have applied become linked. Syllabification applies lexically to link 
segments to the syllable tier, but as a lexical rule it cannot change 
metrical structure assigned by previous syllabification and is therefore .a 
structure building rule. As a postlexical rule, Syllabification links 
unlinked consonants subject to the syllable structure constraints, and 
therefore applies as a structure changing rule. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1Michelson ( 1983) notes exceptions to Vowel Syncope II . The 3 person 
singular objective prefixes or transitive prefixes with a 3 person singular 
agent and masculine singular patient do not undergo syncope when added to 
an o-stem verb. 
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